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Foreword

sff .ost knowledgeable people working on political support for appeals from compilers for
R ,Sf | environmentally sustainable develop- additional resources.

IVYJL ment (ESD) know that the empirical There are important gaps in our understand-
base for decisionmaking is weak. At the World ing of the facets of environmentally sustainable
Bank we were very concerned that little was development, but there are also areas in which
being done to improve the situation in ways that data collection activities could be streamlined.
would respond to policymakers' concerns. Finding the right balance will require more atten-
Despite early work-including that of Ernst Lutz tion to the gray area in which compilers' concerns
and Salah El Serafy within the Bank and Robert about definitions of terms, sources and methods,
Repetto, Albert Adriaanse, and others outside- and accessibility of nation-level data intersect
there was little prospect of policy relevant indi- with policymakers' pressing needs for guidance,
cators even some years down the road. There are even if based on imperfect information.
good reasons why the World Bank was and Monitoring Environlmental Progress-the first in
remains more a user than a compiler of indica- what is envisaged as an annual series-is a first
tors. Nevertheless, we considered the issue so step toward finding that balance. It showcases
important that we resolved to play a more pro- improvements in ESD indicators that help to ana-
active role by ensuring proper communication lyze policy-oriented issues. Real improvement
between users and compilers. To that end, we will depend on an unprecedented level of collab-
convened meetings and commissioned studies oration within the international community, deal-
in particular areas. This report spotlights the ing with more than indicators. Hence, while this
brighter picture that is emerging for users, publication is rich in "products" such as new indi-
thanks to unprecedented collaboration among cators and innovative concepts, it is really about
international agencies, national authorities, non- empirical processes.
governmental organizations, and academics The present Bank effort dates from the
active in this area. release of the Bank's World Development Report

As a user of indicators, the Bank's position is 1992: Development and the Environment. Andrew
that more can and should be done with available Steer, then core team leader for that report and
information despite obvious imperfections and now director of the Environment Department,
caveats. It is essential that policymakers have at supported efforts by the Socio-Economic Data
least rough indicators of whether environmental Division to extend techniques for socioeco-
conditions are getting better or worse, broadly. nomic indicators to environmental ones. John
Making the most of what is available builds O'Connor, then chief of that division, moved to

vii
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the Environment Department to lead work on biodiversity, air, water, and material inputs in eco-
this report and on a broader knowledge base on nomic processes are considered. These examples
environmentally sustainable development. This were chosen not only for their intrinsic impor-
report is a part of this process, intended to fos- tance, but also because they provided good exam-
ter international discussion. ples of how to promote a dialogue between users

Environmental indicators available today and compilers.
remain weaker than socioeconomic ones, which Three areas for improved communications
themselves are often highly flawed. This is partly emerge. There are questions about definitions
explained by how recently environmental issues (what is a forest? how should details about open
have come to the forefront in policymaking. That forests and plantations be combined?). There are
can explain, for example, why there is no inter- issues of methodology (how to blend remote
nationally agreed framework for such indicators. sensing and ground surveys of forests, benefit-
As discussed in the appendix, good progress has cost analysis, and sampling techniques). And
been made on this front, and there are reassuring there are practical considerations about the cre-
signs of a "common gene" in proposals for an ation and maintenance of the massive data bases
indicator framework. Consensus seems to be that will be required to come to grips with the
forming around a table like the sustainability complexity of interactions among ecological,
matrix in the appendix, in which issues are social, and economic processes. Most relevant
"rows" and key steps in moving from problem information is location-specific. Despite major
identification to problem solving are "columns." advances in geographic information systems, this
Issues can be viewed hierarchically, with concise increased use of location-specific information still
measures like soil acidity nested in more general raises issues of aggregation and "ground
concepts like soil conditions, which are essential truthing." Grappling with location-specific infor-
in broad issues like land management. There is mation can be viewed as a major headache for
reason to hope that, from a user's perspective, those responsible for information systems man-
better frameworks, and agreed processes for agement-or as an opportunity for real progress
improving and harmonizing them, will emerge on participatory processes and other forms of
from the materials presented at the April 1995 feedback on what works for sustainable develop-
meeting of the UN Commission on Sustainable ment. Exploiting this opportunity will require
Development (CSD), including a draft of this compromises on the technical rigor of the con-
report. struction of indicators but could prove invaluable

Closure on this broad methodological phase to policymakers as a way to engage all stake-
of work will reveal technical and analytical issues holders in deciding what the "facts" are.
that create more fundamental problems in the The middle of this report delves into that gray
environmental field than in socioeconomic ones. area alluded to where physical indicators of envi-
These will tend to require case-by-case review, at ronmental conditions blend into policymaking.
a national or local level, but an issue-oriented Timely if imperfect indicators are needed,
approach, such as that taken in the body of this because policies are now being set in important
report, does suggest some shared concerns. The areas. International conventions on issues such as
theme of each chapter has been framed as a com- climate change, biodiversity, and desertification
monly asked question that decisionmakers, and require evidentiary processes. They seek quan-
the general public and technical experts, all can tifiable goals, voluntary targets, and other ways
directly relate to, such as, "Can we save the forest to monitor and evaluate performance. And many
while using the trees?" or "Are we sharing the countries are reviewing not only their monitoring
burden of reducing climate risks?" This format, tools but also their policy instruments for suit-
we believe, is helpful to lay the basis for common ability to the task ahead. Several chapters of this
understanding of complex phenomena. report (notably on taxes and subsidies, climate,

Our shared interest in such an issue-oriented and saving and we .lth) therefore consider how a
approach is most apparent in the early chapters, shared information system and clarity about the
which are concerned mainly with physical mea- uses and limits of policy instruments might in
sures of natural resources. Indicators on forests, turn help target indicator work.
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We need to proceed quickly with similar work to 20 percent) of their total wealth as in industrial
on all issues in the indicator framework, not only countries. Such findings suggest that it is time to
the nine taken up here. All are important, and move beyond the notion that investment is only
many were omitted because they present even what is embodied in machinery and buildings.
greater problems in deciding what the enmpirical The conclusions reached herein support the via-
base should be. More importantly, even more dis- bility of the proposition that investment in peo-
tilled indicators will be required to influence pol- ple, and capacity building in general, is crucial for
icymaking. The CSD Secretariat's documentation sustainable development.
indicates that thought is being given to this prob- Considerably more work and more concep-
lem. The need for a more analytical framework is tual thinking are needed on these points. We
clear. Provisional ones, like the matrix in the must recognize the work done by the national
appendix, point out possible synergies among accounting standard setters around the world
separate compilation efforts but do not ade- who have brought their own intellectual rigor to
quately capture the dynamics of sustainable the environmental debate through risk manage-
development. ment assessment at the level of the firm.

Many leads are given in the pages that follow, Preparation of this publication has under-
but perhaps the most profound suggestion of scored that while further refinement of ESD indi-
intellectual retooling is in the final chapters, cators is certainly needed, we should not lose
which propose a change in the role of national sight of the even larger steps that must be taken
accounting. Short-cut methods may help flag not once countries begin to compile such indicators to
only countries but also particular processes, replace the first approximations given here. The
notably saving-investment dynamics, where objectives must be to have an internationally
poor measurement of environmental aspects can agreed framework, with a set of indicators that are
give distorted signals to decisionmakers. robust, discriminating, interpretable, and linkable

Chapter 7 suggests that international rank- to particular policy levers. Such indicators should
ings-say, by per capita income-would not be be relatively inexpensive to construct and moni-
much affected by "greening" national accounts. tor and should be internationally understood in
But the refinements involved do lead to interesting terms of definition, methodology, and interpreta-
policy issues, for example, in the area of domestic tion. Even if they are only approximate calcula-
saving and investment. In addition interesting tions the first time around (as are many in this
observations can be made about wealth creation publication), they will be a first step toward pro-
and, ultimately, the net worth of countries. viding decisionmakers with a better basis for

Even crude estimates of wealth (chapter 8) assessing policy choices. Keeping these broader
highlight the importance of human resources in objectives in mind while grappling with more
sustainable development. This is the most impor- technical concerns about data sources and meth-
tant form of wealth in most countries; more often ods will require cooperation on a global scale.
than not it exceeds the sum of the other two com-
ponents (produced or human-made assets and Ismnail Serageldin
natural capital). Developing countries are less Vice Presidenit
wealthy than advanced ones, per capita, but pro- Environimentaly Suistaitiable Developmenit
duced assets account for about the same share (16 The World Bank
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INTRODUCTION

Making Environmental Data
Useful to Policymakers

f'S"'he World Bank views environmentally serving its environment for future generations.
| sustainable development from three per- This report addresses a sequence of issue-
AL spectives: economic, sociocultural, and eco- oriented questions about the practical implica-

logical.' The diversity of these needs and concerns tions of this view of development.
suggests that there is no universally "right" or A basic problem is that there is as yet no inter-
"wrong" policy path to achieve environmentally nationally accepted system of indicators for envi-
sustainable development. Moreover, given the ronmentally sustainable development. Indeed,
inadequate state of empirical evidence regarding only one of its three perspectives-economics-
the impact of human activity on nature, technical can be said to have a reasonably articulated indi-
experts rarely can provide policymakers with cator framework, the UN system of national
unambiguous advice about trade-offs among accounts (SNA). This first edition of Monitoring
competing long-term goals. To escape this conun- Environmental Progress, therefore, concentrates on
drum, policymakers, technical experts, and the what is needed from various disciplines to devise
public must all share both knowledge and respon- a framework of indicators of environmentally
sibility. Open discussion of the fuzzy links among sustainable development.
the indicators currently available and countries' Future editions will recognize additional
most pressing current concerns is therefore an dimensions to making development environmen-
essential first step toward achieving environmen- tally sustainable. For example, the Canadian
tally sustainable development. Institute of Chartered Accountants has put

This first edition of Monitoring Environmental together several useful indicators of environmen-
Progress picks up the central theme of the Bank's tal performance in "Reporting on Environmental
World Development Report 1992-the complemen- Performance."2 In addition, to mitigate investor
tarity of economic development and environ- concern regarding environmental impact, many
mental management. Economic development nations and international accounting bodies are
cannot be the enemy of the environment for long grappling with the identification and measure-
and remain sustainable. By the same token the ment of business risks and indicators.
best policies for environmental protection also
help further economic activity. Good environ- Institutional Context
mental policies are good economic policies-and
vice versa. Fortunately, considerable knowledge As a follow-up to the 1992 UN Conference on the
and experience already exist for designing a Environment and Development (UNCED), a num-
program to make the world wealthier while pre- ber of international agencies, nongovernmental

1
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organizations, national authorities, and academic Development (CSD) is considering its role in
institutions are preparing empirical studies to promoting a user-oriented framework for envi-
increase the store of environmental information. ronmental indicators. In taking stock of post-
Several, including the World Bank, are also UNCED work on information needs,3 a
involved in the long-term task of developing sta- comprehensive review of plans for improved
tistical reporting systems. The aims are both to sat- indicators for environmentally sustainable devel-
isfy national policymakers' need for information opment was presented at the April 1995 CSD
and to facilitate comparisons of environmental sus- meeting. In coming years a chronology of outputs
tainability among nations. will chart worldwide progress on these fronts.

The UN Statistical Division (UNSTAT) is coor- Nongovernmental organizations also have
dinating efforts to reach international agreement been active in the dialogue about appropriate
on reporting systems. Most approaches stress the indicators for environmentally sustainable devel-
integration of environmental statistics with sys- opment. The International Union for the Conser-
tems already established for the analysis of eco- vation of Nature has focused on community based
nomic and social statistics. The first task, however, approaches, which hold great promise for effecting
is to develop acceptable indicators of environ- fundamental change but cannot soon be extended
mentally sustainable development. Indicators- to formulate nationwide systems. The Earth
derived from finer-scale data-are intended to Council is promoting links between local and
have significance that transcends the properties of national concerns by bringing indicator issues to
the underlying data for issues of wider concern. the attention of national sustainable development

A brief chronology of statistical reporting councils, exploring such measures as an "environ-
efforts suggests that an unprecedented coordina- mental footprint" that could be applied as easily to
tion of approaches is already taking place. Before cities as countries. Still others are conducting case
UNCED, the main international sources for envi- studies of selected areas.
ronmental indicators were the Environmental There has been particular interest in variants
Data Report of the United Nations Environment on the recently revised UN system of national
Programme (UNEP) and the biennial World accounts. The New Economics Foundation has
Resources Report of the World Resources Institute. In devised a sustainability indicator for the United
preparation for UNCED, environmental statistics Kingdom. The World Resources Institute is syn-
also began to be included in such standard refer- thesizing a number of national studies of natural
ences for socioeconomic indicators as the World resource adjustments to national accounts. The
Bank's Atlas, Social Indicators of Developnnent, and World Wide Fund for Nature and a project called
World Development Indicators and the United Accounting for the Environment are both
Nations Development Programme's (UNDP) actively reviewing efforts (by the Bank and oth-
Humani Development Report. ers) in this area.

The emergence of "core" indicators of envi- In this unique climate of cooperative effort,
ronmental performance in the reports of mem- some have spoken of a "common gene" uniting
ber countries of the Organisation for Economic the pool of indicators for environmentally sus-
Co-operation and Development initiated a post- tainable development. In the Bank's view the
UNCED wave of new indicators for environ- common theme is the emphasis on national deci-
mentally sustainable development. And these sionmakers' needs, which has resulted in an
publications are evolving. New products under effective, issues-oriented approach to the prob-
active development since UNCED include an lem of defining indicators and the shared belief
initiative by the United Nations Environment that it is possible to squeeze analytic content from
Programme (UNEP) to produce Global Environ- available information despite myriad uncertain-
mnental Outlook, which will feature a first-ever ties about both the quality of the data and the
assessment of global fresh-water supplies as underlying assumptions.
well as markedly improved empirical bases for Researchers t niversally caution against
assessing air and water quality. striving for a "magic number" that would pre-

In still another approach, the secretariat for tend to capture the complexity of sustainable
the United Nations Commission on Sustainable development. But a general movement toward
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aggregated measures for specific issues is neces- The usefulness of ecosystem indicators, more-
sary. This longer-term goal was endorsed at the over, extends beyond forests to other environ-
January 1995 Workshop on Indicators of Sus- mental concerns. Improved indicators for
tainable Development, cosponsored by the assessing the management of forest ecosystems,
Belgian and Costa Rican governments, UNEP, for example, would also strengthen the monitor-
and the Scientific Committee on Problems of the ing and evaluation of biological diversity (chapter
Environment. Intermediate "composite" indica- 2), although the number of other factors involved
tors of progress are already being tested as in establishing biodiversity indicators makes it
schemes for monetary and nonmonetary valua- difficult to reach common agreement on appro-
tion. Preliminary results suggest that-at a min- priate action in this area.
imum-these experimental approaches will be An analytical framework is offered in chapter
useful in promoting consensus about priorities 2 to guide discussions of biodiversity and direct
for further work. attention to the most relevant monitoring tasks.

The aim is to help establish priorities for local
Summary of Contents action and decisionmaking, which should in turn

lead to better site-specific indicators. The prob-
Monitoring Environmenltal Progress poses a series lem is that it is unclear how to summarize fine-
of compelling questions that properly targeted grain information across disparate locations
indicators for environmentally sustainable devel- when the information collected is tailored to site-
opment should help to answer. The discussion, specific observations. Attempts to develop sum-
therefore, explores the strengths and weaknesses mary indicators of biodiversity are noted in this
of available indicators and suggests avenues for report, but the results represent possible applica-
developing new ones. tions only and were not derived from direct stud-

The selection of questions is not meant to sug- ies of biodiversitv in individual countries.
gest that these are the only or most pressing Chapter 3 emphasizes the fact that excessive
issues. They were chosen rather to illustrate how use of the ecosystem as a pollution sink is likely
even the rough indicators that are now available to undermine the health of ecosystems, impose
can yield analytical insight and help establish constraints on economic development, and above
near-term priorities for basic research, including all, jeopardize human health. With their
data compilation and modeling. improved prevention technology and better insti-

Perhaps the earliest sign of progress in devel- tutional capacity to address such problems, high-
oping useful environmental indicators was the income countries have been better able than
shift of attention away from forests as producers poorer nations to deal with the problems of air
of commercial wood supplies to concern about and water pollution. But bearing in mind the
the sustainability of wood supplies-which is increasing morbidity and mortality associated
now giving way to a focus on the ecosystem func- with air and water pollution, developing nations
tions of forests. Such a shift requires the develop- also need to include environmental concerns
ment of indicators much broader than those that among their top priorities and to target action
measure wood supplies or that evaluate forests in where it will bring the greatest health improve-
terms of the commercial wood industry. ments at the lowest cost. Chapter 3 therefore

Chapter 1 suggests that progress has been identifies key pollutants and the parameters for
achieved by using forest area and its loss as indi- monitoring them.
cators of environmental health. But-as our con- Chapter 4 explores technology's role in keep-
tinuing inability tomake authoritative and timely ing development sustainable and the degree to
statements about trends in deforestation amply which economic processes use natural resources
demonstrates-this change has not yet been uni- efficiently. Grouping countries by income level
versally adopted. To give just one example, the suggests that, when income rises, input of
most recent data on forests at the global level are resources at the margin is reduced. But the signals
those for 1990. Similarly too little is known about are mixed with regard to countries' reliance on
forest quality, and a finer grain of data is required renewable or nonrenewable resources and their
to reach informed judgments in this area. attention to waste.
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Governments can encourage or discourage future. A new measure of genuine saving is there-
the rational use of natural resources through fore suggested.
taxes, subsidies, or less direct approaches. By Chapter 8 contains an attempt at measuring
considering the key sectors of energy and elec- the wealth of nations-in part to emphasize that
tricity, chapter 5 shows that there is considerable natural capital ought to be viewed as a factor of
scope for improvement in this area. production, and as an increasingly scarce one at

Chapter 6 discusses emissions of carbon diox- that. The empirical questions focus on measuring
ide and other greenhouse gases. Stabilization of natural resources relative to produced assets and
carbon dioxide emissions is examined by consid- human resources and determining which coun-
ering which countries are adding the largest incre- tries have relatively rich or poor natural endow-
ments to the stock of carbon in the atmosphere each ments. The overshadowing importance of human
year. This is not a simple story. While several devel- resources is also noted.
oping countries are among the largest incremental One approach to measuring wealth is the trial
emitters, on a per capita basis their emissions are balance sheet. Using this approach this report
but a small fraction of those put out by rich coun- suggests that natural resources should be viewed
tries. On the other hand developing countries are as scarce goods for which appropriate macro-
several times less efficient in their use of energy. As economic policies should be adopted.
this discussion of the indicators for greenhouse gas The discussion of wealth emphasizes the rela-
emissions shows, an equitable sharing of global tive and complementary importance of human
commons will not be easily achieved. capital, produced assets, and natural resources in

Clearly there is much more to nature than can today's world. It concludes that human capital is
be accounted for entirely in terms of monetary worth more than either produced assets or natural
indicators. Valuing in situ natural resources resources, but that natural resources are probably
solely as raw materials, for example, ignores their worth more than produced assets-even wvithout
role in the earth's complex life-support systems. taking into account nature's invaluable life-sup-
Nonmonetary weighting schemes have therefore port role. As might be expected natural resources
been suggested for forests, biodiversity, nonre- are far more important in developing economies
newable resources, and aspects of the global com- than in high-income economies. More surprising
mons. In each case this report links the ecological is the observation that produced assets account for
goal of conservation to the economic goal of sav- 15 to 20 percent of an economy's wealth regardless
ing, even if expressing the two in equivalent of the level of total per capita wealth.
accounting terms is not yet possible. The empha- Natural resources have been valued only as raw
sis on nonmonetary approaches is not, and materials on the trial balance sheet. While prevail-
should not be interpreted as, a rejection of mone- ing market prices seem to have meaning for these
tary valuation schemes. items, monetization is only one form of valuation.

In fact, chapter 7 introduces Bank work on a In principle a global balance sheet should also take
short-cut approach to "green" national accounts account of the value of the life-support functions of
that yields time series for some ninety countries. the earth, which would require more flexibility in
When used to refine studies of saving-investment approaching issues of valuation, weighting, aggre-
conditions, these computations convey an impor- gation, and so on. Some aspects (efficiency of input
tant analytical message to environmentalists and procedures, saving the forest wlhile using the trees,
economists alike. and so on) can be linked to items on the asset side

While it is widely recognized that rich and poor of the wealth balance sheet. The liability side seems
nations must both save to accumulate wealth, it is more appropriate for recording use of the environ-
suggested here that conventional accounts give ment as a sink for pollution and waste. For practi-
policymakers, particularly in resource-based eco- cal reasons some items (biodiversity, global
nomies, an overly optimistic view of domestic sav- commons, and so on) may have to be treated as
ing rates. Apart from environmental consequences memorandum items for the present.
(excessive use of natural resources), miscalcula- When issues discussed in the early part of this
tion of the saving residual can lead to a mistaken report give way to sectoral analysis and monetiza-
view of how well a nation is preparing for its tion is considered alongside other approaches to
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aggregation and weighting, a macroeconomic quality of the factors being summed or averaged.
framework begins to emerge. To help policymakers, Wherever possible this report uses a dual
a variety of such measures need to be summarized approach, providing readers with practical exam-
and subjected to similar valuation procedures. ples of the difference between monetary and non-

The overriding importance of human resources monetary valuation schemes. Parallel use of
in a nation's wealth draws attention to the impor- monetary valuation is important if environmental
tance of investing in human capital, which leads to issues are to be incorporated in the indicators com-
chapter 9 and a discussion of how the poor have monly used for macroeconomic decisionmaking.
fared. Recognition that poverty is multidimen- The choice of aggregation over valuation pro-
sional underscores the need for indicators that cedures also reflects our view of how best to deal
reflect such varied issues as income, health, basic with obvious differences between market theory
needs, and environment. A fair number of country- and practice. For example, most economists agree
level indicators are already available. But poverty that markets can equilibrate prices for such trad-
is both a household attribute and an attribute of ables as subsoil assets and produced assets but are
nations, and it is important that indicators capture less successful with "nontradables" like land and
the microeconomic-level interactions. With infor- human resources. But while thorny measurement
mation on basic needs and environmental indica- problems arise when valuing both tradables and
tors relatively scarce at the household level, this nontradables, monetary and nonmonetary pric-
should be a prime direction for future work. ing schemes do in fact coexist-with different

effects in advanced and developing economies.
Handle with Care This first report in the Monitoritng Environi-

nmental Progress series focuses on baseline
All cross-country data sets-and especially those estimates with an eye on future monitoring re-
developed for this report-must be handled with quirements. Working to improve data quality, it
care. Cross-cutting exercises such as the present one should be possible to update all of the descriptive
can compound (or offset) the pitfalls inherent in indicators discussed in this report at least annu-
compiling separate economic, social, and ecological ally. Particularly with respect to performance
indicators. At this early stage of data work, there- indicators, efforts will be made in the future not
fore, proposed nation-level indicators should be only to provide time series but also to reflect bet-
viewed as tools useful for compiling supranational, ter the role of map-based and textual information
policy-oriented measures rather than for monitor- in monitoring and evaluating environmentally
ing the performance of individual countries. sustainable development.

Using nation-level indicators for monitoring Readers interested in fuller explanation of the
and evaluation runs into the difficulty that national data underlying the present discussion are
averages, or national sums, relating to environ- referred to the appendix and to relevant back-
mentally sustainable development, are misleading, ground materials. Bank staff working papers,
even when compiled in strict accordance with now in preparation, document sources and meth-
internationally recommended methodologies. ods, and consideration will be given to their sep-
Technical variations in the aggregation and weight- arate publication (in electronic and hard copy
ing procedures used to generate nation-level indi- form) to meet demand.
cators from subnational data can have a significant It should be emphasized that this first edition
effect. Invidious comparisons are almost unavoid- does not address such fundamental research
able when large, ecologically heterogeneous issues as the carrying capacity or cleansing prop-
nations are reported alongside small, homogenous erties of natural systems. Nor does it take into
ones. Bank staff are therefore exploring ways to account the extensive work done by the account-
systematize the collection of subnational details in ing and business professions. By raising questions
larger nations. of contingent liability and requiring that evalua-

Most issues are discussed here primarily in tions of environmental aspects of business activity
nonmonetary, or physical, terms. Yet it should be be disclosed in companies' audited annual finan-
noted that the seeming objectivity of this approach cial statements, those who set national accounting
is often illusory, hiding significant differences in the standards in Canada, the United States, and the
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United Kingdom-along with the International Because enactment of good laws does not neces-
Federation of Accountants-have extended de- sarily equate with implementation, some measure
bate about the environment to the level of the is also needed of, say, budgetary resources dedi-
firm. The relevance of basic scientific concerns to cated to environmental protection.
political decisionmaking will emerge more clearly Conventional concepts of statistical technique
should this series of reports succeed in encourag- and data quality are of little use in coping with such
ing better use of the information already vast areas of uncertainty as, for example, not only
available. how but even what to monitor and evaluate. For

this reason Moniitoring Environmental Progress offers
Indicators and Policy a more eclectic approach to empirical evidence.

Starting with the imperative that policy formula-
Since the appropriate scale and precision of indica- tion cannot wait, it proceeds on the principle that
tors for environmentally sustainable development conclusions must be drawn despite enormous
depend as much on the clarity of goals as on tech- weaknesses in the empirical base. The focus is
nical concerns, even crude estimates can help focus therefore on results, based on the most important
the debate. Discussion of "goals" is used here to elements of technical documentation.
mean the evaluation criteria that policymakers use, The technical discussion in this first report was
while "targets" are the evaluation criteria offered included mainly to suggest near-term priorities for
on1 technical grounds. the compilation of more reliable indicators. Every

The tabulated data and derivative indicators in effort was made to rely on the best evidence from
this report are intended to clarify both analytical specialized fields in producing this report. The lim-
issues and long-term policy goals. While they are iting factor was more often the poor understanding
not robust enough to guide policymaking at the of how distinct fields connect than any specific lack
national level, even crude indicators can shed light in the disparate standards of proof for each. To
on overarching conceptual uncertainties. Crude answer the questions raised here generally
indicators can, for instance, sharpen what has thus required information from many disciplines and
far been an academic debate about "weak" versus therefore called for an experiment in blending the
"strong" sustainability by clarifying the argument empirical bases from distinct fields and institutions.
with regard to such specific issues as whether Improving the accuracy of indicators for
forests can be saved while using the trees and to environmentally sustainable development thus
such broad questions as whether there is scope for depends less on improving the quality of data than
substitution among major forms of wealth. on understanding the connectives among disci-

In the future we hope to report progress in the plines. At least as much attention must be paid to
areas of legal accounting and institutional devel- context as to the conventions and standards of sep-
opment. The CSD is already taking some steps in arate disciplines; texts, maps, and charts are as
this direction, by following through with exami- important as tabulated data. But ultimately, suc-
nation of sustainable development law. The cess in making development environmentally sus-
World Bank and other UN organizations such as tainable will depend most on improving the
the FAO, UNDP, and UNEP are providing tech- dialogue between experts and nonexperts alike.
nical assistance that supports legal and institu- This series is a small contribution to that end.
tion building for sustainable development.

In this sense we hope that we can monitor Notes
where national governments put good environ-
mental policy into action by enacting environmen- 1. Mohan Munasinghe, Environnental Economizics and

tal laws and regulations that support measurable Sustainiable Development (Washington, D.C.: World Bank,

environmental progress. For example, we might 1993).
seek indicators of whether legislation includes 2. Canadian Institute of Chartered Accountants,

prncplsembraced at the 1992 Rio Earth Summit, "Reporting on Environmental Performance" (Toronto:
principles "pollute at tergenratil euit, Canadian Institute of Chartered Accountants, 1994).
suchas "polluterpays,""intergenerationalequity," 3. See chapter 40 in United Nations Conference on

"environmental impact assessment," "public par- Environment and Development, Agenda 21 (New York:
ticipation," and the "precautionary principle." UNCED, 1992).



CHAPTER 1

Can We Save the Forest
While Using the Trees?

\ °% *odern forest management is experienc- mercial wood production-continue to be useful,
ing a paradigm shift away from a focus additional indicators need to be developed to

< A-.on the supply of industrial wood and measure progress across the complete spectrum
toward activities to involve local communities of forest functions. Work on these new indicators
in keeping their forest ecosystems sustainable. cannot be delayed simply because conventional
Saving forests means far more than sustaining indicators are imprecise.
wood production. Forests not only have a signif-
icant influence on the livelihood and well-being Trees: Continulity of Wood Supply
of the people who live in or near them. They also
influence problems of worldwide significance Continuity of available wood supply is one
that the United Nations Conference on Environ- potential indicator of the sustainability of forest
ment and Development (UNCED) has singled production. To date there has been no apparent
out for global action-protection of the atmos- diminution of the overall global wood supply,
phere, protection and management of land and global consumption of wood has continued
resources, and conservation of biodiversity. to increase over the last several decades (figure

To preserve both biological diversity and cul- 1.1). Yet many countries have experienced alter-
tural heritage, modem forest conservation and nating patterns of boom and bust in wood
management seeks to protect watersheds and exploitation. In some cases wood surpluses have
habitats. Local communities empowered to hus- been replaced by local and national shortages.
band their natural resources can also support In addition a significant proportion of current
agricultural ecosystems and control their energy global consumption is still based on the harvest-
production. The first job of forest management ing of old-growth forests. The sustainability of
institutions must therefore be to ensure that the current consumption patterns therefore needs to
integrity and viability of forest ecosystems are be carefully considered.
maintained. In this context the Organisation for Economic

Co-operation and Development (OECD) has sug-
Forest Management Indicators gested using the ratio of annual harvest to mean

annual increment (growth) as an indicator of sus-
Forest management today covers a broad range of tainable wood production. Globally, current con-
areas and concerns and requires an extensive sumption patterns seem to be broadly in balance
array of indicators for assessing progress. While with the current supply capacity of the world's
conventional indicators-which focus on com- forests (figure 1.2). But projections also suggest

7
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Global production of rounrdwood has continued to rise considerable uncertainty about the accuracy of
since the 1960s the data and projections used in figure 1.2,

Figure 1.1. Global production of roundwood, and more sophisticated analyses are required to
1961-91 provide a reliable picture of the potential sustain-
(Millions of cubic meters) ability of world wood production and consump-
1,200 - tion. Available consumption figures, for instance,

1,000 _ give no indication of the damage caused to stand-
ing trees by current harvesting activities or of the

800 - losses occasioned by disease, pests, pollution

600 - damage, or soil degradation. In addition, not all
forests contribute to wood production. Some are

400 - better suited to conservation and other amenity

200 - uses or are physically or economically inaccessi-
ble for harvesting. Finally, the growth rates of both

0
. qsO n q<, qt to\o@q ibt\\q Qq 9xnatural and planted forests vary enormously

across regions, as do rates of deforestation and
- Africa -Europe Latin America afforestation. In some areas the age-class distrib-
-Asia - FSU Northl America ution produced from current and past patterns of

Souirce: Food and Agriculture Organization Agrostat data base. harvesting will, at least temporarily, disrupt the

continuity of supply until the regenerating forests
that, in the absence of interventions to increase recover and grow a subsequent crop.
forest productivity or to promote end-use effi- The use of broad, globally derived indicators of
ciency, wood consumption could exceed the sus- consumption and sustainable growth ratios is
tainable supply capacity of the world's forests therefore likely to conceal more than it reveals (fig-
within the next few decades. ure 1.3). To be sustainable, forest production must

Broad figures such as these, which cover all be practiced in the context of integrated land use,
types of forests and wood products, mask prob- where an adequate permanent forest estate is
lems with the local availability of products such maintained to provide environmental and amenity
as fuelwood or the continued global availability of services as well as forest products. Detailed data on
various classes of wood products. There is also the net productive areas of various types of forest

At 7resent utse lezvels, global woood consumption Chaniges in forests seem modest by regions, but this
may exceed sustain7able global yield by the end scale masks important local changes
of the centulri

Figure 1.3. Forested area worldwide,
Figure 1.2. Projected global roundwood 1980 and 1990
consumption and sustainable yields through 2025 (Millions of liectares)
(Milliotis of culbic meters)
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are therefore needed. These data must then be careful consideration of the full spectrum of
combined with locally relevant stocking and forest functions, including global externalities,
growth data to produce meaningful estimates of can the optimal level of forest retention be deter-
the sustainable supply available from particular mined. These levels can then be used as technical
forest areas or regions. Remote sensing data can targets for assessing the performance of national
help, but the significant "ground truths" required forest conservation and management strategies
to make them meaningful can be collected only and deciding how they fit into larger land use
at the national and subnational levels. Local and strategies and frameworks for international
national reports then must be aggregated routinely cooperation. Meanwhile, available indicators
to identify regional and global trends. constructed against world averages rather than

Comparison of projected supply and demand country-specific goals can still help to show basic
patterns for fuelwood, industrial timber, and trends and emerging issues.
other forest products can indicate pressures on Total forest area and the percentage change in
forests, investment requirements for both indus- a forest area, for instance, can throw light on a
trial and nonindustrial needs, and likely shifts in range of forest functions. The total area of forest
trade balances and opportunities. But even more cover is most relevant for describing global eco-
attention to coordination and standardization of logical processes such as the carbon cycle and for
data collection is needed to facilitate aggregation estimating productive wood stocks. But informa-
beyond local and national levels. tion is needed on the composition, condition, and

management of the forest as well as on its extent.
Forests: Sustainable Forest Management Such information is rarely provided in conven-

tional forest cover assessments.
Assessing sustainable forest management The percentage change in forest cover may be
requires indicators of the total forest ecosystem, a better indicator than forest area alone for assess-
not just of the wood that forests can provide. ing such localized phenomena as water regula-
Because all forest values depend on the contin- tion and habitat preservation. For forests that are
ued existence of a viable forest resource, an fragmented and cover only a small fraction of
important first-level indicator is the persistence their original area, it is likely that many of their
of forest cover.' Forest area and change in forest localized functions have been compromised. The
area are the most familiar indicators used to sig- extent of forest area that is unfragmented, that is
nal levels and trends in forest cover, though the in important watershed areas, or that is free of
degree of uncertainty associated with currently human disturbance would therefore be a more
available global estimates is not always appreci- precise indicator of the forest's ability to provide
ated. Many of these estimates are produced by these forest services. But, again, such detailed
statistical modeling, rather than by complete information is not readily available, and percent-
assessments of canopy coverage using data age change in forest cover is the nearest globally
from satellite images, aerial photography, and available proxy.
on-the-ground inventories. While the overall area of forest has remained

Evidence either of low levels of forest cover or essentially the same in the temperate and boreal
of high rates of forest loss may signal a need for latitudes over the last decade, substantial forest
review of resource management policies, while conversion has continued in tropical areas (see
sparse forest cover and high losses in combina- figure 1.3). However, in some areas overall forest
tion are clearly cause for concern. But the defini- cover figures mask significant local change. For
tions of "high" and "low" cover and loss must be example, in the area of the former Soviet Union
country specific. Each country may achieve a dif- the net forest area actually increased by some
ferent optimal percentage of secure forest cover, 2,260,000 hectares between 1980 and 1990. But in
which will be determined by a complex blend of the same period, some 3,930,000 hectares of plan-
natural conditions and human demands. In some tation forest were established, suggesting that at
countries, forest conversion may still be unavoid- least 1,670,000 hectares of existing forest were lost
able given the social and economic development or converted to plantations. Some of this loss,
objectives of growing populations. Only after moreover, almost certainly occurred through
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inappropriate harvesting practices in fragile per- least concern are those with above-average forest
mafrost environments. cover and below-average rates of forest loss. The

Forest data for the former Soviet Union vary intermediate cases between these extremes must
considerably from source to source. The figures be evaluated on a case-by-case basis taking into
discussed above were taken from the World account local and national conditions.
Resources Institute's World Resoturces 1994-95: A The extent of standing forest and the rate at
Guide to the Global Environinent.2 National inven- which it is being cleared are critical measures of
tory data for 1992 for the same region supplied to the state of the world's forests. National and
the International Institute for Applied Systems global indicators of forest area and loss are, for
Analysis, however, suggest that the area under example, useful measures for examining aggre-
forest actually expanded by some 22 million gate wood production capacities and such global
hectares between 1978 and 1988, with only ecological processes as carbon sequestration. They
Belarus, Tajikistan, and Uzbekistan recording are also useful, although less so, in examining
small decreases in forested area. Changes in issues of biodiversity protection.
inventory protocols and transfers of jurisdiction But forests are complex ecosystems that can-
among ministries for some lands during this not be fully represented in terms of total area
period decrease the reliability of the data. alone. Forests in different locations will support
(Figures from the 1993 inventory had not been different volumes of biomass and different plant
released at the time of this writing.) and animal species and provide different ecolog-

Broad regional patterns can be made more ical functions. The condition and continuity of a
meaningful by looking at the dynamics of forest forest area will largely determine its capacity to
change at both the national (figure 1.4) and subna- regenerate and to support wildlife.
tional level [for data on tropical forests see Food Significant areas of natural habitat are neces-
and Agriculture Organization (FAO), A Forest sary for the survival of both plant and animal
Resouirces Assessment 1990].3 Countries can be clas- species, and broad rules of thumb can be applied
sified by level of concern based on the dynamics of to determine whether global, regional, and
their forest cover and losses relative to global aver- national forest areas are sufficient. In the context
ages. The countries with below-average forest of habitat preservation, however, it is crucial to
cover and above-average levels of forest loss are know such details as the area of specific forest
clearly cause for concern. Countries that cause the types (all of which support different species), the

Immfnediate actioni is needtied to save sparse forests thlreatenied ky rapid deforestation

Figure 1.4. Extent of forest cover and rates of deforestation, 1980-90
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fragmentation of standing forests (to decide waterways and on agricultural disruption.
whether remaining continuous areas are suffi- Opportunities also exist for integrative modeling
cient for species survival), and forest condition with ancillary geographical information system
(to determine whether secondary growth forests (GIS) data layers on factors such as climate,
are too degraded to sustain species adapted to edaphic conditions, elevation, and land use.
primary forest habitat). Useful indicators of eco- Refining forest assessment indicators means
system viability could therefore include the pop- first of all finding better measures of location and
ulation of top predators in the ecosystems in specific forest type. Better assessment of these
question and the population status of species or factors has implications not only for regeneration
groups of species that influence fundamental but also for the myriad ecological functions pro-
ecosystem processes such as nutrient cycling, vided by forests because acceptable rates of
seed dispersion, and pollination. global deforestation can mask devastating rates

Regarding localized ecological phenomena.. of deforestation in specific areas or forest types.
national-level indicators of forest area and forest A range of rates can be seen, for instance,
loss are uninformative. To determine, for instance, among regional, national, and subnational rates
whether forest cover can provide watershed pro- of forest loss. Between 1980 and 1990 the regional
tection or soil stabilization, information about the average annual rate of forest cover change varied
location of the forest cover is important. But from 1.2 percent annual deforestation in the Asia-
national-level statistics equate the loss of 100 Pacific region to net increases in forest area in
square kilometers of degraded forest with 100 some temperate regions (table 1.1). But national
square kilometers of forest cover in delicate rates varied from a loss in forest area of 7.2 per-
watershed areas or unique habitats. cent in Jamaica to an increase of 4.3 percent in

While the indicators discussed above are a use- Grenada. For moist tropical forest, the overall rate
ful first step, more refined indicators are badly of loss was 0.8 percent. Small countries, even with
needed. Such indicators would describe the condi- high levels of change, had little impact on overall
tion of the forest in terms of standing tree volume, percentages, whereas even small changes in
total biomass, soil nutrient status, and productive larger areas were of great global significance. For
yield relative to managed forest stands and would example, according to the FAO's Forest Resouirces
include carbon budgets and population trends for Assessmenit 1990, just under 60 percent of all
migratory species. These indicators would also tropical deforestation between 1980 and 1990
include assessments of the level of disturbance of occurred in just ten countries.
remaining natural forests, the representation of for-
est ecosystems in viable protected areas, popula- The Future: Forest QuialitVi and Healthl
tion levels of representative faunas, comparisons of
natural and managed landscapes, the areas planted The basic indicators discussed so far describe the
with indigenous species, and the proportion of rep- quantity of forests. What is needed are indicators
resentative provenances and genotypes conserved by which to assess the quality and health of those
through adequate storage. Finally, forest indicators forests. No such data have ever been gathered on
should include data on turbidity and siltation in an internationally comparable level.

Table 1.1. Annual rates of forest change, 1980-90
(Perccint)

Rate of chAn,ge .si,a iWl Latin Al7zerica Europe and fornmcr
(Percenit) Africn Pacific mitd Caribbean Soviet ULlioll

Most recent rate for region - 0.7 - 1.2 - 0.8 0.1
Highest national rate of net decrease -1.5 - 3.9 - 7.2

(Togo) (Bangladeshl) (Jamaica)
Highest national rate of net increase 0.1 0.0 4.3 1.3

(Cape Verde) (Singapore)' (Grenada) (Ireland)

- Not available.
a. Singapore has virtually no forest; all other Asiani and Pacific couintries have soimie level of deforestation.
Smowcc: Food and Agricultire Organization, World Resources InstitLte, World Bank.
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Attempts to address the issue of forest frag- refined for all types of forests to provide rigorous
mentation, however, were initiated during the baseline indicators for monitoring forest health in
FAO's forest resources assessment in 1990. newly industrializing countries.
Preliminary data for thirty-one areas in Africa These examples highlight the point that, while
where multidate remote-sensing images were forest area and loss tell more about the forest
available were analyzed to describe changes in ecosystem than wood indicators tell, they still
land cover in closed forest areas. It was found that reveal little about forest quality. Future data-
8.4 percent of the forest area had been subject to gathering efforts must seek to address the func-
some change between 1980 and 1990. Roughly half tions and viability of forests by emphasizing such
of the area that was modified was converted either issues as forest location (for the preservation of
to short-fallow agriculture or to other land uses. areas, biodiversity, and natural forest regenera-
But deforestation is only part of the story. The tion), fragmentation (to indicate habitat continu-
other half of the closed forest area that was modi- ity), integrity (to reveal the extent of human
fied was degraded to open forest, fragmented for- disturbance), and forest health (to reflect the
est, or long-fallow agriculture (figure 1.5). impact of natural and human disturbances on the

The clear loss in valuable forest ecosystem ser- viability and productivity of the forest ecosys-
vices is not reflected in current forest area and tem). To assess such variables, a much finer grain
deforestation data. Degraded forests are not of data is required, along with much greater
recorded as lost because they have not been emphasis on geolocation, surrounding land uses,
deforested (by the definition in use). However, and topography.
fragmented and degraded forests can provide
only a small portion of the services provided by People: Social Sustainability of Forest Maniagement
continuous closed forests.

In addition, damage from industrial pollution Forests are more than just plants and animals and
has affected large areas of ecologically delicate or the environment in which they grow and develop.
socially significant forest in Europe and North Forest ecosystems have an important human
America. The health of these forests can be dimension, which influences the future evolution
described by a range of mensuration, biogeo- of the forest community. But forests mean different
chemical, and visual indicators, which need to be things to different people.

To the people living in or near forests, they are

Eveen thloughl niot totally deforested, 44 percent an immediate source of the materials and shelter
of Africa 's hlarvested closed-cover forest is nolU needed to ensure sustenance and survival. For oth-
fragmented or degraded ers, forests are a source of timber and other com-

Figure 1.5. Use of African lands converted mercial products that can be used to generate
from closed forest cover, 1981-90 personal or national wealth. For still others, the

most important value of forests is their role in pro-
Degraded Deforested tecting biodiversity and their influence on regional

To fragm short-fallow and global biogeochemical cycles. Finally, a large
forest cnted To sgriculture number of people value forests for their psycho-

19% 34% logical or religious significance and regard their

maintenance as integral to their personal and cul-
tural identity.

Regardless of the particular view held, forests
will be socially sustainable only if key stakehold-
ers believe that conservation will provide them'V r To other with more benefits than conversion to other land

To open land coverBuiniaososcal' vrforest 16% uses. But indicators of social sustainability vary
25%zo To long-fallow with circumstances. At the local subsistence level,

agriculture the most important indicators of social sustain-

FAO, .4 Forest Resousrcs Assessrneit (Trolpical cotries) lY90 ability may be the per capita production of such
(Geneva: FAO, 1993). forest products as fuelwood, fodder, and wildlife.
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At both the local and national level, the most world, current indicators of sustainability are at
important indicator may be forests' contribution best crude approximations of reality. Estimates of
to employment and income generation. At all lev- even straightforward indicators such as forest
els, an important indicator of social sustainability cover are both out of date and highly variable. The
will be the opportunities open to all stakeholders contrasting estimates of the forest areas in Russia
to participate in the decision-making process are indicative of the level of uncertainty associated
affecting forests. with even these basic parameters. We know little

Indicators of social sustainability at the global about regional or global deforestation that has
level include the survival of the way of life of forest- taken place since the publication of the FAO's Forest
dependent people, the number of countries that Resources Assessmetit 1990. Immediate action is
have signed international agreements on forests, needed to make forest monitoring more reliable-
and the strategies and action plans undertaken to and more than a once-a-decade event.
meet these commitments. Another important Available data suggest that deforestation in
global indicator of social sustainability is the level tropical regions has been accelerating with each
of funding that the international community can decade, though some slowing in such key
raise to preserve the global environmental benefits countries as Brazil may have occurred in recent
provided by forests. Unless forest conservation and years. More regular assessments of forest cover,
management efforts receive such support, the local using sequential satellite images and other con-
and national benefits of preserving closed-cover tinuous remote-sensing devices, are imperative
forests may be outweighed by the immediate tan- for informed policymaking and for measuring
gible benefits of converting them to other land uses. progress toward environmentally sustainable
In these circumstances, forest degradation and con- development.
version will continue apace. To describe the environmental performance of

The UNCTAD case study of a Canadian log- forest management, more detailed indicators are
ging and pulp processing firm4 brings together needed, including definition of the limits of
social, environmental, and business issues and acceptable change to ecosystem characteristics
shows how one firm grappled with the need to and processes. Generic performance indicators
consider both commercial realities and sustain- must also be developed to monitor achievement
able development. As a working principle, it was toward broadly defined sectoral management
agreed that a sustainable ecosystem might not goals. And to define more specific indicators for
necessarily mean an unchanged ecosystem and monitoring performance toward particular pro-
that sustainable development might have differ- ject goals and for evaluating projects and adaptive
ent definitions. Company operations, accounting, forest management responses, environmental
and the natural resources on which the firm assessment and project planning are needed.
depends were reviewed over forty years instead To this end, the Bank recently surveyed a
of over the traditional annual accounting period. wide range of forest management agencies and
Defining the natural asset for which the firm specialists on their use of performance indicators
would be accounting brought into focus the need in environmental assessment. Information from
to determine monetary values for trees and wood this survey is currently being analyzed to
fiber as well as for habitat, wilderness, and genetic improve the guidance given to Bank task man-
diversity. The company's focus on environmen- agers on environmental assessment and forestry
tally sustainable exploitation of forest resources project management.
may have put the firm at a competitive disadvan- Finally, increased and directed international
tage. Scientists and other experts will have to cooperation is needed to secure more comprehen-
agree on international industry practices so that sive, reliable, and timely forest-indicator data for
compliance can have global benefits. use by policymakers and stakeholders. Develop-

ing an expanded set of indicators must begin as a
Policy Implications technical task for forest scientists and resource

management specialists, but it should then expand
While scientific and popular concern about the sus- to become a social undertaking. These indicators
tainability of forests is growing throughout the will provide yardsticks that the global community
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can use to measure its success in meeting its forest successor to the 1983 International Tropical
conservation and management objectives. Timber Agreement (ITTA). Consumer country

members, for their part, gave a formal undertak-
Goals for Forest Conservation ing to achieve sustainable management of their
and Management own forests by the year 2000. These undertakings

could provide a starting point for work to define
In setting performance indicators, the definition the more focused indicators needed to provide on
of policy goals and technical targets must be empirical base for rational decisions on forest and
clear. Stating goals or targets is often the only other biome management at both local and
way to signal to compilers which of the many national levels.
valid descriptive indicators for any area are A goal of "demonstrable progress" could be
important. But for forests and forestry, there is no defined as halving the 1980s rate of deforestation
internationally accepted set of global-level by the end of the 1990s and achieving a zero rate
goals. Still, the United Nations Commission on of deforestation (net of reforestation) a decade or
Environment and Development's (UNCED) so later. This would mean, as a first step, reducing
Agenda 21 provides a starting point.5 The first global deforestation to a maximum of 8 million
international consensus on global forests, it pro- hectare per year by 2000. While even such a loose
vides an accepted basis for future international guideline would require more timely monitoring
cooperation on forest issues. UNCED confer- of forests, forest-cover indicators would not need
ences have led to international agreement on the to be precise until more precise targets or goals are
importance of forests for both conservation and accepted. Technical uncertainties about critical
development and the critical principle that inter- thresholds for harvesting forests and equity con-
national discussions must focus on all forests, not cerns about apportioning global goals among and
just tropical ones. within nations would remain.

However, UNCED forest statements do not On the latter point it interesting to note that
translate general agreements on international the FAO's estimate of global forest cover of some
directions for forest conservation, forest manage- 4 billion hectares is more or less evenly distrib-
ment, and forest-based development into specific uted between industrial countries in the temper-
targets around which resources could be mobilized ate zone and developing countries in both
and progress toward sustainable development tropical and temperate zones. Each half could
could be documented. The setting of international benefit from a rapid assessment (say, by 1997) of
targets could also assist individual countries to the status of forest ecosystems to define priorities
define meaningful national action plans. Setting for these areas. This effort could be dovetailed
goals or targets is therefore a prerequisite for mean- with the FAO's plans for more frequent forest
ingful discussion of international assistance to assessments. Each assessment might, for exam-
achieve conservation and management objectives. ple, consider what would be required to incorpo-

The chapter on combating deforestation and rate a minimum core of 200 million hectares of
article 11.4(d) in Agenda 21 both stress the impor- forest in viably located, adequately sized, and
tance of maintaining existing forest in industrial appropriately managed protected areas-with
and developing countries while sustaining and due regard to the need to cover representative
expanding the area under forest and tree cover in samples of all major types of forest, structural for-
appropriate areas. In 1992 the Fourth World mations, and known areas of special biodiversity,
Congress on National Parks and Protected Areas habitat, or cultural significance.
suggested as a goal that protected areas should Rapid assessments might also consider what
cover at least 10 percent of each biome by the year can be done by the year 2000 to rationalize forest
2000. Two years earlier, producer countries that use outside the core protected area. As a way to
were members of the International Tropical focus the search for relevant indicators, opera-
Timber Organization had adopted as a goal the tionally sustainable management might be
sourcing of all trade in tropical timber from sus- defined using the criteria and guidelines adopted
tainably managed forests by the year 2000-an under the ITTA or under equivalent intergovern-
objective reaffirmed in 1994 in negotiations for the mental negotiations, which could be refined
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as more comprehensive international protocols sustainable forest management, and sustainable
emerge. development.

Any assessment would need to recognize the
special role of tropical forests as habitat for a Notes
disproportionately high share of the world's
biodiversity. Again, as a way to focus indicator 1. Forest cover is the area of land covered by various
work, it might be useful if rapid assessments con- forms of forest ecosystems. The Food and Agriculture

sidered what it would take to ensure that all tem- Organization (FAO) has adopted different definitions
for tropical and temperate forests to match the charac-

perate and boreal forests and at least an teristics of each region. In A Forest Resoutrces Assessmieit

additional 200 million hectares of tropical forests (Tropical Couintries) 1990 (Rome: FAO, 1993), the FAO
outside the core achieved operationally sustain- defines a tropical forest as an ecosystem with at least a
able management. To a large extent the targeting 10 percent crown cover of trees or bamboo, generally

associated with wild flora, fauna, and natural soil condi-
of this study would depend on a clearer under- tions and not subject to agricultural practices (p. 10). In

standing of the ends and means of monitoring The Forest Resources of tize Temperate Zones (Geneva:

biodiversity, discussed in chapter 2. UNECE/FAO, 1992), the FAO defines a temperate forest
Setting broad, quantifiable goals would stimu- as land with tree crown covering more than 20 percent

lateinternationalthoughtanddiscussiononforests of the area (p. 340). For both tropical and temperate
and forestry These goals would obviously need to forests, closed forests are less precisely defined as forests

w.here trees cover a high proportion of the ground and
be reviewed carefully by stakeholders at all levels, where grass does not form a continuous laver.
But if even rough targets were adopted, individual 2. World Resources Institute, World Resources

countries and international institutions would be 1994-95: A Guiide to the Globyal Environmnent (New York:

able to set national and institutionial goals and Oxford University Press, 1994).
would have some yardsticks for estimating the 3. FAO, A Forest Resouirces Assessmient (Tropical

Countries) 1990.
resources needed and for monitoring progress. 4. United Nations Conference on Trade and

Many countries have alreadv made volun- Development, Accounting for Sustainable Forestry Manage-

tary commitments toward forestry goals under ,,ienit: A Case Stuidt/ (Geneva: UNCTAD, 1994).
international instruments such as the Conven- 5. United Nations Conference on Environment and
tion on Biodiversity and the ITTA. All countries Development, Ageilda 21 (New York: UNCED, 1992).
now need to adopt forest policies that are This document is a non-legally binding, authoritative

statement of principles for a global consensus on the
relevant to local environmental and social management, conservation, and sustainable develop-
conditions and consistent with contemporary ment of all types of forests, issued at the Conference on
international concepts of forest conservation, Sustainable Development in Rio de Janeiro, 1992.





CHAPTER 2

What Do We Know about Biodiversity?

Earth's planits, animals, and microorgani- ecosystems. Diversity in human cultures is also an
isms-interacting with one aniother and the important component because each culture repre-
physical environment in ecosystems-form sents a working solution to the problems of
the foundation of sustainable development. human survival in a particular environment.
Biotic resources from this wealth of life sup- The earth's biodiversity embodies values
port humani livelihoods and aspirations and greater than those placed on it by the market-
make it possible to adapt to changing needs place. But we cannot quantify many of the aspects
anid environments. The steady erosion of this we value most, such as genetic and species rich-
biodiv'ersity ... taking place today 7ill uinder- ness; ecological balance; recreational, commer-
mnine progress toward a sustainiable society. cial, and research opportunities; consumption
Inideed, the continuing loss of biodiversity is benefits; and nonconsumption benefits such as
a telling measure of the imnbalance between aesthetic pleasure.
humani needs and zvants and niatuire's capac- Biodiversity interests have two monitorable
ity. (World Resources Institute, International foci. One relates to ecosystems and species in nat-
Union for the Conservation of Nature, and ural and modified habitats and the other to
United Nations Environment Programme, The genetic diversity among species of current eco-
Global Biodiversity Strategy, p. 1.) nomic use. Economic viability requires mainte-

nance of a broad enough base of livestock breeds
' k 'f hen exploring indicators that might and crop varieties to sustain economic activity in

\ shed light on the conservation of bio- the long run. While managed ecosystems deserve
v diversity, the first step is to assess how equally detailed study, this chapter focuses on the

well current management systems are achieving ecosystems and species of natural and seminat-
conservation objectives. The next step is to ural habitats.
describe the present status of biodiversity, the
current threats, the measures that can be under- Biodiversity Loss
taken to protect biodiversity, and the types of
indicators needed on various scales to determine Habitat loss is the primary threat to terrestrial bio-
whether conservation objectives are being met. diversity, which explains the present emphasis on

Biodiversity-or the total diversity of living protecting habitats (table 2.1). The root causes of
things on the planet-encompasses genetic diver- habitat loss are varied but driven largely by
sity within species, diversity among species, human population pressure and demands for
and diversity of assemblages of species into material goods. In roughly descending order of

1 7
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Table 2.1. Protecting biological diversity

Onz-site protcction Off-site protectioin

Ecosilste, mnaizntenucc Species anallagetnenlt Living collectionis Gerinplasin storage

Management systems

National parks Agroecosystems Zoological parks Seed and pollen banks

Natural research areas Wildlife refuges Botanic gardens Semen, ova, and embryo
banks

Marine sanctuaries In-situ gene banks Field collections Microbial cultLre
collections

Resource development Games parks and Captive breeding Tissue-culture collections
reserves programs

Conservation objectives

To establish a reservoir To promote genetic To maintain breeding To provide a convenient
of genetic resources interactioin betweeni stock germplasm souLrce for

semi-domesticated breeding programs
species

To preserve evolutionary To maintain viable wild To facilitate field research To preserve germplasm of
potential populations for sustain- and the development of unlcertain or threatened

able exploitation new varieties and breeds species
To preserve various To safeguard viable To facilitate off-site To maintain reference type
ecological processes populations of threatened cultivation and collections as standard for

propagation research and patenting
To preserve species To preserve species that To maintain captive To provide access to

provide important indirect breeding stock of germplasm from wide
benefits (as for pollination populations threatened geographic areas
or pest control) in the wild

To preserve representative To provide "kevstone" To make wild species To preserve genetic materials
ecosystems species with ecosystem readily available for from endangered species

support research, education, and
display

Source: U.S. Conigress, Office of Techniology Assessmenit, Teehnolo,0ies to Mabitain Biologicat DiOnerity: Siatnnatty (Washiigton, D.C.: OTA, 1986).

extent of impact, the main causes of habitat loss in to 1992 (see FAO, A Forest Resouirces Assessenelc7t
land-based ecosystems are conversion for agri- 1990).2 But these gains masked regional declines
culture and settlement, logging and the establish- and declines in the numbers of more commercially
ment of tree plantations, and pollution. Where the valuable species. The increase in catch can be
remaining natural habitat is insufficient in size or attributed to increasing levels of fishing effort as
too fragmented to support its previous ecological improved technology and government subsidies
functions, effective losses often extend beyond the brought down the cost of harvesting. But histori-
actual areas of conversion. In Africa, for example, cal trends, such as those shown in figure 2.1 for
forest fragmentation and degradation affected an Georges Bank, indicate that as harvesting effort
area roughly equal to that deforested in the 1980s has increased, total marine catch has declined.
(see figure 1.5). This means that productivity has been declining

In the case of aquatic ecosystems, pollution and with increased investment. Fishing fleets work
the introduction of exotic species play a more harder and longer trying to maintain previous lev-
prominent role in both the destruction of habitat els of harvest, fish populations decline further, and
and the loss of species biodiversity Commercial fishing industry profits and marine species popu-
overharvesting of many freshwater and marine lations spiral downward.
species is driving marine populations below the More than 75 percent of threatened mammal
critical thresholds needed for species survival, and species and roughly 60 percent of threatened bird
in some cases below levels required for the sus- species also face pressures of habitat destruction
tainable supply of food sources. Global estimates (figure 2.2). Hunting is the next greatest threat, fol-
for total freshwater and marine catch increased up lowed by introduced species, illegal international
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Inicreased fishing efforts only lead to smalle r catches in Loss of hiabitat is the greatest thlreat to wildlife survival

New England's overfished waiters Figure 2.2. Threats to the survival of mammals

Figure 2.1. Comparing fish catch with harvesting and birds worldwide
efforts in Georges Bank, New England, 1976-91 (Percentatge of ammnals or birds facing pressuire)

Total catch Level ot effort 0 11) 20 30 40 50 60 70 80
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Soutrce- Northeast Fisheries Science Center, National N4arine Fisheries Source: A. W. Diamond, Save the Birds (Cambridge: ICBI, 1Q87);
Service. J. Thornback and M. Jeikins, The IUCN Manmmal Red Data Book. Part I

(Geneva and Canmbridge: IUCN, 1982).

trade, wetland drainage, pollution, and incidental biodiversity in adjacent reserves and within the
takes. Hunting, moreover, can occur at levels that protected area network (off-site conservation).
will threaten biodiversity but not necessarily visi- * Investigation of ways to integrate biodiver-
bly disturb the landscape. sity conservation with the local use of natural

resources into sustainable conservation and
A Comprehensive Approach management strategies that benefit local
to Conserving Biodiversity populations.

* Establishment of off-site gene banks (in zoos
A comprehensive approach to conserving biodi- and botanical gardens) to foster education,
versity, the Global Diversity Strategy, was put research, and the conservation of rare or
forward in 1992 by the World Resources Institute, endangered plants and animals whose wild
the International Union for the Conservation populations face imminent threats of extinc-
of Nature, and United Nations Environment tion as well as particularly useful species and
Programme in consultation with the Food and varieties.
Agriculture Organization and UNESCO.3 In * Monitoring of pollution changes and conser-
addition to addressing the driving forces that vation of selected indicator species both on
underlie direct pressures, it considers the need to and off reserve areas.
strengthen the tools and technologies of biodi- * Identification and modification of national
versity conservation. At the international level, and international policies such as subsidies
the following six components seem key: that presently encourage the unsustainable

* Protection of a representative range of ecosys- use of habitats.
tems, sites with high biodiversity, and sites Biodiversity preservation is both a national
containing rare or endangered species within and international concern. Pressures from popu-
appropriately managed and adequately sized lation growth and increased consumption will
conservation reserves (on-site conservation). continue, particularly in developing countries,

* Management of surrounding areas to com- where the majority of threatened species are
plement and amplify the conservation of found. Overexploitation of resources for local
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consumption and illegal international trade are question. Various management methods are
particularly acute threats in less-developed areas, presently in use, ranging from on-site systems
where local populations rely on hunting and col- (such as wildlife refuges) to off-site systems (such
lecting for supplementary nutrition and income. as zoos and seed banks). Each has differing objec-
In such circumstances, knowledge of how pro- tives and is part of a matrix of responses for bio-
tection will affect the income and social fabric of diversity protection (see table 2.1).
local populations and local participation in con- Most biodiversity efforts have been directed
servation projects are both prerequisites for suc- at on-site conservation, which must continue to
cessful protection. Once trained in sustainable be the backbone of national and regional strate-
resource management, local populations have a gies. On-site protection provides a broad range of
strong incentive to manage their natural capital benefits. Protection of an ecosystem as habitat
with an eye to maintaining those environmental maintains such ecological processes as soil stabi-
services on which their incomes depend. lization, watershed protection, nutrient cycling,

International aid has been mobilized and coIn- pollutant filtration, carbon sequestration, and
ventions established to counterbalance the ill moderation of microclimates. It also allows for
effects of commercial overexploitation and inter- the evolution and propagation of species. Forest
national trade. Multilateral lending agencies, ecosystems with appropriate management can
including the World Bank, are placing increasing provide sustainable sources of income or income
emphasis on investments that provide alternative supplements in the form of fuelwood, construc-
economic opportunities that ease pressures on tion materials, nontimber forest products, and
the environment. In extreme cases, the interna- ecotourism. When pollution and land-use pres-
tional community has sought to regulate or ban sures make on-site conservation uncertain or
trade. The Convention on International Trade in ineffective, off-site conservation is important as a
Endangered Species of Wild Flora and Fauna, for form of genetic insurance for individual species.
instance, was signed by 113 countries. Although it is generally recognized that

Clearly, if conservation is a global goal, ecosystem protection provides a broad range of
nations must cooperate and share the financial benefits and opportunities for environmental
burden. To date international resolve has resulted research, outdoor recreation, and aesthetic enjoy-
in establishment of the Global Environment ment, many valuable natural areas are unpro-
Facility (GEF), the Convention on Biological tected or protected only in name. While ongoing
Diversity, world heritage sites, and biosphere research continues to pinpoint the areas where
reserves. At the same time, many countries are the world's diversity is most threatened and clar-
preparing individual strategy plans to meet the ify how it can best be protected, both on- and off-
objectives identified in various treaties and con- site protection are necessary.
ventions. A listing of these countries and their Population pressures and land-use realities
action plans would serve as a rudimentary indi- are such that the protected-area network by itself
cator of the world's policy response to the prob- will not be sufficiently large or offer enough
lem of natural resource conservation. diversity to save many natural resources.

Market forces have also been brought to bear. Adjacent-site conservation efforts (establishing
Consumer preferences for dolphin-safe tuna, buffer zones around reserves and connections
recycled goods, and eco-labeled timber, for exam- among primary habitat areas with the coopera-
ple, are encouraging demand-driven adjust- tion of local people) will be increasingly impor-
ments in production techniques. tant to sustain viable populations of scarce and

wide-ranging species.
On-Site and Off-Site Maintenance In addition to delineating such management
of Biodiversity goals as forest protection or wildlife preservation,

countries need to classify protected areas into
The 118 countries that had ratified the Convention ecofloristic zones. Ideally, systems of protected
on Biological Diversity as of April 1995 accepted areas should be designed to cover a representa-
protection of biodiversity as a global goal. But tive range of zones. Yet the distribution of pro-
how best to achieve this protection is an open tected areas is often skewed. Designation is
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frequently influenced by such social or practical For decision-making purposes-particularly
considerations as ease of protection or competing where socioeconomic indicators are involved-
land uses. map-based information must be simplified into

To the greatest extent possible, the distribu- tabulated data. Summary indicators based on
tion of protected areas by management goal and ecological maps are emerging. A study in
ecofloristic zone should be based on ecological Indonesia developed a methodology to help set
principles. Protected areas should be representa- conservation priorities for West Kalimantan (box
tive of a country's species and ecosystems and 2.1). But the data needed to compile such indica-
sufficient in scale to sustain ecological functions. tors for the whole world will not be available in

Given a focus on policies related to protected the near future. Recognizing this, the Global
areas and in situ conservation, indicators are Environment Facility and World Resources
needed to find out: Institute published a method for computing a

* Where the world's biodiversity is. crude numeric national indicator of natural cap-
* How viable it is. ital based on a country's natural areas, adjusted
* Where the protected areas are. by the ratio of its actual and expected biodiver-
* Where and why habitat loss is occurring. sity (box 2.2).

Where Biodiversity Is Viability of Biodiversity

Because biodiversity is not evenly distributed, One approach to monitoring ecosystem health is
it is necessary to locate and map areas that are to use populations of indicator species as measur-
particularly rich in biodiversity. This process able surrogates for total biodiversity. Indicator
requires the use of proxy indicators. Ecosystems species used for this purpose must be:
are increasingly used as the unit of analysis, * Sensitive enough to provide early warning of
since ecosystem maps can be compiled using environmental change
limited information on vegetation and geology. * Distributed over a broad geographic range
Work in this area done by the World Bank, * Capable of providing a continuous assess-
with financing and support from the Global ment of stress
Environment Facility and World Wildlife Fund, * Easy to collect, track, or measure
resulted in the classification of Latin America * Useful for differentiating natural cycles from
and the Caribbean into 191 ecoregions.4 trends induced by anthropogenic stress.

Over time, ecosystem maps will be refined Birds are considered good indicator species
using geographic information on species ranges. because they occur in most land habitats
Significant progress has already been made in throughout the world and are sensitive to envi-
collecting and organizing species data, particu- ronmental change. Both historical and detailed
larly by Conservation International and its affil- data on taxonomy and distribution, moreover,
iates and by Costa Rica's INBio. One ongoing are more extensive for birds than for any other
World Bank project is assembling species data large group of animals or plants. Processes for
for protected areas in the Indo-Malayan region data collection are also relatively well-developed
and is also developing methodologies for deriv- in most regions of the world and are supported
ing range maps from point observations of ani- by extensive networks of volunteers. The World
mals. Funded by the Dutch Ministry for Bank and Bird Life International are presently
Development, this study will enhance the exist- experimenting with a joint exercise to exploit
ing biodiversity database management system. these advantages. But the correlation between
As part of another effort, the BioRap Project high avian diversity and the biodiversitv of other
sponsored by the Global Environment Facility, a plants and animals varies according to region.
number of organizations-including Australia's Since no one indicator can be used to measure
Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Re- biodiversity, a set of complementary indicators
search Organization (CSIRO)-examined ways (such as combining data on bird species diversity
to use information on species distribution for with plant or invertebrate species data, even
more rapid ecosystem appraisal. where incomplete) is likely to be required.
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Box 2.1. Conservation priorities in West Kalimantan, Indonesia

Considerable empirical evidence supports the assump- The methodology used is summarized by the fol-
tion that forest and land-use type-reflected in the vari- lowing equation:
ety of tree species presented-is a meaningful proxy for Biodiversity index = (habitat diversity +
the total biodiversity in an area. An easily defined surro- neighborhood diversity) x endemism adjust-
gate indicator of total biodiversity (based on the limited ment factor
data available) developed by Charles Peters was used to where habitat diversity, = log(SPPRICH,A,) and neigh-
assess West Kalimantan's conservation priorities. borhood diversityi = log(N,SPPRICHj). SPPRICHi is the

Peters's biodiversity index gives weights to species species richness of the habitat typei, Ai is the area of the
richness, endemism, and heterogeneity of the sur- habitat type, and N is the number of adjacent habitats.
rounding landscape. The index is based on geographic When developing conservation priorities, other fac-
information pertaining to 2,610 geographic units, or torsinadditiontobiodiversitycomeintoplay.Thesemay
polygons, about which there is some literature on land- include the relative abundance of the habitat in question,
use characteristics for different habitat types and geo- the rate at which it is currently being transformed, and
graphic information system (GIS) analyses. Satellite the extent to which similar habitats are already under
imagery was used to identify the different habitat protection. The measure of conservation priority to be
types in West Kalimantan. accorded to a habitat type must take account all of these

Information on the estimated species richness of factors and must therefore be based on the habitat's rel-
these habitats (based on available inventory data) is ative rarity, transformation rate, and protection status.
multiplied by the area of each habitat type (obtained Rare, threatened, or unprotected habitats will therefore
from GIS analyses) to arrive at a habitat diversity rank higher than more widespread or protected habitats
index. A neighborhood diversity index was also esti- in their need for immediate conservation.
mated to reflect the importance of the biological rich- While degree of protection and potential threat can-
ness of adjacent habitats. Finally, the endemism not be used in isolation to assign biodiversity values,
adjustment factor was estimated to show the degree to they are useful for setting priorities for conservation
which the original vegetation had been disturbed. The efforts in light of the available options.
sum of the habitat diversity and neighborhood diver-
sity indices was multiplied by the endemism adjust- Source: W. B. Magrath, C. Peters, N. Kishor, and P. Kishor, "The

Economic Supply of Biodiversitv in West Kalimantan: Preliminary
ment factor to yield a unique biodiversity ranking for Results." Asia Technical Department Series no. 281. World Bank,

each of the forty-five habitat types identified. Washingtoni, D.C., forthcoming.

The following factors should be considered in ambush predators) can be used. Invertebrates,

selecting complementary indicators: in particular select anthropods, are gaining

* Identifying indicators in poorly studied popularity as indicators because of their

ecosystems is difficult, despite widespread diversity, environmental sensitivity, distribu-
use of indicator species in ecological science, tion, and availability for rigorous sampling.
forestry, wildlife management, and analyses * A hierarchical approach to selecting indicators
of population viability. Some species are more is essential. Indicators are often identified
important than others in helping to maintain at four levels of organization: regional;
ecological processes (for example, keystone community, population species, and genetic.
species such as major herbivores, top carni- Indicators at the regional level, such as vegeta-
vores, fruiting trees, and seed dispersers and tion patterns, would have macroecosystem
pollinators of keystone tree species). By select- characteristics. Indicators at the community
ing indicators for the appropriate ecological and population levels would include many
process, conservation of species can be linked different species. At the genetic level, easily
with conservation of critical processes. assayed markers would be needed to indicate

* Since mammals and birds are easy to identify genetic diversity. In principle indicators
and sample and are often sensitive to a vari- should be integrated across levels, but such
ety of disturbances, the recent trend has been integration is not yet feasible.
to monitor indicator species that are impor- The presence of an indicator species does
tant for a particular ecosystem process. For not necessarily mean that the ecosystem under
example, groups of species that make a living question is thriving. A forest may look intact
in a similar way (such as fruit-eating birds or temporarily, even though it has lost many of its
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Box 2.2. A nonmonetary indicator of natural capital

The Global Environment Facility and World Resources In comparison, monetary estimates of natural cap-
Institute have developed a natural capital indicator ital focus on the commercial value of natural capital
(NCI) as a rough, nonmonetary measure of natural (see chapter 8). The two estimates, compared in the
endowments for biodiversity. Natural capital is nar- table below, show that even by such crude estimates,
rowly defined as the noncommercial portion of a coun- measuring natural capital is a two-sided proposition.
try's natural resources, which the NCI assesses on the To be comparable, the monetary values of land in
basis of biological resources on land, water, air, and developing and industrial countries must reflect vast
coastal zones (including the exclusive economic zone) differences in per capita income, while the nonmon-
subject to data availability. The intention is to capture the etary value must reflect the far greater importance of
value that is not reflected in conventional economic indi- land in developing countries as homes for biodiver-
cators. The indicator therefore includes forests, coastal sity. Just as a monetary indicator must give value to
zones, natural wetlands, relatively unmanaged range- things (notably to subsoil assets) that are correctly
lands, protected areas, protected watersheds, and any ignored by a nonmonetary indicator, so a monetary
other areas that are left or managed in a natural state. indicator omits biodiversity of no commercial value.

The NCI is based on a country's remaining natural The two estimates are therefore complementary.
areas (RNA) in hectares, adjusted by the biodiversity
indicator (BDI), so that:

NCI = RNA x BDI Box table 2.2. Monetary and nonmonetary
where RNA is national territory less commercial lands estimates of natural capital
and BDI is actual biodiversity divided by average biodi- (Percentage of global share)
versity. National territory is defined as all areas (includ- Region Nonmonetary Monetary
ing land, freshwater, marine resource, and commercial Latin America and the Caribbean 28.6 8.7
land). Commercial lands are all lands temporarily or per- High-income economies 21.5 67.8
manently under cultivation, plus permanent pasture, Asia 21.0 1.9
plus cities and metropolitan areas. Actual biodiversity is Sub-Saharan Africa 12.6 3.4
the number of species (mammal, bird, reptile, amphib- China, India 78 13.8Eastern Europe 701.
ian, and vascular plant) per area plus the number of Middle East and North Africa 1.4 3.5
endemic species (marmmal, bird, reptile, amphibian, and

endmispcis(amal,bid,epl, a, a Source: E. Rodenburg, D. Tunsall, and F. van Bolhuis, Enivironimental
vascular plant) per area. Average biodiversity is the global Indicators for Global Cooperation. GEF Working Paper no. 11

average number of species for a country of a given size. (Washington, D.C.: World Bank, 1995).

large fauna. Absence of the indicator species, For example, although relatively few temperate
however, usually means that the ecosystem's grasslands are officially protected, over a quarter of
health is threatened. their global area is relatively undisturbed. There are

clearly many opportunities to establish further
Location of Protected Areas reserves. By contrast, while evergreen sclerophyll

forests have a larger (but still modest) 4.7 percent
Statistics on the extent of remaining natural habitat protected area, only 2.8 percent of the biome outside
provide an indication of the state of biodiversity at these protected areas remains relatively undis-
the ecosystem level. Natural areas maintain high turbed. This indicates an urgent need to set conser-
levels of biodiversity; converted areas, as a rule, do vation priorities for these few remaining forests.
not. Figure 2.3 indicates the total global area cov- More than 5 percent of the earth's surface is cur-
ered by various biomes, the area of each biome sub- rently designated as protected. But the extent, pur-
ject to low and to high human disturbance, and the pose, and biogeographical distribution of protected
area officially listed as protected. While not all pro- areas varies widely among regions and nations.
tected areas remain free of human disturbance and Although the number of protected lands has
relatively high levels of biodiversity can occur increased dramatically over the last two decades, as
outside protected areas, considering the relation- available land becomes increasingly scarce, this
ship of protected to unprotected areas helps iden- upward trend will slow and could even decrease.
tify which biomes are under the greatest threat. It In the future, few countries will be able to des-
is therefore the initial assessment needed to estab- ignate protected areas as large as I million
lish global priorities for biodiversity conservation. hectares, yet the larger the protected area, the
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Biomes with a large proportion of land area that is would require special wildlife corridors and man-
ulnprotected anid tunder highi human stress, suich as agement interventions.
evergreen sclerophyllous forests, nieed emnergency Many countries have already collected infor-
attention to ensure they are not lost mation on the number and size of their protected

Figure 2.3. Which land types are protected, areas and the quality of adjacent lands (figure 2.4).
which are at risk By adding data on ecosystem types and area needs
(Millions of square kilometers) of desired species, countries could evaluate the

0 5 10 15 20 25 comprehensiveness and effectiveness of their
Mixed island l l l l national conservation systems.

systems, Effectiveness of protection is as important as
sclergreen adequacy of coverage. Many areas that are offi-

fo,rests _ cially designated as protected or managed con-
Subtropical/ r

teriperate servation areas are really just "paper parks."
raiiiforests/_
woodland s Illegal poaching, grazing, farming, and mining

Tropical too often occur legally parks.
grasslands! o fe cu within lg lyprotected prs
savaniiahs Effective protection not only requires well-
Temperate defined and measurable goals, it also requires
grasslands 

grassland clear management mandates, local support and

deserts c participation, and conscientious enforcement.

Tropical 

forests Shrinking Habitats
Mixed

moUntains | 2 A focused policy for on-site conservation of biodi-
systenis

Temperate versity will obviously require that changes in habi-
forests tats be mapped in relation to particular ecosystems

Temperate and species ranges. Advances in the use of remote
needle-leaf _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _s e i sA v n s

forests!
wvoodlands

dry forests/ Althouigh biodiversity oftenz requiires large areas to be
woodlands suistained, most of the world's protected areas measuire

Tundra _ less than1 100 square kilometers
conininnities| 

Warm Figure 2.4. Number and size of the world's
dmeserts protected areas

Total area covered
Unprotected area subject to mediunm to high huiman stress (Tlhotisattds of sqa4tre iikilomtsers)

Unprotected area subject to low human stress ~ Area class 0 500 1,000 1,500 2,000 2,500 3,000Unprotected aea subject t low hurnan sress (Squarckilomnetersl 
H Protected areab Less than 10 193 sites

Note: Biome-type definitions follow the Udvardv classificationi scheme. 10-29 2,720 sites
a. Includes marine protected areas and therefore may be high.
b. Assumiies protected areas are under low human stress.
Souzrce: World Resources Institute, World Resoutrces 1994-95 (New York: 30-99 2,000 sites
Oxford University Press, 1994), table 2, p. 153; and World Coniservatioll
Monitoring Center, Global Diversitv Status of tile Eairtl's Living Resotirces 100-299 1,445 sites
(London: Chapman and Hall, 1992).

300-999 1,135 sites

greater the likelihood of sustainable protection of 1,000-2,999 525 sites

biodiversity. Smaller areas run a greater risk of
becoming islands of undisturbed land hemmed in 3,000-9-999 275 siteo

by crop-land and human-dominated areas. The 10,000-29,999 100sites

resultant parks and reserves would be too small
to hold viable populations of some of the larger More than 30,000 25 sites

carnivores and herbivores, and opportunities for
species dispersal and for interbreeding only Source: World Conservation Monitoring Center.
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sensing have made this possible. NASA's or commodity prices on land use and to calculate
Pathfinder Project and the European Union's the opportunity cost (in forgone agricultural out-
TREES Project, for instance, are both engaged in the put) of putting areas under protection.5

retrospective tracking of tropical forest changes The data needed for these projections are being
worldwide. The FAO has used a sample-based made available through such initiatives as WRI's
approach to monitoring forest change and has pro- Country Data Sampler Series and the World
posed a continent-wide system to monitor African Conservation Monitoring Center's (WCMC) en-
land cover. An increasing number of countries hancement of the policy relevance of its Biodiver-
(many with World Bank support) are developing sity Map Library, which it is making operational
the skills and institutions needed to construct and in a joint effort with the World Bank. The implica-
maintain land-use information systems. tions of different scenarios-including long-term

To understand why habitat lands are shrink- dietary developments and food prices-for global
ing, it is necessary to relate projected effects of land-use patterns are now being modeled on a
policies and socioeconomic scenarios on natural spatially explicit basis within the context of cli-
habitats and to understand the costs and benefits mate change.6 Such models are promising tools
of different policies. Understanding of the forces for the assessment of conservation scenarios and
behind habitat change has progressed beyond policy options designed to prevent habitat loss
simplistic population pressure models and now and promote recovery.
includes many economic and social forces that
drive both population distribution and land-use Future Considerations
change. World Bank researchers, for instance,
have been developing methodologies that use GIS A number of new initiatives may lead to the devel-
data to predict the spatial impact of changes in opment of national-level indicators of natural cap-
infrastructure (box 2.3), land-tenure regulations, ital taking biodiversity into account. The Dutch

Box 2.3. Predicting habitat loss in Belize

Protecting habitats requires knowledge of where habi- By contrast, road extension into remote areas
tat is being lost, why it is lost, and how much is lost. caused habitat fragmentation without yielding signifi-
This knowledge is particularly important in consider- cant economic benefits-especially where soils were
ing the layout of rural road networks, since roads are poor. Extensions of this work in Belize and elsewhere
both a prime instrument for reducing rural poverty will examine how changes in the road network, land
and a major facilitator of deforestation. Is there a way tenure, or agricultural commodity prices shape
to design road systems to stimulate rural growth with- changes in ecosystems and poverty.
out compromising important habitats?

Chomitz and Gray have used economic geography Probabilityof habitat
to address this question. Through statistical analysis of Poor land Good land conversion

geographic information system data, they examined 0.7
how road access, market access, land tenure, and land 0.6
quality affected the cropping and settlement decisions .5
of commercial and semi-subsistence farmers in Belize. 0.4
While classes of farmers were found to be sensitive to 0.3
access, tenure, and land quality, commercial farmers 0 -.
were much more sensitive to market access and semi- 3 0.1
subsistence farmers much more sensitive to such soil- Kiometrs 6 0
fertility characteristics as pH and nitrogen content. 9 1 so

The results suggest that increasing the density of 30 On-road travel time to market
road networks near markets and near areas with good (Minutes)

soils spurs land conversion. This may be an acceptable
trade-off, moreover, where the resultant output gains
are substantial, increased labor demand attracts Source: K. Chomitz and David Gray, "Roads, Lands, Markets, and

from marginl areas, an near-town Deforestation: A Spatial Model oft Land Use in Belize." Policy Research
migrants away from marginal areas, and near-town Working Paper no. 1444. Policy Research Department, World Bank,

areas are of minor importance for biodiversity. Washington, D.C., 1995.
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National Institute of Public Health and Environ- will have to be sensitive enough to measure per-

mental Protection (RIVM) and WCMC are inves- formance. Integrated into economic and ecologi-

tigating the available data to define a set of five cal models, biodiversity indicators will facilitate

coherent, summary indicators corresponding to the examination of the ultimate impact of differ-

essential concerns and taking into account biodi- ent policy scenarios. Finally, these indicators

versity's effect on economic activity. 7 The World must serve as the foundation for a process by

Resources Institute and other partners are devel- which broad goals can be translated into specific

oping a map-based indicator approach for assess- conservation targets for the medium term.

ing human pressures on ecosystems and the

degree to which areas are at risk from continued Notes

human activity.' 1. 1. Serageldin and A. Steer, eds., Making

In the future, the requirements of the guide- Developmnent Sustainable: From Concepts to Actioni.
lines for monitoring and evaluation of GEF bio- Environmentallv Sustainiable Development Occasional

diversity projects will have to be harmonized Paper Series no. 2 (Washington, D.C.: World Bank, 1994).

with the indicator mechanisms established for 2. Food and Agriculture Organization, A Forest

activities at the project level. Only then will they Resouirces Assessment (Tropical Countries) 1990 (Rome:

become a useful measure of natural capacity. FAO, 1993).
capactiwris mer it 3. World Resources Institute, International Union

Useful for this work IS a menu driver linking for the Conservation of Nature, and United Nations

management systems and conservation objec- Environment Programme, Thte Global Biodiversity

tives (see table 2.1). Strategy (Washington, D.C.: WRI/IUCN/UNEP, 1992).
At the international and national levels, broad 4. E. Dinerstein and others, A Conservation

goals must be identified about which indicators Assessmenit of the Terrestrial Ecoregions of Latin Arnerica and
will provide information. For example, a region or the Caribbean (Washington, D.C.: World Bank, 1995).

5. W. B. Magrath, C. Peters, N. Kishor, and P. Kishor,
country could resolve to maintain a representative "The Economic Supply of Biodiversity in West

sample of ecosystems in viable protected areas and Kalimantan: Preliminary Results." Asia Technical

to adopt and implement codes of practice to sup- Department Series no. 281. World Bank, Washington,

port compatible and supportive ecosystems D.C., forthcoming.

around protected areas. A process by which such 6. J. Alcamo, ed., IMAGE 2.0: Initegrated Modeling of
could be translated into specific targets for Global Climate Cliange (Dodrecht: Kluwer Academic

goals could be translated Into speclflc targets for Publishers, 1994).

the medium term (say, fifteen years) then must be 7. B. Ten Brink and W. Douma, "Biodiversity

developed. Indicators for Integrated Environmental Assessments at
Biodiversity indicators will be elaborated in the Regional and Global Level." RIVM Discussion

three complementary directions. First, they will Paper. Dutch National Institute of Public Health and

increasingly be based on geographically explicit Environmental Protection, Bilthoven, Netherlands,

data that reflect the critical importance of under- 8 Dc Brant, "The Ecosystem Indicator Model: Draft

standing exactly where biodiversity is located Concept Paper." World Resources Institute, Washington,

and wlhat local pressures it faces. Second, they D.C., June 1995.



CHAPTER 3

How Can We Monitor Air and Water?

t is a paradox of sustainable development that sulphur oxides, nitrogen oxides, and hydrocar-
an alarming proportion of the world's popu- bons. Regulation to prevent aquatic ecosystem
lation lacks access to reasonably safe air to damage has focused on organic water pollution

breathe and water to drink, despite the abun- and suspended solids. More recently there has
dance of these natural resources in the world as a been a growing awareness of the long-term
whole. Since the quality of air and water is most impact of bio-accumulative compounds (particu-
crucial in areas of high population density, and larly heavy metals) on the health of human com-
since natural processes work in different ways in munities and ecosystems. Even though valuation
different locations, location and other qualitative of the benefits is still difficult, the environmental
aspects of globally abundant resources are of fun- policy community has clearly identified the early
damental importance for purposes of monitoring prevention of metals emissions as a regulatory
and evaluation. priority for developing countries.

Economic growth and human development This chapter investigates measurement and
activities have resulted in an increasing deterio- impact-assessment methods, using as examples
ration of air and water quality to the extent that one direct pollutant-suspended particulates-
they now pose serious threats to health in many and one bio-accumulative metal-lead.
parts of the world. At the same time economic A wide variety of pollutants are of concern for
development seems to exert a positive influence their health and environmental impact. At the
on at least some forms of pollution. In order to same time the number of sources-industry,
understand the environmental impact of devel- urban growth (especially transport), agricultural
opment and better target interventions, therefore, chemicals, and other human activities-is also
we must first devise fundamental measures of increasing. But the liik between the fundamental
pollution and its impact. source of pollutant (an industry or an activity)

Pollutants can be broadly categorized by their and its ultimate health effects are complex and as
impact on human health, economic activity, and yet poorly understood. In many cases this lack of
ecosystem functions and by their short- and long- understanding of the basic mechanisms makes
run effects. Traditionally regulation of air and monitoring and measurement problematic.
water pollution has sought to control damage Information on pollutant sources is often
from direct exposure. In both industrial and available in broad terms where those sources are
developing countries, concern for direct damage related to economic activity (industrial produc-
to human health has led regulators to concentrate tion, transport of goods, and so on). But the large
on such air pollutants as suspended particulates, number of intervening stages between source

27
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and effect creates uncertainty about the true VWVile air pollution exacerbates lung disease
nature of the relationship. Building a data base on aroutnd tlte globe, people in mzost developing couintries
ambient concentrations, a desirable objective, is suiffer equally fromn zvaterbornze infection
often difficult, especially when data cannot be Figure 3.1. Bad air and water take a high toll
guaranteed for quality and reliability. In many on human health
cases the cost of improving the data, in both (Disability-adju(sted life-years lost per 1,000 peoplea)
human and financial terms, would be high in 0 30 60 90 120 150

relation to the value of the information obtained.
This is particularly true of relatively localized Sub-Saharan Afnca

problems, many of which may prove irrelevant to hlidia

broader-scale indicators.
To assess air and water quality and refine pol- Middle East

lution management measures in the long run,
information is needed about sources, ambient lev-
els, and health effects. But to maximize the impact Former socialist

of present actions, it is important to focus on a ed maet
small group of broadly universal parameters that economies

are directly related to health protection objectives. * Diarrhea * Respiratory infections

a. Present value of future years of disability-free life lost duLe to prema-
Pollution Effects hire death or to disability in a given year.

Solurce: World Bank, WVorld Developmenzt Report 1993 (New York: Oxford
University Press, 1993).

Several site-specific studies have examined health
risks arising from pollution. Although results vary, Based on this understanding of health issues,
some important findings have been consistent. airborne particulates, lead, and the adequacy of

Major health problems identified have typi- safe water supply are the most immediate priori-
cally included respiratory problems due to air ties for monitoring.
pollution (mainly particulate matter and, in some
cases, very poor indoor air quality); lead poison- Air Pollution and Respiratory Disease
ing from a variety of sources, but mainly from
traffic-generated, airborne lead; and a range of World Developnment Report 19922 identified sus-
microbial diseases related to water quality, pended particulate matter as a major threat to
hygiene, and sanitation. Mainly urban problems, human health. In the mid-1980s about 1.3 billion
they are by no means confined to major urban people-mostly in developing countries-lived in
areas. Occupational exposures, moreover, are towns or cities that did not meet World Health
often much higher than the exposure of the pop- Organization (WHO) standards for ambient levels
ulation at large, endangering industrial workers, of suspended particulates. It has been estimated
traffic police, and others whose normal activities that reducing pollution to levels that meet WHO
place them in zones of particular risk. standards could prevent 300,000 to 700,000 deaths

Priorities vary across countries depending on a year. Even a slight reduction from present levels
the relative impact that air- and water-related would result in significant health improvement.
diseases have had on human morbidity and mor- The presence of suspended particulates in the
tality (figure 3.1). Statistics on the number of pro- indoor environment, while not as obvious, also
ductive days lost (measured here as DALYs, affects air quality. In the dwellings of the poor in
disability-adjusted life-years lost) from respira- many countries, cooking fires, dust, and bacteria
tory infections and diarrheal disease suggest that combine to threaten health far more seriously than
in some areas (in Sub-Saharan Africa and India) was previously recognized. Evidence from limited
water and airborne diseases hit with about equal and localized studies suggests that indoor health
force, while in established market economies, hazards can do more damage than those from out-
former socialist economies, and China, respira- door pollution in the most affected urban areas.
tory infections caused by polluted air are of far Recent econometric studies show that a bell-
greater concern.' shaped curve describes the relation of urban
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ambient concentrations of certain pollutants to pollutants covered by the project include sulfur
such economic variables as GDP per capita. As an dioxide, nitrogen dioxide, carbon monoxide, and
economy grows, air quality initially worsens lead.) To provide locational variety, monitoring
(due to rapid industrialization and urbanization), and reporting are done separately for commercial,
then improves as higher incomes increase the industrial, and residential locations. Reporting to
demand for good health and environmental qual- GEMS/Air has been sporadic, however, and few
ity, which in turn induces the development of country reports are available on a timely basis.
improved technology. (Box 3.1 discusses plans to improve the GEMS

This observation has led some to suggest that data base.)
development helps cure basic environmental Figure 3.2a is based on GEMS reports on ambi-
ills. But with the fastest-growing nations-in ent concentrations of particulates for a sample
economic and demographic terms-on the ris- of cities and countries. Particulate deposition
ing portion of this bell-shaped curve, increasing declines from low- to high-income countries, and
global pollution would have to be accepted as except in low-income countries, airborne partic-
a given for the next several decades, with ulates decrease with time, consistent with the
improvement coming only in the very long run.3 bell-shaped (or Kuznets-type) curve.
In the interim, unless a more proactive policy Most air pollution studies pay more attention
stance is taken, the number of premature deaths to measuring ambient pollutant concentrations
and other negative health and environmental than to finding out how to reduce their genera-
effects will certainly increase. tion. A shift in focus must begin with the identi-

Particularly for low-income economies, there- fication of the forces driving pollution. Limited
fore, where most of the world's population lives, resources could then be directed to the monitor-
it is crucial to find a better development path than ing of a few key polluters rather than to all poten-
traversing the entire length of the bell-shaped tial sources. Developing indicators that give a
curve. With appropriate technology and sup- rough sense of the magnitude of particulates
portive policies, these countries may be able to being generated by economic activity may there-
develop without going through the cycle of ris- fore be more solution-oriented than developing
ing, then falling levels of pollution. more refined mechanisms for monitoring ambi-

Aggregate-level indicators, even if inaccurate, ent concentrations.
can act as catalysts for breaking out of the histor- To look at the driving forces behind ambient
ical pattern by bringing environmental concerns concentrations, the World Bank has estimated the
to the notice of the general public and demon- hypothetical generation of pollutants based on
strating that appropriate policies can make a dif- assumed emission intensities from different pol-
ference. Indicators of the state of air quality (state), lutant sources. Figure 3.2b gives crude estimates
the pressures generated by economic activity (dri- derived using this method of trends in particulate
ving forces), and the level of mitigatory action generation from mobile energy sources (mainly
being taken (response) have a potentially impor- diesel fuel and gasoline) and from manufactur-
tant role to play in galvanizing country govern- ing.4 These estimates consider pollution across
ments into action. Figures 3.2a and 3.2b provide country groups and over time, and particulate
an example, for suspended particulates. generation has been normalized relative to land

Descriptive indicators of the state of air qual- areas. With similar emission intensities, the gen-
ity, in terms of suspended particulates, relate to eration of suspended particulate matter increases
ambient concentrations or to deposition. The most across income groups. But over time (presuming
widely known data base on pollutant deposition unchanged technology), the predicted particu-
levels is the Global Environmental Monitoring late generation has declined in middle- and high-
System (GEMS). The GEMS/Air project of the income countries but increased in low-income
United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP) countries, due to the changing character of their
and the World Health Organization (WHO) respective economic activity.
receives information on suspended particulate Hypothetical generation rates for scattered
levels from monitoring stations in nearly eighty urban areas conform with deposition data for
cities in more than fifty countries. (Other low- and middle-income countries, except where
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Highi-income countitries emtiit high lezvels of particulates buit have devised pollution controls to lower
particulate concentrations in the air

Figure 3.2a. Ambient concentrations of partic- Figure 3.2b. Estimated particulate matter
ulate matter in a sample of cities in the 1980s emissions in the 1980s
(Microgramns per ciubic nmeter) (Kilograms per squiare kilometer)
10,000, 1,000

1,000 
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a. Average for data fronm 199 to 1982. Note: A detailed explanation of the numbers underlyinig this graph is
b. Average for data from 1988 to 1991. provided in Environimient Department, World Bank, "The Generation
Soeitcc: GEMS/Air. of Suispended Particulate Matter," forthcominig.

Souirce: World Bank.

behavioral response has reduced actual genera- highlights the potential for policy responses to
tion rates. High-income countries, for instance, alleviate the problems of air pollution.
which-based on these estimates-should pro- Even where driving force and state indica-
duce the highest level of particulate matter, in fact tors exist, the evaluation of response may
have the lowest deposition levels. The reverse is require quite different indicators. For instance,
the case for low-income countries. This discrep- crude indicators suggested that a third of one
ancy cannot be explained by the environment's city's particulate pollution was due to trash
natural regeneration capacity, which affects both burning, a third to two-stroke engines, and a
industrial and developing countries equally. Nor third to general industrial activity. Response
can it be a reflection of differences in economic indicators for the city might therefore include
activity, since these were factored into the driving improved trash collection efforts, incentives to
force indicator. Hence the discrepancy most move to four-stroke engines, and the installation
likely reflects pollution control interventions. of industrial control devices. Where the World

Assuming that the emission factors used to Health Organization's pollution guidelines are
calculate these generation statistics are represen- clearly exceeded by a wide margin, more precise
tative for low-income countries as a group, the measures of the driving forces and state of pol-
ratio of deposition to generation for low-income lution have little relevance for policymakers.
countries can serve as a reference point for draw-
ing inferences about the role of mitigatory Exposure to Lead
responses. Such studies suggest that the differ-
ence in deposition-to-generation ratios across Lead pollution is caused by human economic
income groups and periods is attributable pri- activity (in contrast to particulate pollution, which
marily to improved technology, good house- can result from such natural nonanthropogenic
keeping, abatement practices, and the strategic sources as forest fires, volcanoes, and wind-blown
location of industry away from urban centers- dust). Human exposure to lead can come from air,
all of which affect real generation and are respon- food, drinking water, or contaminated household
sible for the low ratio in high-income countries. dust.5 Lead has no benefits to the human metabo-
Although the analysis is crude, it nonetheless lism, unlike other metals (such as copper and zinc),
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Box 3.1 The Global Environmental Monitoring System (GEMS/Air)

Air pollution in urban agglomerations is recognized by largely reflected the health problems of people in urban
Agenda 211 as an area where increased information and areas. Further, a sample drawn from major urban areas
better understanding of the links between cause and (defined as having a population of more than 3 million)
effect are needed. Since many air pollution problems may not be representative of air quality encountered by
are local, regional, or at most continental in scale, more- urbanites in general. In 1992 only 36 percent of the
over, no well-organized global inventory system cur- urban population in low-income economies (and 40
rently exists.2 The most widely known international percent in middle-income economies) lived in urban
data base, the Global Environmental Monitoring agglomerations of I million or more.
System (GEMS) of the United Nations Environment Stratifying the sample could go a long way toward
Programme and the World Health Organization, pro- correcting for this bias toward mega-cities. A cursory
vides data on ambient concentrations as part of the review of relevant World Bank programs suggests that
GEMS/Air project. there are perhaps 100 smaller cities where some air

Recent actions to upgrade GEMS/Air and pro- quality monitoring is already taking place. The possi-
mote the usability and relevance of air quality data bility of stratifying the sample to include both mega-
will result in a reorientation toward integrated envi- and smaller cities, as well as background estimates for
ronmental assessment by the end of 1995 and in time rural populations, is being explored-keeping cost-
for the 1996 Habitat II Conference. An expansion is effectiveness in mind.
also planned in the number and diversity of urban With urban centers growing rapidly, there is a need
areas covered. The future GEMS would monitor emis- to weight observations by population density, urban
sions, ambient air quality, environmental manage- size, and other variables. International guidelines for
ment and air quality improvement programs and weighting and aggregating such observations need to
plans, general city information, and health and be developed. These and other innovative suggestions
socioeconomic indicators (including projections). It is emerged at a December 1994 meeting on the future of
recognized that significant information gaps will GEMS/Air.
exist for many (if not most) cities surveyed. One
objective of the program is therefore to highlight these l. United Nations Conference on Environment and Development,

gaps and to promote the improvement of monitoring Agenda 21 (New York: UNCED, 1992).

and evaluation systems. 2. Jan Bakkes and others, An Overview of Environtmental lIndicators:
State of the Art and Perspectives (Nairobi: United Nations Environment

But merely increasing the number of large cities Programme and Dutch Nationai Institute of Public Health and

monitored will not suffice. In the past, survey sites have Environmental Protection, June 1994).

and has a negative effect on health, especially that Since airborne lead is the major issue for
of children. Studies demonstrate, for example, that adults and leaded fuel is the primary source,
exposure to lead is associated with a reduction in focusing on the lead intensity of gasoline and the
the measured IQ of children. Children are more consumption of leaded gasoline provides a
susceptible than adults because they consume crude indication of the dimension of the lead
more food and water relative to their weight and problem. Data from the Natural Resources
therefore absorb a greater proportion of lead pre- Defense Council for a sample of low-, middle-,
sent. Food and water are therefore the primary and high-income economies show that lead in
exposure paths for children, while airborne lead is gasoline (based on total gasoline use and its lead
the greater threat for adults. content) has been brought down significantly in

Exposure to ambient lead comes primarily high-income economies (figure 3.3). The drop-
from the use of leaded fuel in automobiles and ping of lead loads in wealthier countries reflects
from such stationary sources as primary and sec- their extraordinarily high lead content in the
ondary smelters and battery recycling plants. In past, before the adverse effects were clearly
some large city centers, road traffic accounts for known. The major initiative for reducing total
90 to 95 percent of the health-threatening lead in lead was the switch to unleaded gasoline, a move
the air. GEMS/Air monitoring sites frequently driven by social and political factors and not
report on ambient lead, but experience indicates directly by economic development. This fact is
that even where generalized ambient lead levels reflected in the variability of effort seen among
are not high, localized lead levels in blood can be middle-income economies (figure 3.4). It is clear
above safe thresholds. that industrial countries are generally taking
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By regulating the tuse of leaded gasoline, high-income upgrading hypothetical estimates of pollution
countries drastically cut their exposure to airborne lead generation and juxtaposing them with ambient

concentration data.
Figure 3.3. Lead concentrations in gasoline used Nor is scope for improvement limited to such

(Thousands of tons) issues. There are a number of steps in the chain of
causality from pollutant source to health effect,

30- early and data collection can take place at each stage
(figure 3.5). There are initiatives to integrate

25 - information about the problem from pollutant
source to health effects and remediation-

20 - notably the Decision Support System for
Industrial Pollution Control, devised by the Bank

15 - with support from the Dutch National Institute of
Public Health and Environmental Protection.

10 - GEMS/Air focuses on ambient air quality in

late eerlv980
s 9 ate its attempt to provide comprehensive and com-

198 s 8s * late 1980s patible data worldwide. Instead of fine-tuning
o I I_ data and information at one stage of the causal

Low-income Middle-income High-income chain, the possibility of spreading information-
countries countries countries gathering efforts across the various stages should

be explored. Proposed reporting on emissions by
Note: The sample of niiddle-income counitries was not representative; GeMS/Air step
futire efforts will be made to extend this data set. GEMS/Air would be a step in this direction.
Soesr.e: Natural Resources Defense Council. In its ongoing work on environmental health

indicators, the World Health Organization is seek-
action to reduce lead from gasoline use, but low- ing to link the environment and health in a single
income countries are not. In fact, low-income

countries' reliance on lead in gasoline may be Siince regulation of leaded gas is a social and political
increasing. rather than an economic decision, gas consumption in

different middle-income countries varies significantly
Scope for Improvement

Figure 3.4. Decline in leaded gas consumption
This analysis illustrates the role of "optimally in middle-income countries in the 1980s
inaccurate" indicators. While there is scope 0 20 40 60 80 100

for refinement in measurement, coverage, and I 2 4 I 8

weighting, rough numbers can amply illustrate Brazil

the order of magnitude of a problem. Data on Colombia

the state of air quality in specific locations,
moreover, are useful for identifying trends Mexico

despite lack of consensus over the best methods Costa Rica

of measurement. Veinezuela

But decisionmakers must worry about the
accuracy as well as the precision of indicators. Greece

National aggregation based on a sample of mega- Algeria (0)

cities needs to be qualified, for instance, espe- Argentina (0)

cially where only a small percentage of urbanites
in developing countries live in mega-cities. To Chile (0)

determine exposure of the average resident to Malaysia (0)

polluted air within a city, the issue of population Philippinies (0)

density around monitoring stations and how to
combine reports also needs to be considered. Note: The sample of middle-inicome countries was not representative;

futire efforts will be made to extend this data set.
There is considerable potential, therefore, for Sou rce: Natural Resources Defense Counicil.
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The chaini of cauisality leadinig to air pollution allows for data collection and intervenitionis at each stage

Figure 3.5. How to build knowledge about the health impacts of air pollutants

3. 4. 5

Pollutant 2. Ambient Dose of HealthPollutante- Enmissions concentrations pollutant 1 effects
Eonmcd Site monitoring in air Modeling and Medical

Economic data GEMS/Air measurement evidence

measure called an environmental health indicator when considering the adverse impacts of water-
(EHI). Instead of looking at ambient concentration borne disease since abundant water in or near the
information and morbidity or mortality in isola- home is important for good hygiene.
tion, such an indicator would combine the two. Access to safe drinking water and sanitation

Although scattered monitoring studies of are of immediate concern, particularly to the
stages other than ambient concentrations exist, it poorest of the poor. In 1980, the first year of the
is difficult to ascertain the availability and relia- International Drinking Water and Sanitation
bility of these data. By contrast the availability of Decade, targets were set for the degree of access
data on ambient concentrations is good. As noted to drinking water and sanitation to be achieved
earlier, GEMS/Air receives information from by 1990. But by the end of the decade-although
monitoring stations in nearly eighty cities in more some improvements in access to drinking water
than fifty countries and ensures its reliability had been made-the same could not be said for
through a certification process. But at present sanitation facilities. Roughly 1.3 billion people
such certainty comes at a high price in terms of still lacked access to safe drinking water, and 1.7
breadth and currentness of reporting. billion, predominantly in developing countries,

lacked adequate sanitation. The consequences
Access to Safe Water are manifest in high morbidity and mortality

from waterborne diseases. Diarrhea and intesti-
Water is unevenly distributed across world nal worm infections still account for 10 percent of
regions. Although it is extremely scarce in some the total burden of disease in developing coun-
arid zones, it appears in huge but intermittent vol- tries, against a vanishingly small figure in high-
umes in tropical regions affected by monsoons and income economies.6

occurs in very large deposits in some inland lake These numbers raise doubts about whether
regions. Sustainable development will therefore access to basic services in the developing world
require different patterns of water use by different is increasing or decreasing. Deficiencies in the
communities and for different economic activities. data set and the potential for subjective defini-
But for poor people everywhere serious health tions of such key concepts as "adequate amount"
problems may be posed when access to clean and "safe" affect the reliability of the indicators
water is costly. used (box 3.2).7 There is also a problem of selec-

It is becoming increasingly clear that access to tivity arising from the assumption that all
water will be a major constraint on sustainable government-supplied services are functioning
development in many parts of the world, and and used, an assumption that fails to take into
more work is needed on integrating water avail- account self- and private provision. Official data
ability into socioeconomic analyses. Public water that report on government-supplied services
supply agencies are increasingly in competition alone will be inaccurate where these services are
with power companies and with irrigation, agri- not in use and people rely on private supplies.
cultural, and leisure users for the same scarce It is increasingly being recognized that assess-
water resources. International and national water ing access to water and sanitation is a multi-
use planning and cooperation are increasingly dimensional problem. Access to safe water is not
important, as is the management of water quality. only about being connected to a supply system
Water quantity is as important as water quality but also about the quality and cost (broadly
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Box 3.2. Problems in measuring access to safe water: The COte d'lvoire example

The example of Cote d'lvoire illustrates the problems many can get safe water from sources other than taps
and inconsistencies in conventional efforts to (such as from drinking wells or vendors).
measure access to safe water. All data presented in But broader concepts of access to safe water raise
the two tables shown here come from World Bank new measurement problems, as is apparent from dis-
reports. crepancies between reports received directly from

Household survey data from C6te d'lvoire found national compilers-the WDR column-and those
that only one-fifth of the population had access to tap processed by WHO-the SID column-(see box table
water (box table 3.2a). The higher access rates that are 3.2b). Complex trade-offs between timeliness and
recorded in World Development Report 1994 and in Social standardization of reports are the reasons for the
Indicators of Developmenit (box table 3.2b) suggest that discrepancies.

Box table 3.2a. Percentage of population with Box table 3.2b. Percentage of population with
access to tap water access to safe drinking water

Population 1988 WDR SID
_ _ _ _ _ _ __ - Population (1990) (1987-92)

Total 20.9 - -
Very poor 2.9 Total 69 83
Poor 11.4 Urban 57 100
Nonpoor 31.2 Rural 80 75

Source: C. Grootaert, "The Evolution of Welfare and Poverty Under Source: Data in the WDR column are from World Bank, World
Structural Change and Economic Recession in C6te d'lvoire, 1985-88." Developrnent Report 1994 (New York: Oxford University Press, 1994).
PolicyResearchWorkingPaperno. 1078.AfricaTechnicalDepartnent, Data in the S7D column are from World Bank, Soczal ndicaors of
World Bank, Washington, D.C., 1993. Development (Washington, D.C.: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1994).

defined) of the service. Measuring coverage as * A graduated system of indicators is needed,
the percentage of population having access to so that countries can collect information that
standpipes or house connections is therefore an is appropriate to their individual level of
inaccurate representation of whether people have development.
access to safe water. Essentially, there is a need for more micro-

Apart from data-gathering difficulties, the level detail in assessing water and sanitation ser-
analytical impact of such broad-gauge numbers vices. Table 3.1 shows the various categories of
as the number of people without access to safe information of potential interest to different
water is arguable. They are nonetheless impor- stakeholders, with an "x" indicating likely inter-
tant for judging whether progress is being made, est by a particular stakeholder. A third dimen-
through World Bank loans and other means, in sion, spatial differences, also needs to be
meeting the fundamental expectations of devel- addressed. Since urban and rural areas can have
opment. Such broad measures should therefore dramatically different options and problems in
be compiled and updated from the kind of data the quest for an adequate water supply, their
used by water and sanitation specialists. information requirements will most likely differ.

Toward Improved Indicators Level I Inidicators: Service Quality anjd Cost

In developing an improved and more useful set Quality in water services includes proximity; reli-
of water supply and sanitation indicators, certain ability; the physical, chemical, and bacteriologi-
important propositions should be kept in mind: cal composition of water; and cost in time and

* The problem to be addressed is the quality of resources. Specific indicators relate to the differ-
water supply and sanitation services that people ent aspects of quality and cost. Some indicators
receive, not whether they receive some service. can also be classified as referring to an aspect of

* Owing to the location-specific nature of the access (A), safety, (S), or neither (N).
problem, indicators must be built from the The quality of water can be measured in terms
bottom up. of:

* A single measure of global adequacy, quality, * Perceived quality of water (S)
or cost of service is not analytically useful. * Whether water is boiled before drinking (S)
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Table 3.1. Information required to assess water and sanitation sector performance

Stakeholder

Information category Customer Utility Financing agency Government

1. Service quality and cost
(household level) x x x

I. Technical and financial
performance (utility level) x x x

111. Environmental quality x

Note: Information needs will most likely differ in uirban and rural areas.

* Supply location relative to the house (A) rarely have much to do with access or safety
* Average number of days a month water is apart from the notion that service quality

available (A) declines in financially or technically unsound
* Average number of hours a day water is utilities.

available (A) The technical performance of a water utility
* Average time that pressure is adequate for in- can be measured in terms of:

house piped supply (A) * Water consumption (number of connections,
* Type of supply (N). number of standpipes, unit consumption,

The cost of supplying water can be measured proportion metered, distribution of water
in terms of: consumption) (A)

* Costs incurred due to quality deficiencies (N) * Water quality (physical, chemical, bacterio-
* Time to collect water (A) logical) (S)
• Payments made for water (N). * Sewerage system (number of connections,

Bearing in mind that priority should be given length of sewer system, infiltration rates) (N)
to ensuring that people have access to basic * Water distribution system (length of pipes,
necessities, indicators that focus on access and storage volumes, pipe breaks, estimates of
safety (such as supply location relative to the leakage) (N)
home) should take precedence over items that * Personnel (number of staff per thousand
address such other qualitative aspects as type of connections, staff composition, and staff
supply. The task then becomes one of collecting costs) (N).
statistics on such micro-indicators and of agree- The financial performance of a water utility
ing on protocols for combining them. can be measured by a number of indicators,

Indicators can only be as good as the data sup- including:
porting them, yet detailed data rarely exist. Of the * Short-run debt-paying ability (N)
few existing case studies, one by Bank staff for * Ratio between operating expenses and oper-
Baku, Azerbaijan, confirms our observation that ating revenues (N)
overall performance of a public water supply sys- * Ratio between cash collected and average
tem cannot be accurately measured merely by annual billings (N)
considering the percentage of population with * Debt-to-equity ratio (N)
access to safe water (box 3.3). * Ratio of inventory to fixed assets (N)

* Return on net fixed assets (N)
Level II Indicators: Tecnical * Return-to-equity ratio (N)
and Financial Performance * Contribution to investment (N)

* Composition of the revenue structure (N)
A utility can be assessed for both technical and * Debt-service coverage ratio (N)
financial performance. The utility itself, the * Composition of operating costs (N).
financing agency, and the government are inter- The World Bank has collated information on the
ested in information on the utility's financial technical performance of utilities in about a dozen
and technical health. Such indicators, however, countries, four or five of which are developing.
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Box 3.3. How people in Baku, Azerbaijan, get water

Although almost 100 percent of Baku's households are moreover, have developed alternative strategies to
officially connected to the public supply system, water cope with insufficient and irregular public water sup-
is available to individual families on average only ply. Three-quarters boil tap water, half install storage
twenty-two days a month, eleven hours a day. This sug- facilities, almost a quarter drill private wells, and a
gests that water is available the equivalent of 121 days a fifth buy water from vendors. On average households
year-approximately a third of the time. Clearly this is spend about seventeen times more on alternative
not the same access as is enjoyed by people with a con- water supplies than on their monthly water bills. (As
tinuous supply of water, and it is not necessarily better an added benefit, the social assessment undertaken to
than the access for people who draw on supply types gather this information generated informed public
other than piped water (such as private wells). In such participation.)
cases households often rely on complex mixtures of
sources, each with its own access attributes.

sources, ach withits own ccess atributes.Source: Ayse Kudat, "Azerbaijan: Baku Water Supply Rehabilitation
Only 13 percent of the households in Baku believe Project." Environument Department Papers, Social Assessment Series

that the water they receive is clean. Most households, no. 17. World Bank, Washington, D.C., May 1995.

Data on the bacteriological, chemical, and physical environmental quality is rising or falling. Level
characteristics of water are available from III indicators combine aspects of Levels I and II
GEMS/Water (a UNEP/WHO initiative), which that relate to access and safety.
provides data on more than fifty variables, includ- Yet national-level generalizations based on
ing microbial pollution, suspended solids, salinity, comprehensive but location-specific information
acidity, and nitrates. remain problematic. To support the policymak-

Pathogens from fecal discharges are recog- ing process in developing countries, Level I and
nized as a worldwide problem, although with II indicators need to be collected widely.
proper treatment few find their way into drink- Individual results must then be aggregated for
ing water. The major drawback of fecal coliform use by decisionmakers.
measurement (expressed in number of organ- One difficulty with aggregating detailed
isms per 100 milliliters) is the sensitivity of information is the existence of differences
water samples to environmental conditions, pri- between urban and rural situations and across
marily heat, which makes it not uncommon to locations. Such aggregation problems rarely
find bacterial counts varying over several orders arise in assessing the financial and technical
of magnitude at a given monitoring station. capability of utilities across a nation because
(Other indicators of water pollution-such as these are monetary measures. But the problem
biochemical oxygen demand-will not be dis- of spatial difference is often encountered where
cussed here, since they have more to do with the aggregation is attempted (as for data on forests
health of aquatic resources. The focus of this dis- and on biodiversity, noted in previous chapters).
cussion is humans' access to safe water). Weighting the different aspects of access and

Financial information is available for twenty- safety is yet another issue to be addressed when
two water utilities from Latin America, Africa, aggregating data.
Europe and Central Asia, and South and East
Asia. The order of importance of the financial Directions for Further Work
management of large natural monopolies (like
water utilities), access, and safety, however, The foregoing discussion underscores the need
remains unclear. to shift the policy focus from trying to increase

the quantity of water-supply services to ensur-
Level III Indicators: Envziron1mental Qusality ing the quality and reliability of existing ser-

vices. These new goals fit in with the new
Access to safe water is an example of an indica- agenda for achieving the sustainable and envi-
tor that may seem to have limited meaning to ronmentally sensitive management of water
individual households and utilities but is impor- resources. 8 Clearly the quest to provide safe and
tant as a common reference point to determine if reliable water supply services to the under-
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served and to upgrade existing services must 4. Particulate generation has been estimated using the
continue. Future work must therefore identify Industrial Pollution Projection System (IPPS) and the
those aspects of access to water and safety that Decision Support System for Industrial Pollution Control
should take priority for measuring the impact of (DSS/IPC) developed at the World Bank. World Bank,

"The Decision Support System for Industrial Pollution
present interventions and monitoring progress Control," draft, 1995. See also H. Hettige, P Martin, M.
on these fronts. Singh, and D. Wheeler, "The Industrial Pollution

Projection System." Policy Research Working Paper no.
Notes 1431. Policy Research Department, World Bank,

Washington, D.C., 1995.
1. The concept of DALYs is discussed in World 5. World Health Organization, Development of

Bank, World Development Report 1993 (New York: Oxford Environmnental Health Inidicators (Geneva: WHO, 1995).
University Press, 1993). 6. World Bank, World Development Report 1993, p. 91.

2. World Bank, World Development Report 1992 (New 7. World Health Organization and UNICEF, Water
York: Oxford University Press, 1992). Supply and Sanitation Sector Monitoring Report 1993 (New

3. Thomas Selden and Daqing Song, "Environmental York: UNICEF, 1993).
Quality and Development: Is There a Kuznets Curve for 8. See Ismail Serageldin, Toward Sustainable
Air Pollution Emission?" Jouirnial of Environmental Management of Water Resources (Washington, D.C.: World
Economics and Managemnent 27 (1994):147-62. Bank, 1995).





CHAPTER 4

Are We Using Resources Efficiently?

$ ith the world population rising, people of materials in terms of volume if the true social
the world over will have to learn to cost of the disposal of waste materials-which is

% satisfy expanding needs with finite nat- in part a function of landfill volume-were incor-
ural resources. Technology has played a crucial porated into production costs.
role in providing more goods to more people and To the extent that materials can be reused or
can still help us find ways to use renewable and recycled, the environmental impact of material use
nonrenewable natural resources more efficiently. can be mitigated. With increased consumption,
At the same time consumption patterns and pref- however, additional impacts on the environment
erences can-and should-be adapted to new are likely to result. Examination of international
realities. But to achieve these ends, indicators are records for the past three decades suggests that
needed to assess progress in both production and global consumption of primary aluminum, copper
consumption. ore, lead ore, manganese ore, nickel ore, phosphate

rock, crude steel, tin ore, and zinc ore rose by 120
Different Economies Consume Resources percent between 1961 and 1989. More than half of
at Varying Rates this increase occurred during the 1960s (figure 4.1).

Increased consumption rates were most pro-
Resource intensity can be broadly indicated by found in low- and middle-income nations, where
the ratio of inputs to outputs, that is, the weight consumption between 1961 and 1989 rose 360
or volume of raw materials to gross national percent and 169 percent, respectively. The aver-
product (GNP). Preliminary studies suggest that age growth rate among low-income nations
the weight of materials per unit of constant GNP peaked in the 1970s at 7 percent and fell to 5 per-
at the world level has declined since 1970. Such a cent in the 1980s. Among middle-income nations
decline is good news, since the processing and this growth rate was highest during the 1960s at
transportation of heavier materials generally 6 percent, falling to under 1 percent in the 1980s.
requires higher energy inputs and thus leads to OECD nations have also considerably slowed
greater pollution. their consumption increases since 1970. On a

The trend toward lower weights-to-GNP global level, annual growth rates slowed from
ratios may also indicate a responsiveness of pro- 6 percent in the 1960s to about 2 percent in the
duction processes to market signals. Heavier 1980s.
materials tend to be more expensive to process, While both low- and middle-income countries
thereby encouraging more efficient use. This logic increased their share of global consumption
could be extended to encourage more efficient use between 1961 and 1989, the most significant

39
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Global metal and mineral use rose by 120 percent consumption in these countries was quite small
between 1961 and 1989 when compared with that in middle-income and

Figure 4.1. Consumption of metals and minerals, OECD countries, which experienced 39 percent
1961-89 and 30 percent increases over three decades
(Metric tons) (figure 4.2).
OECD 1971 = 1.0

1.5 - Implications for the Future
OECD

countries
1.2 - There is some evidence that metals and minerals

0.9 - are now being used more efficiently, particularly
0.9 / in middle-income and OECD countries, where

v XMidle- iicorne consumption of raw materials per unit of constant
0.6 - countries GNP has fallen over time (figure 4.3). The largest

Low-income decline occurred in OECD countries (42 percent)
0.3 - coun and middle-income countries (39 percent), fol-

o.o ___l_l_l_l_l_l_l_l_l_l_l_l lowed far behind by low-income countries (2 per-
0-ia >9bt ,,bq , q&\ qibN 9p~l le9 cent). Yet the monetary value of material inputs to

Source. See appendix. constant GNP has not followed the same down-
ward trend, which could indicate a shift toward

increase occurred in low-income countries, higher-valued materials or increasing value for
whose share of global consumption rose from 7 to the same materials (figure 4.4). Further study will
14 percent. The share of middle-income countries be required to clarify these seemingly contrary
rose from 31 to 38 percent. By contrast, OECD predictions.
countries' consumption of metals and minerals There also is evidence in support of the envi-
fell from 59 to 44 percent. During this period, low- ronmental Kuznets-type curve (figure 4.5). The
income countries' share of global population consumption of metals and minerals per unit of
increased from 55 to 59 percent, while OECD GNP rises to about $1,700 of per capita income,
countries' share fell from 21 to 15 percent. Thus then falls with further income increases.' As
on a per capita basis, consumption of metals and countries make the transition from low-income
minerals in low-income countries rose by 144 per- to lower-middle-income status, consumption of
cent between 1961 and 1989. Even so, per capita

OECD and middle-income countries liave cut their
OECD countries continue to use by far the most metals minierals use per dollar of GNP by roughly two-fifths,
ancd minerals siuggestinzg greatly improved efficiency

Figure 4.2. Per capita consumption of metals Figure 4.3. Consumption of metals and minerals
and minerals, 1961-90 per unit of GNP, 1961-90
(Metric tons) (Metric tons)
OECD 1971 = 1.0 OECD 1971 - 1.0

Middle-income
1.5 - 3.5 couLntries

OECD 3.0-
1.2 - cuntries

< 9 ~~~~~~~~25 _Low-incomle 
couintries

0.9 .

Middle-income 1.5
0.6 countries OECD

1.0 cutries

0.3
Low-income 0.5

countries
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Souirce: See appendix. Soutrce: See appendix.
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The flat monetary value of material inputs to GNP Global energy consumption in equivalent tons
in OECD and middle-income countries suggests of oil rose by 48 percent between 1971 and 1989.
increasing input values or a shift tow`ard The largest percentage of change occurred in low-
Itighier-valuied mnaterials income countries, where consumption increased

Figure 4.4. Consumption of metals and minerals by 161 percent (figure 4.6), while that in middle-
per unit of GNP, 1961-90 income and OECD countries rose by 80 percent
(Tliouisands of LI.S. dollars) and 20 percent. Similarly per capita consumption
OECD 1971 I increased 73 percent in low-income countries and
10 

9 - 16 percent in middle-income countries over the
8 //\Low-income past two decades. But while it increased just 5 per-
7 - /\1 \ countries cent in OECD countries between 1971 and 1991,

6 per capita consumption there remains twice that of
5- Middle-income middle-income countries and more than ten times
4 countries that of low-income nations.
3 _ Finally, in terms of intensity of use, energy con-
2 c_n_es sumption per unit of constant GNP declined by
I almost 19 percent on a global basis between 1971
0oIiIIIIIIlIIIlIi iilIII and 1991 (figure 4.7). Low- and middle-income
1_oR1 49& countries today are equally intensive in energy

Source. See appendix. use, while OECD countries are significantly less
intensive. (Consumption trends for fossil fuels

metals and minerals per unit of GNP apparently tend to mirror those for all energy sources.)
increases as manufacturing industries claim a Fears that the world may be running out of
larger share of national income. However, among sources of energy, particularly fossil fuels, rest on
upper-middle and high-income countries, con- expectations of rising consumption rather than on
sumption of metals and minerals per unit of GNP present-day resource constraints. The world's
drops considerably with the shift toward service proven reserves of oil and gas today are, in fact, sig-
industries and also, perhaps, because of nificantly larger than they were in the 1960s. But if
increased efficiency in manufacturing. low-income and middle-income countries prove to

be as heavy consumers of energy as OECD coun-
Once per capita incomne reaclhes $1,700, consumption of tries, increases in their consumption of commercial
metatls anid minierals declines energy could change the picture substantially. It is

Figure 4.5. Kuznets-type curve for metals
and minerals, averaged 1988-90 Eveni tlhouigh uise has risen in poorer counltries,
Consumiiption (metric tons)/GNP (thousands ot U.S. dollars) OECD coutntries still conisutme ten times more e nergy
0.00012 -

Figure 4.6. Energy consumption, 1971-91
(Metric tons of oil equiivalents)
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Source: See appenidix. Sourne World Bank.
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A global declinie in energy use of 19 percent indicates pursue this theory. For example, something other
decreasing inttensity worldwide than GNP should be used as the denominator in

Figure 4.7. Energy consumption per unit of GNP, calculations of energy consumption like those in

1973-91 figures 4.3,4.4,4.5, and 4.7. In principle, a "green"
(Metric ton1s of oil equizalents per Uiiit of GNP) variant of income should be used, although there
OECD 1971 = 1.0 are signs that this would not appreciably alter the
3.0 - conclusions reached here (see chapter 7).

Low-inicoime
countries Of greater analytical concern are the effects of

2.5 - the shift toward service economies as development

2.0 Middle-income progresses. While a narrower measure of income
countries might qualify the predicted effects, allowance for

1.5 transportation, warehousing, and other resource-
intensive services would have to be included in any

OECD calculation-something that cannot be done with
1.0 utr the global data bases available nlow.

0.5 l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l More generally, much of the analysis in this

,# q.b q' qp 8 8 sqqx chapter can be viewed as a simplified form of input-
Souirce: World Banik. output analysis. If formally incorporated into the

UN system of national accounts, this form of analy-

also increasingly important to monitor the envi- sis could help flag the most- and least-efficient

ronmental impacts of energy use, since they could processes for transforming natural resources into

well trigger increased dependence on such cleaner economic goods and services. Researchers also are

renewable energy sources as solar and geothermal extending the logic to account for such unpriced

energy, hydropower, and wind. inputs as air and water and such uncosted detri-

mental outputs as air and water pollution.

Directions for Further Work The input-output tables that already exist for

many countries are not coordinated and rarely

The question of the efficiency of resource use is, designed in a way that helps identify underlying

at one level, similar to any other question of eco- physical quantities of inputs and outputs as

nomic efficiency. But resource use has particu- opposed to money flows. Distorted relative prices

larly important ramifications for environmental for inputs, outputs, or both, moreover, can lead

quality. The stages of extracting and refining to misleading assumptions when input-output

energy-producing resources to their basic func- tables are used in "raw" form. There are now

tional forms (such as ingots of metal) have the efforts to marry data tables with underlying-but

greatest environmental impact. The Kuznets- separately generated-matrices of prices and

type curve describes the situation in a cross- quantities to improve our understanding of the

section of countries at a given time. But the real economic and environmental aspects of transfor-

question is whether countries have to go through mation processes at work.

all of the successive stages of development.

Recent analyses suggest not, since technical Note
progress can significantly flatten the curve.

But more refined indicators of resource use 1. World Bank, Atlas (Washington, D.C.: World Bank,

relative to income generation will be needed to 1994).



CHAPTER 5

What Role Do Taxes and Subsidies Play?

, ow countries use financial resources is a billion worldwide (excluding countries of the for-
t critical issue in achieving environmen- mer Soviet Union, which certainly had high sub-

>. i ttally sustainable development. The sidies, although these cannot presently be
extent to which tax and subsidy regimes encour- analyzed or expressed unambiguously in dollar
age the sustainable-or unsustainable-use of terms). To put this figure in perspective, it is equal
the environment is therefore a key policy ques- to 0.5 percent of gross world product, or twice the
tion. Rates of taxes and subsidies on goods and amount of official development assistance.
services are important indicators of the incentive Energy subsidies work against the achieve-
structures created by government policies, which ment of environmentally sustainable develop-
either favor or work against sustainability. ment at a number of levels. They divert public

money from programs with higher potential
Taxes Discourage, Subsidies Encourage social payoffs, and they increase government
Energy Use deficits. By artificially lowering energy prices,

they reduce the incentive to use energy efficiently,
Governments make wide use of taxes and subsi- resulting in excessive consumption, with its
dies as tools to influence behavior and reach pol- attendant effects on the emission of pollutants
icy goals. But although economists generally and greenhouse gases. Subsidies also encourage
agree that taxes on such recognized evils as pol- excessive investment of resources in energy-
lution emissions would be an efficient means of intensive enterprises, crowding out capital for
reaching environmental targets, few govern- other economic sectors. In nations that are energy
ments currently impose environmental taxes. producers, moreover, excessive domestic energy

On the other hand various subsidies on goods use reduces supplies available for export.
and services have serious environmental ramifi- The distributional effects of energy subsidies
cations. Examples include subsidies-implicit or are likely to be particularly important in develop-
explicit-on energy consumption, pesticide use, ing countries. Energy subsidies can increase the
timber harvest, and water use. Although these access of poor households to energy. For instance,
subsidies are aimed at promoting such social energy use in wealthy northern countries makes up
goals as affordable energy for the poor or greater a larger proportion of the budgets of poor house-
agricultural production, many have side effects holds than of affluent ones, because energy is a
that are damaging to the environment. basic need in colder countries. However, precisely

Subsidies for electricity and fossil fuel in 1991 the opposite is true in developing nations. In those
are estimated to have been on the order of $106 nations, therefore, energy subsidies are subsidies
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to the relatively affluent. By exacerbating the prob- By contrast, industrial countries tax fuel use.
lem of inequitable income distribution, energy sub- In North America fuel tax rates are a little over 30
sidies undermine the social equity required for percent. Rates rise to over 170 percent in Europe
environmentally sustainable development. and 200 percent in the Pacific.

Combining tax and subsidy rates offers a new
Who Taxes, Who Subsidizes? perspective on the phenomenon of subsidization.

China, India, and other developing countries
In most industrial countries energy use is taxed price fossil fuels at about 75 percent of the world
to varying degrees and for a variety of reasons price, but this pricing represents 56 percent of the
having to do with funding transportation infra- price charged for fuel in North America and 24
structure, promoting energy efficiency, and limit- percent of the price in OECD Pacific countries.
ing traffic congestion. These taxes are typically Electricity, while generally not taxed in indus-
not for environmental purposes, although they trial economies, is subsidized in many developing
clearly have environmental benefits. The best countries. Figure 5.2 shows electricity subsidy
way to put energy tax and subsidy issues in per- rates for developing countries with the largest
spective, therefore, is to compare tax and subsidy total level of subsidies. Electricity subsidies in
rates across industrial and developing countries. developing countries were estimated at $53 billion

In figure 5.1 a tax or subsidy rate of 0 percent in the early 1990s. Among the major subsidizers of
represents the sale of fossil fuels at their world pro- energy in 1991, the average level of total subsidy
ducer price. Of the developing countries that sub- was 3.6 percent of GNP. At this level, moreover,
sidize these fuels, many-including China and serious misallocation of investments for develop-
India-subsidize them at 26 to 28 percent of the ment can be expected to occur.
world price. Excluding countries of the former
Soviet Union, economies in transition had subsi- Environmental Consequences
dies of over 40 percent in 1991, while oil exporters
had subsidies that exceeded 60 percent. Energy subsidies not only distort investment

decisions, they also lead to excess emission of
Taxes in OECD countries raise fuel prices anid pollutants. (Emissions that would not have been
discourage use, while subsidies elsewhere enicouragge use

Figure 5.1. Fossil fuel tax and subsidy rates, 1991 Transition economnies devote 3.6 percent of GNP to
(Percent) electricity subsidies

Subsidy Tax
-100 -50 0 50 loo 150 200 250 Figure 5.2. Electricity subsidy rates, 1991

l 1 I l l I (Percent)

OECD Pacific 60

OECD Europe 50 " m

OECD North America 40 -

'E' China and India 30-

LEOther developiaig countries 2 

Transition econiomiesa
5

1

Oil exporters L

Transitioni China anid Other
Note: See appendix. economies India developing
a. Except former Soviet ULion. couilntries
Source: World Bank estimates in B. Larsen, "World Fossil FuLel Subsidies Note: See appenidix.
and Global Carbon Emissionis in a Model with Interfuel Substitutioln." Souirce: World Banik estimates in J. Heidarian and G. Wu. "Power Sector
Policy Research Working Paper no 1256. Policy Research Departnmenit, Statistics for Developinig Couniitries (1987-1991)," Iidustry anid Energy
World Bank, Washington, D.C., 1994. Department, World Banik, Washinlgtoni, D.C., 1994.
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produced had energy been sold at world pro- Table 5.1. Excess carbon dioxide emissions, 1991
ducer prices in the subsidizing countries are con- (TIhousand netrnc tons)

sidered "excess.") Subsidies on fossil fuels alone Cairboni dioxide emissions Percentage

are estimated to have caused roughly 450 million reduced by

metric tons of excess carbon dioxide emissions in Total from Excess from eliminating
Soiirce fossil riels fuel subsidies subsidy

1991. Excess emissions therefore represent
roughly 2 percent of world emissions of carbon China
dioxide from fossil fuel combustion. and India 3,087,638 169,010 5.50

Without knowing policy goals, which vary Other dveloping 16,787 6.10

from country to country, there is no sensible way Transition

to designate a "correct" level of energy taxation. economies 674,930 151,964 22.50

Figure 5.1 gives the impression, however, that Oil exporters 958,158 114,305 11.90

energy tax rates are extremely low in North Total 4,995,116 452,067 2.05

America. If the United States taxed liquid fuels at Soitrc'. See appenidix.

the same rate as in Europe, and if (as is generally
calculated) every 1 percent rise in fuel prices pro- extending measures of explicit taxes or subsidies
duces a 0.5 percent fall in demand, then carbon for selected items (a technique refined by the U.S.
dioxide emissions would decline by over 1 bil- Department of Agriculture for comparing prices
lion metric tons. Using European energy taxation of selected products in different producer coun-
rates as a benchmark, therefore, excess carbon tries). However, the only prospect for doing so
dioxide emissions in the United States represent systematically for any economic activity-and
roughly 5 percent of world emissions from fossil potentially any country-is to recast price infor-
fuel combustion. mation collected under the UN's International

But the foregoing analysis indicates that, even Comparisons Programme.
excluding the countries of the former Soviet Subsidies on the use of water and pesticides,
Union, energy subsidies-at $106 billion-were just as those on energy of fossil fuel, can drain
equally significant at the world level in 1991. national finances and promote inefficient use of
Although disentangling the effective levels of environmental resources. As in the case of energy,
energy subsidies in the countries of the former these subsidies serve to increase income dispari-
Soviet Union has proved extraordinarily difficult, ties within developing nations.
there are some indications that their subsidies A clear dilemma exists between incentive sys-
were of the same order of magnitude as those in tems to improve environmental performance or to
other transition economies. The official target in mitigate environmental impacts and national tax-
the Russian Federation was to raise domestic ation systems. The two are often out of line. Many
prices for oil and natural gas to 67 percent of national governments need to review the consis-
world levels by the fourth quarter of 1993. Rapid tency between their business tax assessment laws
reform since 1991 has been reducing subsidy lev- and disallowance of environmental costs in order
els throughout East European transition coun- to improve business responsiveness.
tries (table 5.1), most notably in Poland. Regarding tariffs on water and sanitation, a

1994 World Bank review indicates a significant
Directions for Further Work increase in recent years. Average tariffs are now

in the range of $0.90 to $1.35 per cubic meter,
Apart from practical difficulties in cataloging whereas a few years ago they were in the range
explicit taxes and subsidies, producer and con- of $0.30 to $0.40. While price increases alone do
sumer equivalents (quantitative restrictions, not inevitably indicate more efficient use of
licensing and permit requirements, indirect taxes resources, such rises suggest that progress is
and subsidies, and so on) loom large in some being made in reducing subsidies by transferring
areas-notably agricultural and water resource costs to beneficiaries.
management. Broader measures are needed to Developing countries subsidize the use of pes-
assess the price wedges introduced by official ticides through a variety of methods. The tech-
actions. These can be computed in some cases by niques include preferential foreign currency
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exchange rates for imports, import duty exemp- services (GNP or GDP) based on detailed price
tions, reduced sales taxes, agriculture credits, and information, supported by exercises to match
the provision of free pesticides to farmers. Studies products in different countries. These details
in the mid-1980s revealed that pesticide subsidies include prices for such basics as gasoline, elec-
were widespread and substantial, with subsidy tricity, water, and foodstuffs-whose prices to
rates ranging from 19 percent to 89 percent of the consumers may (or may not) be lower because
market price. subsidies somewhere along the value chain

From a policy perspective, eliminating or have made input costs artificially low. For stud-
reducing subsidies on energy, water, and pesti- ies of environmentally sustainable develop-
cides represents a classic "win-win" situation. The ment, such specific details could be compared to
government, the economy, and society at large all each other. Broader price baskets, including the
benefit from the reduction of the inefficiencies and standard ones produced by the ICP process,
distortions produced by subsidies, and equity is could also be tracked across reporting countries
increased. Major benefits to the environment can and over time to provide measures of effective
be expected as well-in the form of reduced air tax and subsidy rates.
pollution, lower emissions of greenhouse gases, As a minimum, ICP-type measures can pro-
less pressure on water supplies, and reductions in vide an analytical check on direct estimates of
the runoff of pesticides into waterways. taxes and subsidies. For example, quick estimates

Given the variety of price and quantity suggest that the relatively modest tax on fossil
schemes that governments use to influence the fuels in North America (see figure 5.1) translates
price of such key commodities as energy, the into an effective subsidy in ICP terms. But the real
appropriate analytical framework for the deriva- analytical gain with ICP-type measures is that
tion of indicators is clearly that of the purchasing they can be fitted easily and naturally into the
power of currencies, based on the UN's Interna- kind of relative price issues that countries face
tional Comparisons Programme (ICP). Only when considering sectoral or structural adjust-
expanding the coverage and timeliness of ICP data ment. The flagging of relative price changes that
sets will permit analysts to disentangle the effects are essential for environmentally sustainable
of various policy interventions and to reveal the development could thus become a more system-
implicit tax and subsidy rates applied by countries. atic approach to reconciling official price wedges

Data problems aside, ICP seeks to compute in specific areas within the general move toward
the average price for a basket of goods and market prices.



CHAPTER 6

Are We Sharing the Burden
of Reducing Climate Risks?

,e, auging the extent to which current While the pledge to stabilize emissions seems
economic activity is affecting the welfare to be a responsible one, we do not yet know

1h.,",-l*of future generations requires indicators whether continuing addition of carbon dioxide to
for "global commons"-resources that tran- the atmosphere at the 1990 rate is a prudent goal.
scend national jurisdictions but are essential Neither can the convention be seen as an agree-
for environmentally sustainable development. ment on the fairness of the relative contribution
In addition to indicators for the state of the of each country to total world emissions of car-
oceans and marine resources, indicators are also bon dioxide in 1990.
needed to measure atmospheric pollutants. One
country's greenhouse gas emissions affect the Who Emits What
climate for all nations-perhaps the classic
example of a global common. To minimize the A key indicator of progress toward stabilizing
damage from greenhouse gases, moreover, emissions is the amount by which each nation's
requires international agreement. emissions increase from one year to the next-

their incremental emissions. Clearly the greatest
Setting Stabilization Targets impact on climate stabilization will be for the

largest incremental emitters to stabilize their
The topic of greenhouse warming is a contro- emissions. But the further we go into the decade
versial one. Although the physical processes of of the 1990s without stabilization, the more diffi-
greenhouse warming are increasingly well under- cult it will be to meet the internationally accepted
stood, the degree of warming arising from voluntary target.
increases in atmospheric concentrations of carbon Figure 6.1 pictures the dozen largest incre-
dioxide cannot be measured directly, and only mental emitters in 1986-91. As expected, wealthy
broad ranges can be estimated through modeling. countries (such as the United States and Japan)
It is even possible to question whether it is more are near the top of the list. But populous poorer
efficient to adapt to climate change rather than pay nations (such as China and India) are also large
to prevent it. Despite these uncertainties, more emitters. To put this fact in perspective, the figure
than 150 countries signed the UN Framework also shows the corresponding total emissions
Convention on Climate Change. The agreement from fossil fuels per capita. Although its total
became legally binding in March 1994, and many incremental emissions were less than those of
signatories voluntarily set a target to stabilize their China, the United States emitted more than twice
carbon dioxide emissions at 1990 levels by 2000. the amount of carbon dioxide per capita as Japan,
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Despite having lower incrcinemetal emissions than States, Canada, Australia, Singapore, and many of
Chinia, the United States emits nearly ten times the the oil-exporting countries. At the other end of the
carbon dioxile per capita spectrum, the poorest nations in Africa, Asia, and

Figure 6.1. Incremental emissions from fossil fuels Latin America emitted less than 500 kilograms of
and emissions per capita, 1986-91 averages carbon dioxide per person per year-less than
Thousands of metric tons Kilogramis per capita one-eighth the rate of the highest emitters.

25,000 - p 6,000 The figure of 500 kilograms is a useful guide-
post: if carbon dioxide concentrations by 2100 are

2,0 Average increment tos 5,000 to be held to less than double the concentrations

* Emitssans pericapstal recorded around 1800 (roughly the start of the
(kilograms) - 4,000 Industrial Revolution), average carbon emissions

15,000 _ per capita for the total human population during
I Il I I -3,000 the three centuries from 1800 to 2100 cannot

b0,000 - exceed 560 kilograms. Yet from 1986 to 1991
- 2,000 alone, 73 percent of carbon emissions came from

5*00 - l lllcountries emitting more than 560 kilograms per
5,000 oo iE 11111 11_1,0(0 capita. It must also be noted that holding carbon

.11|1| ; : I I I i j L dioxide concentrations to double their pre-
0 0 industrial levels is not a criterion for sustainable

CS '5 o } '+ development but is rather viewed by many as a
'is' vOosut ,/ z+" pragmatic goal for limiting greenhouse warming.

Categorizing countries according to average
Source: Carbon Dioxide Infomiation Analysis Center; see appendix. annual increments in carbon emissions from fossil-

fuel burning and cement manufacture during
nearly ten times as much as China, and more than 1986 to 1991, two basic messages emerge (figure
twenty times as much as India. 6.3). First, size counts. When considering annual

Overall on a per capita basis, the rich world is increases, the largest incremental emitters were
the largest emitter of carbon dioxide (figure 6.2). China, India, Indonesia, Japan, and the United
The largest emitters per capita include the United States. Second, economic performance counts as

At 500 kilograms per capita, emissions in poor natio11s average less thanl one-eiglltli those in OECD countries

Figure 6.2. Carbon emissions per capita, average 1986-91

<2~~~~'~~' V7 ~~~Under 500

C kilograms

500 to 3,000
LJkilograms

.U ~~~~~~1,0 to 2,500

kilograms

p - ~ ~~~~kilogramsSource. carbon Dioxide Information 'ss Cener.CNodata

Sourcse: Carbon Dioxide Information Anialhsis Center.
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The largest incremental emitters include large economies (Japan, United States), countries with large populations
(Chinia, Inidla), rapidly iniduistrializing economies (Korea, Mexico, Thailanid), and oil-exporting countries

Figure 6.3. Contribution to global increase in carbon emissions from fossil fuel, 1986-91

Rapid dearease

D Moderate decrease

J ~~~~~~~~No signiificant
change

.~fModerate icrease

< . ^_ *^ _Rapid increase

ZNo data

Note: See appenidix.
Sotrce. Carbon Dioxide Information Analysis Center.

well. The largest average annual decreases in warming represented by the methane stock in the

emissions were registered by the former Soviet atmosphere in 1991 amounted to only 10 percent

republics and Eastern Europe, whose economies of that of carbon dioxide.

declined sharply beginning in the late 1980s. Perhaps more significant is the methane that

is presently not in the atmosphere but is held

Beyond Carbon Dioxide locked in ice lattices in tundra and permafrost

and in shallow coastal-marine sediments. 1

But carbon dioxide emissions from fossil fuels and Concern has been voiced that this large amount

cement manufacture are only part of the story.

Methane is a greenhouse gas whose global- While carboni dioxide nowX vastly outweighs other gases,
warming potential is twenty-one times that of mnethane-with twenty-one times the potential for
carbon dioxide per unit of mass. Similarly, chloro- global warmiinlg-bears zvatchinig
fluorocarbon-11 has a global warming potential Figure 6.4. Atmospheric concentrations of the

per unit mass 3,400 times, and chlorofluorocarbon- major greenhouse gases, 1965-91

12 a potential 7,100 times, that of carbon dioxide. (Parts per million)

Also significant in many countries is the effect 400 Methane equivalent

of deforestation, which releases both methane - 7 77

and carbon dioxide. Figure 6.4 shows the cumu- 300 -

lative atmospheric concentrations of methane 300 _

and carbon dioxide since 1965, with methane 250 -

measured in terms of its carbon dioxide equiva- 200 -

lence based on its global-warming potential. 150

Methane arises from emissions associated with

livestock populations, wet rice cultivation, and

the production and transport of natural gas. But 50 _

while methane concentrations grew by 25 percent 0L l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l
from 1965 to 1991 (compared with only 11 percent - a9 ' N' s e

for carbon dioxide), the contribution to global Soirce: World Resources Institute.
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of methane has the potential of being released by important to examine these emissions relative to
global warming. Although intrinsically slow, gross national product (GNP). Member countries
once begun this release process would reinforce of the Organization for Economic Cooperation
itself because of methane's strong warming and Development (OECD) exhibited a decline in
potential. Such a result could change the climate emissions from fossil fuel combustion (per con-
risk issue into a threshold phenomenon, hypo- stant dollar of GNP) of 39 percent over a thirty-
thetically providing the mechanism for global year span, whereas emissions from low-income
warming to reach levels dramatically higher than countries increased by 3 percent from a base that
have been assumed thus far. It also is an example was 2.7 times the OECD average in 1973 (figure
of how the combination of high risk, irreversibil- 6.5). Middle-income nations emitted carbon at 2.7
ity, and high uncertainty contributes to the con- times the OECD average in 1961, but by 1991 this
troversial nature of climate change issues. figure had declined by 18 percent.

These trends reflect many factors, including
Factors Influencing Greenhouse Warming efficiency of energy use and economic structure

(that is, the mix of primary, manufacturing, and
Table 6.1 presents the average annual growth rate service business activity). For example, whereas
for carbon and non-fossil fuel greenhouse gas middle-income countries are highly industrial-
emissions for the top twelve incremental emit- ized, OECD countries are by now mostly service-
ters. But these top dozen incremental emitters based economies. Figure 6.6 offers evidence of the
also accounted for more than 48 percent of the tendency for middle-income countries to exhibit
total carbon dioxide equivalent emissions in the maximum emissions per dollar of GNP.
1991. Within this group, the share of non-fossil Population size, income per capita, efficiency
fuel greenhouse gases in total carbon dioxide of energy use, and economic structure clearly
equivalent emissions varied considerably, rang- influence carbon emissions. Thus, for example,
ing from 71 percent for Indonesia and 62 percent the United States emits seven times the total
for Thailand to 6 percent for the Democratic carbon of India, but its incremental emission rate
People's Republic of Korea, 16 percent for China, is only twice that of India (table 6.2). By the same
and 15 percent for the United States. token the United States emits twenty-four times

To arrive at a more complete characterization the carbon per capita as does India but emits less
of greenhouse gas emissions, therefore, it is than one-third as much per dollar of GNP.

Table 6.1. Largest incremental emitters of carbon Reflecting greater efficiency and changing econoomic
dioxide, 1986-91 structures, emissions in richer nations fall as
(Percent) GNP rises

Sh/are of total Figure 6.5. Carbon dioxide emissions from fossil
carbon dioxide emissions (1991) fuels per constant 1987 dollar of GNP, 1961-91

Growthi rate, DECO 1961 =100

From non-fossil From all fossil fiels
Couultrw fuel sozurces souirces (1986-91) 350 -

Thailand 62.4 0.9 14.6 300 Low-incolmle countries
Iran 11.9 0.8 10.3
Korea, Rep. of 11.3 1.0 8.7
Korea, Dem. 250

People's Rep. of 5.5 0.9 6.6 Middle-incomecountries
Indonesia 70.7 2.0 6.3 200 -
India 37.4 3.8 6.0
Spain 26.9 1.0 5.3 1i5 _
Japan 27.3 5.0 4.2
China 16.1 10.2 3.7 100 DECO countries
Mexico 22.0 1.5 3.3
Italy 22.0 1.7 2.9 50__
United States 14.8 19.5 1.6 > >

Source: Carbon Dioxide Ilnformation Analysis Center, Oak Ridge National
Laboratory, Trends '93: A Coiripelsdruir of Data oi Globat Clange (Oak Ridge, Source. World Bank and Carbon Dioxide linforniation and Analysis
Tenn.: CDIAC, September 1994); see appendix. Center; see appendix.
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Middle-inicome cotntries emit the mnost carbon per Table 6.2. Carbon dioxide emissions in India
dollar of GNP and the United States, 1991

Figure 6.6. Ktuznets-type curve for carbon Emissions' Emissiorns
emissions, 1989-91 average per illit Emissions

1989-91 average Couintrot Total Incremental of GNP' per capita'
Metric tons of carbon/million dollars of GNP

0.000, - United States 1,346 21.3 238.8 5,320.0
India 192 10.1 784.2 221.5

0.0006 - a. Millioi inetric tons of carboni.
b. Metric tons of carbon per million dollars of GNP.
c. Metric tons of carbon per 1,000 poPpulation.

0.0005 Source. Carboin Dioxide Iniformationi Analysis Center and World Banik; see
appendix.

0.o004 -

number of difficult issues concerning the sharing
0.0003 - of the burden must be resolved. The countries

that showed a decline in incremental emissions
0.0002 L SS < Et 1 0 E lEafrom 1986 to 1991 (mostly from the former

o 0001 / ia m13\ Communist bloc) will resume economic growth,

000 -0 m but as their economic restructuring proceeds they
0.0000 l should also be able to consume energy more effi-

2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 ciently than in the past. Developing countries
Logaritlsm of GNP per capita quite naturally believe that their growth should

not be impeded by emission restrictions and that
Sou1rce: World Bank and Carbon Dioxide Information and Analvsis eady
Ceniter; see appendix. industrial countries already have too much of the

global "carbon quota."
To put greenhouse gas emissions in an eco- One encouraging approach is the OECD

nomic context, recent estimates of the social costs GREEN model,2 which suggests using globally
of greenhouse warming place the damage at tradable emission permits to achieve stabilization
about $20 per metric ton of carbon emitted. These efficiently and equitably. Such a model would
costs include the global damage to agriculture work on the principle that emitters in the indus-
and forestry, as well as the effects of rising sea lev- trialized world could buy emission rights from
els on coastal cities and agricultural regions. For developing countries, where the marginal cost of
the United States, therefore, carbon emissions reducing emissions is much lower. It is a large
from fossil fuels, which totaled 1.35 billion metric step, however, from constructing such models to
tons in 1991, will have inflicted global damages operationalizing an international carbon emission
on the order of $27 billion. Adopting a global trading scheme and ensuring compliance.
extension of the "polluter pays" principle, this
means that the green GNP of the United States is Notes
about 0.5 percent lower than the traditional GNP
when carbon dioxide emissions are taken into 1. Ice lattice structures with methane locked into
account (see chapter 7). them, known as clathrates, are estimated to contain

some 12,000 billion tons of trapped carbon. Just 750 bil-
lion tons of carbon dioxide are present in the global

Directions for Further Work atmosphere today. Clathrate carbon also exceeds the
world's supply of coal.

As can be seen, we are a long way from stabiliz- 2. J. M. Burniaux, J. P. Martin, G. Nicoletti, and J.
ing global emissions of greenhouse gases. If the Oliveriera-Martins, "GREEN-A Multisector, Multiregion

voluntarV tDynamic General Equilibrium Model for Quantifying the
voluntary target of stabilization at 1990 levels Costs of Curbing Co, Emissions: A Technical Manual."

becomes a binding agreement under the UN OECD Economics Department Working Paper no. 116.

Framework Convention on Climate Change, a Paris, 1992.





CHAPTER 7
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Are We Saving Enough for the Future?

At 9 rany actions designed to promote equity also be sold to pay for the acquisition of producedRh \ /and efficiency have as a desirable by- assets directly
i.. VA. wproduct the accumulation of wealth. In this sense sales of natural resources can be
The key for translating such efforts into added likened to net foreign borrowing, with an imputed
wealth is saving. Economists stress the impor- obligation to a national trust that owns the
tance of saving and investment for achieving resources. Such imputed obligations are used else-
growth. Environmentalists view the same where in national accounts, which record the activ-
process as conservation. Similarly, sociocultural ities of actual economic agents that perform
efforts to build capacity and increase local partic- distinct functions, such as households that operate
ipation in decisionmaking ultimately provide businesses. In this case an imputed obligation
individuals with the means and will to prepare would help separate the decision to sell natural
for the future. In short, attention to saving may be capital-which means that other assets are
the meeting-ground for all disciplines that must obtained, such as foreign currency when natural
work together to make development environ- capital is sold abroad-from decisions about the
mentally sustainable. use of the proceeds.

Natural Resources as Assets Genuine Saving

Deciding how much to save and in what form is no Countries that are concerned with environmen-
easy matter-for individuals or nations. Folklore is tally sustainable development, however defined,
rich with just as many warnings against miserli- must pay attention to the creation and maintenance
ness as warnings against living for the moment. of wealth. The first step in any effort to create new
Setting and achieving savings targets is particu- wealth is to generate genuine saving-that is, the
larly difficult for countries with rich resource residual of production less consumption, depreci-
endowmenits-in part because the standard ation of produced assets, and drawing down of
national accounts measurement of saving over- natural resources.1 Studies of sustainable develop-
states the true level of savings. ment should also consider the human resource sav-

Given the limited domestic saving potential of ings realized through investment in education and
developing countries, one means of closing the health (although this was not possible in the pre-
saving-investment gap is foreign borrowing. Yet in sent preliminary exercise). As should be evident
many cases, this borrowing is paid back through from this definition, where genuine saving is neg-
the export of natural capital. Natural capital can ative, it is a clear indicator of unsustainability.
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In the late 1980s negative saving in Sub-Saharan Africa above estimate of resource rent (the value of the
reached nearly 13 percent of GNP resource to its owner) is low for oil production,

high for some minerals, and about right for tropi-

by region, 1962-91 cal timber. Carbon dioxide emissions are assigned
(Percent) a value of $20 per metric ton of carbon, a well-

15 - East Asia known estimate (also used in chapter 6).2 (Carbon
12 - dioxide emissions are used as a proxy for all pol-

Latin America ancl lution damage caused by fossil fuel use.)
9 - the Caribbean 

6 - ,t / - -- ^ J Sooth Asia Tracking Saving Worldwide

3 _ When plotting genuine saving as a share of GNP
-3 - / for developing regions of the world, the most

-6 - striking curve is that for Sub-Saharan Africa
9 \ (figure 7.1). In that region genuine saving never

-12 J exceeded 5 percent of gross national product
-12 1~ 1111111111111 1111[1111 11 11111 (GNP) through the 1960s and early 1970s and

10 11\~ ,11b. < - 10 .l turned sharply negative thereafter. A plausible.9 , s i 9Fl surmise is that those countries never recovered
Soulrce: World Bank. from the oil shock and its reverberations. By the

late 1980s dissaving in Sub-Saharan Africa had
Calculations of genuine saving begin with reached nearly 13 percent of GNP. This curve

standard national accounting aggregates concern- correlates well with the subcontinent's steady
ing national product, domestic consumption, and decline in living standards, as reflected in stan-
depreciation of produced assets. Use of natural dard economic indicators.
resources (or "sales of assets," as this is termed The curve for the Middle East and North
below) is 50 percent of the market price for the raw Africa region shows that saving rates have
material once extracted or harvested. Preliminary declined from their mid-1970s high. Rates for
refinements by World Bank staff suggest that the Latin America and the Caribbean have also been

Contrary to what is shown by the conventional measures of savings, mnany countries in fact have negligible
or negative genuine saving

Figure 7.2. Genuine saving as a share of GNP, average 1989-91
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Source: World Bank.
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Adjusting per capita income for the sales of natural assets provides a limited explanation for trends over time
(7.3a, 7.3b). More instructive is the analysis that separates asset exchanges (between produced and natural capital)
from the creation of new wealth (7.3c, 7.3d)

Figure 7.3a. Per capita income variants in Figure 7.3b. Per capita income variants in
Latin America and the Caribbean relative to nonfuel primary exporters relative to OECD
OECD countries, 1961-91 countries, 1961-91
OECD = 1.00 OECD = 1.00
.11 _ 0.06 -
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Figure 7.3c. Overall investment and savings in Figure 7.3d. Investment and savings of nonfuel
Latin America, 1961-91 primary exporters, 1961-91
(Percentage of GNP) (Percenttage of GNP)
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Nolte: Gross domestic saving =(gross domestic investment) - (net foreign borrowving). Net domestic saving =(groiss domestic saving) - (depreciation of
produced assets). Genuine saving = (net domestic -aving) - (value of asset sales + damage from carbon dioxide emissions). See appendix.
StniJrce: World Baiik.

low and erratic, going negative at the onset of savings of Sub-Saharan Africa (see figure 7.2).
the debt crisis. By contrast, rates for South Asia The countries with solidly positive saving rates
were positive and steady-although small (less (greater than 10 percent) are a mixed bunch, con-
than 5 percent)-throughout the 1980s. In East sisting of newly industrializing countries (such as
Asia saving rates increased to nearly 15 percent Hong Kong, the Republic of Korea, and
in the 1980s, paralleling the phenomenal eco- Singapore), industrial countries (such as Japan
nomic growth of the region's "tigers." and Switzerland), and several East European

Average genuine saving rates from 1989 to countries (including Bulgaria, the Czech and
1991 show clearly the significantlv negative Slovak Republics, and Poland). The high saving
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rates in the economies in transition may well income variants over time. In terms of the impact
reflect the low availability of consumer goods in on relative positions, there are only five or six coun-
the early stages of economic transformation. tries where a move from GNP to NNP' matters. By
Most industrial countries exhibited genuine sav- contrast, adjustments to gross domestic savings,
ing rates in the range of 1 to 10 percent. which yield genuine saving, affect the relative posi-

To round out the picture, figure 7.3a shows tions of a much greater number of countries.
trends in per capita income in Latin America and The simplest prescription for environmentally
the Caribbean relative to the OECD countries, sustainable development is to maintain capital
while figure 7.3b displays the same curves for one intact. Yet it is clear that policies in many countries
economic category, nonfuel primary exporters. In have not encouraged sustainability. What sorts of
both cases per capita income has declined relative policies would help? First, government royalty
to the OECD countries, whether income is mea- regimes should be designed to capture resource
sured as gross national product (GNP), net rents without unduly penalizing extractors and
national product (NNP), or net national product harvesters. Tenurial arrangements for resource
adjusted to reflect depletion of natural resources exploiters should encourage efficient production
and global damage from carbon emissions (NNP'). over time. To ensure that wealth is maintained,

Figures 7.3c and 7.3d show the components of resource rents should be reinvested in either pro-
domestic saving and investment based on stan- duced assets or human resources. Finally, the full
dard accounting identities for gross, net, and gen- array of monetary and fiscal policy needs to be
uine saving. examined in order to reduce excessive public con-

For Latin America and the Caribbean, sales of sumption and encourage private saving.
resource assets peaked at roughly the same time
as net foreign borrowing. Then the onset of the Directions for Further Work
debt crisis caused a decrease in foreign borrow-
ing, and genuine saving essentially disappeared. The crude estimates of genuine saving provided
For the nonfuel primary exporters, one of the here fit the definition of optimally inaccurate
most striking features is their precipitate decline indicators. They are just accurate enough to sug-
in per capita income relative to that in OECD gest that a policy issue is at stake-whether gov-
countries. Not coincidentally the rate of genuine ernment policies are providing for the future. The
saving in the nonfuel exporters has been distinctly most important next step in the analysis of sav-
negative since the mid-1970s. In each case, gross ings behavior will be to incorporate estimates of
investment looks fairly robust over the decades, saving through education and health invest-
which makes the declines in relative per capita ments and estimate production costs for primary
income seem surprising-until one considers the materials in arriving at resource rents. These esti-
signal from genuine saving. mates would sharpen the calculation of resource

Adjusting per capita income to reflect sales of rents and therefore of rates of genuine saving.
assets clearly makes only a limited contribution to
understanding economic trends over time. Since Notes
the gap between GNP, NNP, and NNP' is narrow,
choosing one variant over the other may not in 1. Basic references on genuine saving are D. W.

itself explain why per capita income moves up or Pearce and G. Atkinson, "Capital Theory and the
down. Measurement of Sustainable Development: An Indicator

Separating out the different sources of invest- of Weak Sustainability," Ecological Economnics 8 (1993):
ment finance, by contrast, is analytically mean 103-108; and K. Hamilton, "Green Adjustments to

mSmeamnig- GDP," Reso'rces Policy 20 (1994): 155-68.
ful in a dynamic context. Distinguishing asset 2. See Samuel Fankhauser, "The Social Costs of

exchanges (sale of assets) from the creation of new Greenhouse Gas Emissions: An Expected Value
wealth (genuine saving) can explain changes in Approach," The Energy Journial 15 (1994):157-84.



CHAPTER 8

Where Is the Wealth of Nations?

f ost definitions of sustainability imply Because first estimates for individual coun-
Fi\ /Ig that per capita wealth, broadly defined. tries are likely to change markedly as better

.L. .should not decline. Surprisingly, no sources and methods are developed, country-
measures of wealth exist-despite the fact that level estimates are not given here. Differences
much of economics, in theory and historically, is among country groups, which are more likely to
about the formation and distribution of wealth. be robust, are reported. The key message is also
Although there are daunting data problems in likely to hold: traditional economics gives dis-
gauging the wealth of nations, exploratory work proportionate attention to finance and produced
by World Bank staff suggests that the effort is assets at the expense of natural capital and
essential to development studies. human resources. The findings suggest that

Natural capital, even when limited to items the balance-sheet aspects of the UN system of
usually given commercial value, seems to be a national accounts cannot be treated with benign
larger asset component than produced (human- neglect and must share the spotlight with better-
made) assets in about half the 192 countries for known data on flows of production, income, and
which crude first estimates of wealth were expenditure data.
attempted. In two-thirds of the countries where
natural capital is larger than produced assets, it is Why Measuring Wealth Matters
also larger than human capital.

As a rule, however, human resources account Measuring wealth, or the stock of capital, would
for a larger share of wealth than do produced help us to set aside the simplistic notion that sus-
assets. Although measurement is even more tainability requires leaving to the next generation
problematic in this area, calculations (explained the same amount and composition of natural cap-
below) suggest that this is so for 174 of the 192 ital that we found. Substituting for this notion
countries considered. In more than half of these would be the promising concept that the stock of
nations, human resources were larger than the capital that we leave future generations, defined
other two components of wealth (produced to include all forms of capital, should be the same
assets and natural capital) combined. Such if not larger than what we found.
results are broadly in line with the long-standing This new paradigm immediately opens the
rule of thumb that remuneration of labor door for substituting one form of capital for
accounts for between two-thirds and three- another. Arguably it is most worthwhile to
quarters of per capita income. Yet certain inter- reduce some natural capital, such as the amount
esting international patterns also emerge. of oil in the ground, to invest in increasing human
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resources, for example, by educating girls. In the sociocultural, and ecological interests converge.
language of development economists, the ques- They also serve as first approximations to be dis-
tion then becomes the degree to which we can: carded once sounder calculations have been

* Measure each kind of capital made. Technical experts are less likely to be shy
* Define the production function in terms of about less-than-perfect figures when they see

substitutability and complementarity among that even such crude efforts as this can shed use-
different kinds of capital in a dynamic context ful light on key policy issues.

* Define (in the absence of a common num- Balance-sheet components and movements
eraire) "exchange rates" among different should be seen as essential tools of analysis for
kinds of capital achieving sustainable development. For reasons

* Define sustainability in the context of thresh- detailed elsewhere, the "greening" of per capita
olds designed to select out the more efficient income alone may have little effect on the signal
(highest-return) activities so that individual sent to policymakers.2 Wealth estimates-and
investments and entire strategies can be ultimately measures of net worth-incorporate
meaningfully evaluated.' income and outgo transactions but also reflect
Such an approach may ultimately be compre- changes due to relative price shifts, discoveries,

hensive and rigorous, but it is a long way off. The obsolescence, and so on. Where these adjust-
first step toward achieving it is to measure each ments are minor and random, balance sheets
kind of capital. will tell essentially the same story as the more

familiar flow data on consumption, investment,
Deciding What to Measure and so on. But the Bank's preliminary calcula-

tions suggest that a different story-in many
Pragmatism must be our abiding concern in both ways a clearer one-emerges with a balance-
the development of new measurements and sheet approach.
methodologies and in the pursuit of policies and National and international accounting
investments. Operationally this translates into standard-setting bodies have been making
encouraging the growth of natural capital by progress in looking at contingent liability and dis-
reducing current levels of exploitation, investing closure requirements for environmental impacts
in projects such as tree plantations to relieve pres- in annual financial statements. Similarly, the
sure on natural capital stocks by expanding culti- UNCTAD-sponsored Intergovernmental Group
vated natural capital, and increasing investment of Experts on Standards of Accounting and
in human resources-particularly the poor, who Reporting (the ISAR Group) has researched envi-
are often both the victims and agents of economic ronmental accounting and reporting issues at the
degradation. business level at each of its last three annual meet-

Recent revisions have broadened the scope of ings. In 1994 the ISAR Group carried out a major
the balance sheet of the UN system of national review of environmental disclosures in half of
accounts to put natural capital on a more even Fortumnie 500 global companies.3 Many were found
footing with produced assets. New growth theo- to be inadequate, but there was nonetheless an
ries and total factor-productivity studies are increased awareness on the part of companies of
reconsidering the trade-offs between investing in the need to protect the environment and of the fact
human resources and in produced assets. For sus- that their environmental impacts were of legiti-
tainable development studies, the empirical evi- mate concern to shareholders.
dence gained from both exercises is important. The short-cut methods used by Bank staff to
An ambitious (but perhaps attainable) near-term measure the main elements of each category of
goal is therefore to measure wealth in produced wealth (produced assets, natural capital, and
assets, natural capital, and human resources. human resources) for essentially all countries

The wealth estimates are little more than a could be recalibrated, in due course, using
complex chain of educated guesses pointing the detailed country studies. While analysis at the
way for further research and more refined data country level is better left until broader valuation
work. Yet even in this crude form they provide protocols have been discussed, the proposed esti-
insights into the grey area where economic, mation procedures were performed at the country
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level and could be used to generate annual time "green" income and saving at negligible cost for
series for most countries. essentially all countries. The same is true for esti-

mates of natural capital.
Produced Assets Natural capital is the least-quantified factor of

production, in part due to the difficulties of
Most economic analyses focus on this category in assigning value to important elements that are
terms of its flow, that is, gross fixed capital for- unpriced, priceless, or both. There is no technical
mation. Produced assets include machinery and solution to this problem. Some difficult cases-
transport equipment and building and construc- notably biodiversity-may be dealt with in a
tion. Surprisingly few economic studies give nonmonetary measure of the type explored by
equal attention to the depreciation of these the World Resources Institute with support from
assets-which may help to explain why some the Global Environment Facility (see chapter 2).
economists see little point in considering degra- Including such an indicator in total factor pro-
dation or depletion of natural capital. In contrast, ductivity studies would be a way to begin explor-
depreciation allowances are an integral aspect of ing the role of natural capital in economic activity.
business accounting. The present exercise focuses on stock mea-

Studies looking at the stock of produced assets sures for the flow items used to "green" estimates
usually do so by using a perpetual inventory of per capita income (see chapter 7), which are
model to derive crude estimates of the stock from essentially the raw materials important in inter-
reported flows of capital formation and deprecia- national trade. It also puts a value on land itself
tion. Perpetual inventory models are inherently since land is usually a major component of
weak in terms of revaluation and are therefore natural capital, although not directly marketable
imperfect guides to the stock-flow relationships internationally as are its products (crops, subsoil
that puzzle students of technological change. They minerals, and so on). Crude estimates of quanti-
are, however, better for that purpose than transac- ties of standing timber and subsoil assets (includ-
tions data alone, as was made evident in the recent ing water, which is not covered in flow estimates)
Bank study of total factor productivity that pro- were made and then priced (with reserve prices
vides the basic set of estimates used here.4 for water) at half the prevailing world market

As a means of accumulating wealth, produced price for these assets, in keeping with the treat-
assets have rather clear income-earning potential. ment of flow measures.
However, given the present pace of innovation, But different short-cut methods are required
they may also be characterized as obsolescing for valuing land. Such land prices as are reported
from the moment they begin to earn income- reflect not only differences inherent in land and
meaning that such potential should be at least par- nations but also such locational issues as proxim-
tially offset by negative revaluation accounts ity to markets and infrastructure. However,
when national balance sheets are compiled. prices for an equivalent "quality" of land tend to

correlate with income, and the most important
Natural Capital quality differences, abstracted from locational

issues, tend to be associated with land use-
Pioneering efforts to integrate environmental and where reports produced by the Food and
economic accounting have made estimates of bal- Agriculture Organization (FAO) can provide a
ances, as well as flows, of natural capital and of crude first approximation.
produced and financial assets.5 They show that The present study values land as a multiple of
such monetary estimates can be compiled even in per capita income (NNP') per hectare of equiva-
developing countries and can help decisionmak- lent land. Each nation's land was divided (based
ers see that a nation's natural endowment is as on FAO reports) among cropland (arbitrarily set at
much an asset as are its machines, buildings, and two times per capita income per hectare), forests
bank accounts. More such detailed studies are (1.25 times income), grasslands (0.75 times
needed, but they are costly and time-consuming. income), and other uses (worth 0.25 times income,
As suggested in chapter 7, short-cut methods can with hyperarid regions and frigid tundra being
give crude but analytically useful estimates of given no value as land). Using other sources, a
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premium of 0.5 times per capita income was attainment. 7 The measure used was compiled by
attached to land with no apparent soil or water cumulating the years of schooling acquired by
constraints and to protected areas. These adjust- humans alive at any given time. It was thus sim-
ments were made mainly to suggest how the basic ilar to the perpetual inventory model used for
valuation method could be refined without a produced assets, except that the numeraire is
major new exercise to monitor land use-although years of schooling rather than money. For esti-
such an exercise may be needed before long. mates of national wealth, some "exchange rate"

Natural resources are not usually thought of has to be devised to translate such other
as a means of accumulating wealth, since nations numeraires into monetary terms.
essentially have whatever endowments they Before attempting to monetize human
have. However, technology has reached the point resources, however, it should be noted that their
where it makes sense to talk of "growing" soil as contribution to the wealth of nations is not only
well as trees on plantations. Even if natural more than educational attainment alone but more
resources tend to have relatively low potential for than educational attainment plus innate ability.
earning income (particularly when sales of exist- Any measure of human resources should reflect
ing natural capital and the "gift" of solar energy the possibilities people have to take advantage of
are set aside), over the long haul most will tend their productive capacity, which is inherently
to appreciate so long as the pressures of expand- constrained in developing economies. Equating
ing human population continue and poorer human resources with educational attainment
countries develop. When judging the importance would, in the present context, be like calculating
of natural capital to rising net worth, an intelli- an exchange rate based only on merchandise
gent manager of a nation's portfolio will look trade and ignoring services and capital move-
beyond modest income earnings to the prospec- ments. What is needed here, therefore, is a
tive appreciation of revaluation accounts. broader measure.

The compromise method developed for this
Human Resources study attempts first to gauge the future income

pool that today's population might expect, other
During the last three decades considerable things being equal, discounted at 4 percent a year
progress has been made in recognizing the impor- (an arbitrary figure, but one used also in several
tance of human capital formation. Investment in other studies). A "green" measure of per capita
people is now seen to be a very high-return invest- income (NNP', described in chapter 7) is used to
ment, especially in developing societies. measure income. For the present study, human

Most measures of human resources are resources were valued as the residual of the (dis-
expressed on a per capita basis, which is quite counted) future income stream for today's popu-
different from the case of produced assets. As lation after deducting estimates for produced
Theodore Schultz observed in the pioneering assets and natural capital.
days of research in this field, "the most critical The monetary estimates developed here rest on
attribute of human capital arises from the fact a concept of the future income stream which
that the person and his human capital are insep- assumes that current per capita income and life
arable." According to Schultz, human capital expectancy are sustainable and that variations in
"encompasses all the many attributes of a peo- the age distribution of the population will persist.
ple-physical, biological, psychological, and cul- Such assumptions are obviously debatable, partic-
tural-that account for both the social values that ularly at the country level. Estimates of educational
determine preferences and the economic value of attainment rest on other debatable assumptions.
the producer and consumer services that a peo- For example, they disregard institutional and other
ple render."' considerations that prevent people from realizing

Studies to date have focused largely on their innate abilities and ignore the "revaluation"
acquired skill-specifically on education nar- effect of acquiring skills that prove more or less
rowly or broadly defined. Education can be valuable in a world of imperfect knowledge.
quantified. The recent Bank study of factor pro- Juxtaposing the two types of human resource esti-
ductivity, for example, measures educational mates is probably better than using either alone,
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although to reach an overall measure of wealth, the one can judge the extent to which structural
monetary estimates used here are based solely on differences in economies also lead to differences
the residual future income approach. in the value of human capital. Recent studies

Comparing the two methods (figure 8.1) can suggest that input-based estimates (educational
give insight into the importance of factors other attainment being a simple version) can differ by
than education that affect the remuneration of an order of magnitude from output, or lifetime
human resources. Where both have been com- income-based estimates. 8 While the latter are con-
puted, there is a reasonably strong correlation ceptually superior, they are too data-intensive for
(R2 = 0.74) between per capita educational attain- all but the most advanced countries. The human
ment and future income (in log form). Interestingly, resource estimates suggested here are a low-cost
educational attainment correlates equally with approach to output-based indicators.
total wealth and with the human resources resid- For purposes of wealth accumulation, human
ual, and both of these score much better than either resources tend to be income-earning (after a cer-
GNP or NNP' per capita (with R2 = 0.5). tain age). Since people learn, they are also likely to

Yet differences in some cases are quite large. rise in value through their lives, meaning that
For example, Ireland's educational attainment is they have positive revaluation accounts. Brute
the highest of the countries surveyed, and the labor is more like produced assets in the sense that
United States ranks second. Yet the monetary it earns income but is obsolescing. Researchers are
measure is far higher for the United States than more like natural capital in that they generate lit-
for Ireland. tle income yet are likely to appreciate over time as

Land quality has been (crudely) reflected in they produce innovations. But human resources
estimates of natural capital. In much the same in general are uniquely likely to have both
way, estimates of educational attainment will income-earning capacity and good changes of
need to be refined with qualitative factors (higher positive revaluation accounts. This may well
level schooling, job experience, and so on) before prove to be an important part of the explanation

for why human resources can be the best possible

Educational attainent explains many-bitt niot an- investment even where they account for a major
differences in per capital wealthl represenited by proportion of wealth.
humain resources

What First Estimates Show
Figure 8.1. Measuring human resources
Educationial attainiment
(YIars) Human resourcefulness-our capacity to work for

14 - our own well-being-is our most important form
of wealth. Even without considering the earth's

12 - life-support functions, natural resources are also
more important to total wealth than produced

10 - assets or finance, despite the attention these are
given in conventional economics.

8 i3 CB i9!; According to preliminary estimates by World
b S 23 i1S3 XBank staff, produced assets account for barely 16

percent of global wealth. At 20 percent, natural
4 - ilza tt1 resources are higher, but human capital is the

0 .31g1 > ,3mainstay. Their relative scarcity globally helps to
RON explain why the Bank is concerned with pro-

* duced assets and their financing. But now that

o I I I I natural resources are becoming almost equally
5 7 9 11 13 15 scarce, nations, the Bank, and others need to be

HLinian resources
(Log oiollar estirnatc) equally concerned with this form of wealth.

Source: Vikran Neirtu, Eric Swanison, aid Ashliutosh Dubey. A New Nations differ in their endowments of
Database on Huimani Capital Stock: Sources, Methodology, and Results." resources for development, or what is here called
Policy Research Working Paper no. 1124, World Bank. Interinational
Economics Department, Washiingtoni, D.C., April 1993; World Bank data. "wealth." Preliminary estimates suggest a range
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of wealth from a few thousand to several hundred rates will not improve when produced assets are
thousand dollars per capita. The extremes pushed far above the usual range. Real growth
between rich and poor are about the same as for rates in countries where produced assets are
income: annual income flows vary from less than below 9 to 10 percent of wealth are not noticeably
$100 to more than $20,000 per capita, whether the lower than those in other economies. With
measuring rod is the gross national product (fig- few exceptions (notably the Central African
ures for GNP given in the Bank's Atlas) or such Republic), these are nations with impressive
"green" variants as NNP', described in chapter 7. endowments of natural capital. While more

This similarity in ranges is to be expected, in refined estimates are required to test the point, it
that developing economies are estimated to have does seem that variance in real growth rates can
nearly a third of the world's natural resources but be better explained by how much attention coun-
barely a fifth of the wealth stored in produced tries have given to human resources than by their
assets or human capital. Given the weight of acquisition of produced assets.
human capital in wealth and the role of income Figure 8.3 and Table 8.1 indicate significant
(and land) in estimating this item in the present differences in composition of wealth between
study, there are also methodological reasons for high-income and developing economies. Figure
the similarities. But even these first crude esti- 8.3 subdivides developing economies between
mates of wealth reveal significant national imbal- those most dependent on exporting raw materi-
ances among the three forms of wealth: human als to earn foreign exchange and those more ori-
capital, produced assets, and natural resources. ented toward exports of manufactures, services,

Figure 8.2 demonstrates a clear tendency for and so on. The sizes of the "pies" in figure 8.3 are
produced assets to account for 15 to 20 percent of suggestive of disparities in the global distribu-
the total, regardless of the level of wealth. But if tion of wealth, although differences are actually
they are not statistical illusions created by weak more pronounced. With under 16 percent of the
national accounts, cases where produced assets world's population, high-income countries have
are well above this level (such as Algeria, Kenya, nearly 80 percent of global wealth. Raw-material
Libya, Mozambique, Nigeria, Uganda, and for- exporters, with almost as many people, have less
mer Yugoslavia) would suggest that real growth than 5 percent of global wealth. Other develop-

ing countries, with nearly 70 percent of world

Produced assets make up onily 15 to 20 percent population, have barely 16 percent of global
of the wealthi of richl and poor natiotis alike wealth.

Based on the Bank's standard country classifi-
Figure 8.2. Wealth in produced assets cation, natural capital accounts for nearly 44 per-

Produced assets
(As percenitage Lof uwealth) cent of total wealth for exporters of primary
60 - goods, against 28 percent for all other developing

economies and 17 percent for high-income
50 - economies. The fact that raw material exporters

also seem to have the highest proportion of
40 - wealth in produced assets is somewhat surpris-

ing and suggests that there is little justification for
relatively greater expansions in this area. Clearly

vrqe gp the most apparent deficiency for raw material

E20 ; S @ g ig 69 exporters is in human resources.
Raw material exporters have nearly twice the

natural capital per capita of other developing coun-
10 - tries. But even they are endowed with less wealth

in this form than are citizens of high-income
o l l 0 | IlI economies. Excluding land, which is assumed to

7 8 9 ]0 11 12 13 14 rise in value with income, per capita natural capi-
Wealth

(Log of thousand dollars per capita) tal declines from over $8,000 in high-income
Souirce: World Bank. economies to under $5,000 for raw material
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Raw material exporters rely more on their natural exporters, and under $3,000 for other developing
resouirces thani do high-income countries, which rely economies.
most on1 their human resources Countries' differing natural resource endow-

Figure 8.3. Composition of world wealth ments are suggested by figure 8.4, which dis-
(Percentage of total) tinguishes countries by the importance natural

Raw material exporters (4.6%) capital has in the monetary measure of tota
Produced Natural wealth. Further studies now under way suggest

assets capital that a somewhat different picture would emerge
20 if this measure were expressed in per capita or

per hectare terms, or if a nonmonetary measure
were expressed in either term.

Human
resources

36% Directions for Further Work
Other developing countries (15.9%)

Produced Natural This discussion points the way toward a promis-
assetS 28%f, ing direction for statistical work and is not a

completed study. While the broad direction is
generally accepted, the underlying concepts have
not yet been clearly enough defined to guide
empirical work. Further data work would be use-

H luman ful and would inform the debate about which dif-
resources

56% ferences actually matter and which are important

High-income countries (79.6%) only in theory.
Valuation tends to be a contentious method-ProducedNaul

assets .. capital ological issue. Monetary valuation is the norm for
6% ; \'produced assets and seems unavoidable in a bal-

ance sheet covering all three categories of wealth.
The pros and cons of monetary valuation, dis-
cussed extensively elsewhere, are usually treated
in terms of current market prices.9

Using current prices simplifies compilation
Human but can give a distorted view of equilibrium

resources prices, particularly in the longer term. If only by
67%

removing present distortions, it also downplays
Table 8.1. Sources of wealth by region the positive role of markets in altering relative
(Percentage of total) prices in the future (see chapter 5). For policy-

Human Produced Natural making the ideal monetary valuation would be
resources assets capital one reflecting market prices at the future date

World 64 16 20 when markets would be in equilibrium and poli-
High-income countries 67 16 17 cies would have been rationalized. The important
Developing countries
Sub-Saharan Africa 31 17 52 debate, then, is about whether some other valua-

Eastern and southern 33 14 52 tion scheme could provide a better approxima-
Afrnca 25 25 50 tion of future relative prices.

India and China 73 18 9 Where monetary valuation is difficult, other,
Other Asia 75 13 12 nonmonetary indices are often used. Another

East Asia and Pacific 75 13 12
South Asia 76 16 9 fruitful area could be further practical testing of

Latin America and the 50 15 35 how such techniques as multicriteria analysis
Caribbean can be applied to measure the trade-offs among

Middle East and 39 29 32
North Africa otherwise noncomparable measures.'"

Eastern Europe 41 16 43 Nonmonetary valuation is common in mea-
Source: World Bank. suring natural capital and human resources. Such
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Natural endowments are as important for some wealthzier countries as for some poorer ones

Figure 8.4. Natural capital as a percentage of total wealth

...... Under 6%

' 6% to 12%

12%to20%

20% to 33%

33% and over

[ No estimate made

Souirce: World Bank.

valuation is often implicit in aggregation and aggregated, or weighted. Crude valuation metli-
weighting schemes that combine qualitatively ods of the type presented above reveal such glar-
different quantities. For example, a measure of ing gaps as the omission of marine resources from
mineral extraction that does not use monetary wealth and could lead to more careful thinking
values must still decide how to add tons of ore about the underlying source for measures of pro-
that differ in mineral content or environmental duced assets, that is, conventional national
consequences of extraction. The practical issue is accounts reporting on gross fixed capital forma-
whether and where the results of such schemes tion. Do such accounts really include irrigation
differ markedly from those obtained by monetary and livestock, for example? There may also be
valuation. Where they do, the a priori preference value in comparing estimates of educational
would seem to be the valuation method that attainment and future income pool to determine
better reflected future relative prices-itself a why measures of human resources are signifi-
debatable issue, but one more likely to interest cantly different among some countries.
decisionmakers than do theoretical discussions For natural capital as well more work is needed
of methodologies. Nor are monetary and non- on nonmonetary measures. Exploratory work has
monetary valuations always so different. The been done in this direction by the World Resources
choice did not seem to matter much, for example, Institute (WRI)-notably a composite index pre-
in monitoring relative levels and trends in mate- pared for a study by the Global Environment
rial through-put (see chapter 4). Facility (GEF). The GEF-WRI effort emphasizes a

For this first iteration of wealth estimates, habitat and species approach to natural capital but
then, valuation issues are considered only gener- with the limitation that it ignores the market aspect
ally. The first-order concern is whether a change of natural capital, nature's role in providing raw
in valuation methodology would markedly alter material inputs for economic activity"' It is in this
the share in the total assigned to each category for sense that natural capital is a logical counterbal-
broad groups of countries. ance to the monetary measure discussed above.

A definitive approach to valuation is bound to Monetary and nonmonetary measures of nat-
be illusive and would detract from the equally ural capital both assign value to land based on its
important task of collecting basic information, in use. But the relative values will be quite different,
physical terms, on the quantities to be valued, since one emphasizes nature conservation, the
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other commercial possibilities. For example, the of the balance sheet. It is the nation's net worth-
GEF-WRI measure views conversion of grassland that is, its wealth reduced by what it owes to non-
to cropland as a negative, whereas the crude mon- residents-that rises with development and
etary measure assumes that a hectare of cropland declines with unsustainability. The World Bank is
will generally fetch a better price than one of grass- exploring this elaboration of the balance sheet
land. There is no real conflict here. Each statement envisaged in the UN system of national accounts,
is true in its context. The analytically interesting using data from its work on external debt and
question is, where do the two valuation schemes direct foreign investment as well as IMF reports on
differ, and is there a pattern to the differences? international banking and balance of payments

The main message regardless of the measure accounts. In theory financial claims are another
used is that the larger the share of the earth, the category of wealth that nets to zero-that is, assets
greater its potential natural capital. Measures must equal liabilities. But for the present purpose an
therefore be put in perspective in relation to a excess of foreign assets over foreign liabilities
country's share in global land area or population. would represent a national substitution of finan-
Land area is useful in determining how nations cial for tangible wealth. Net foreign liabilities, the
differ in the quality of their land, while population usual situation for a developing country, would
allows for the assessment in relation to human therefore be recorded as a liability."2

resources. Neither approach is inherently right or Net international investment positions need
wrong, and each provides a different perspective. not be the only adjustment between wealth and

There can, therefore, be significant misunder- net worth. As a practical matter degradation of
standings about indicators of natural capital, not natural capital not normally marketed, notably air
only in the choice between monetary and non- and water, can also be recorded as a liability.
monetary values but also when national averages Rather than attempting to give a value to these life-
are compared but allowance is not made for supporting assets, such an exercise would be
differing endowments of land and people. undertaken to avoid overstating net worth where
Particularly when considering such issues as land the pursuit of wealth causes the degradation of
degradation and population growth, these common property. Showing such degradation as
denominator differences can be more significant an increased liability permits recognition that a
than the method used to weigh the numerator. polluting activity may generate new assets-with
Further work on these analytical procedure prob- separate consideration of whether the liabilities
lems is just as necessary as added information involved are more or less offsetting. Since it is
about physical conditions. mainly future generations whose access to such

Ideally, for a correct valuation of wealth, a common property is being encumbered, this addi-
fourth category of wealth also needs to be taken tional liability item might be thought of as the net
into account-social infrastructure. While the full intergenerational investment position.
scope and definition of social infrastructure is In summary, crude estimates of a national bal-
only beginning to emerge, the term is generally ance sheet could report on:
understood to encompass the institutional and Liabilities

cultural basis needed for a society to function. But Assets

questions remain not only about how to measure Produced assets International investment (net)questions about how to measure ~~Natural capital Intergenerational inivestment (net)
social capital but also whether it is possible to Human resources
invest in such capital. Further study in this direc- Social infrastructure Net worth (difference)
tion, while needed, is beyond the scope of the pre-
sent effort. (It should be noted that elements of Notes
social infrastructure are subsumed in the residual
for human resources, as presented above.) 1. This analysis derives from Ismail Serageldin and

Ifo wemalt iesouthes asspretsident abnation's bala Andrew Steer, "Epilogue: Expanding the Capital Stock,"
If wealth IS the asset side of a nation's balance ,in Making DevelopmlZent Sutstaintable: Frotn Concepts to

sheet, what are its liabilities? For developing Actions (Washington, D.C.: World Bank, September 1994).

economies the net international investment 2. See chapter 7 in this volume and Kirk Hamilton
position is likely to be recorded on the liability side and John O'Connor, "Genuine Saving and Financing of
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Investment." Environment Department, World Bank, 7. See Vikram Nehru, Eric Swanson, and Ashutosh
Washington, D.C., 1994. Dubey, "A New Database on Human Capital Stock:

3. United Nations Conference on Trade and Sources Methodology, and Results." Policy Research
Development, International Accountinig and Reporting Working Paper no. 1124. International Economics
Issues: 1994 Reviewv (Geneva: UNCTAD, 1994). Department, World Bank, Washington, D.C., April 1993.

4. Vikram Nehru and Ashok Dhareshwar, "New 8. See, in particular, Dale Jorgenson and Barbara M.
Estimates of Total F?ctor Productivity Growth for Fraumeni, "The Output of the Education Sector," in Zvi
Developing and Industrial Countries." Policy Research Grilliches, ed., Outpuit Measiuremenit in Service Sectors
Working Paper no. 1313. International Economics (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1992).
Department, World Bank, Washington D.C., June 1994. 9. John Dixon, L. Fallon-Scura, R. Carpenter, and P.
See also Vikram Nehru and Ashok Dhareshwar, "A B. Sherman, Ecotiomic Analysis of Environmiiienit linpacts
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CHAPTER 9

How Have the Poor Fared?

7 educing poverty remains a tremendous Asia, for instance, has reduced poverty, the num-
f challenge both for the governments of bers of the poor continue to rise rapidly

,d i~developing countries and for the World elsewhere-especially in Latin America and Sub-
Bank. It is estimated that 1.1 billion people still Saharan Africa (table 9.1). It is not coincidental
live in absolute poverty, that is, on less than $1 a that in these two regions GNP growth per capita
day If current trends continue, this figure will rise was negative over the decade of the 1980s.
to 1.3 billion by the year 2000.' If the poverty Progress with poverty reduction depends
benchmark is doubled, the estimated number of not only on the economic growth rate but also
poor also doubles, indicating that about two of on how growth was generated and how it was
every three people in the developing world shared across the population. Between 1960 and
together consume less than $2 a day.2 1980 Brazil, for example, achieved a 220 percent

Economic trends during the 1980s did little to increase in per capita income, but this led to
help the poor. In low- and middle-income coun- only a 34 percent decline in the headcount index
tries, GNP per capita rose only 0.9 percent a year, of poverty. By contrast in Indonesia, where
insufficient to reduce the numbers of poor.3 In income per capita grew 108 percent from 1971
essence from 1985 to 1990, the number of poorgrew to 1987, the poverty incidence was reduced 42
at the same rate as the aggregate population of the percent. Reasons for this difference include
developing world-about 2 percent per year. Brazil's less equal initial income distribution

But such global figures hide the fact that and the broader-based growth achieved in
regional disparities have sharpened. While East Indonesia.4

Table 9.1. Estimating poverty in the developing world, 1985 and 1990

Nu"mber of poor Headcount index Pozerty gap index
(millions) (percent) (percent)

Rcgion 1985 1990 1985 1990 1985 1990

Aggregate 1,051 1,133 30.5 29.7 9.9 9.5
East Asia and the Pacific 182 169 13.2 11.3 3.3 2.8
Eastern Europe 5 5 7.1 7.1 2.4 1.9
Latin America and the Caribbean 87 108 22.4 25.2 8.7 10.3
Middle East and North Africa 60 73 30.6 33.1 13.2 14.3
South Asia 532 562 51.8 49.0 16.2 13.7
Sub-Saharan Africa 184 216 47.6 47.8 18.1 19.1

Soirce: World Bank, linplettienting the World Bantk's Strate,y to Rediuce Poverty: Progress and Clallenges (Washington, D.C.: World Bank, 1993).

67
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In some African countries declines in average measures the percentage of the population con-
income have been accompanied by dramatic rises suming less than $1 a day. Figure 9.1 shows that
in poverty. In C6te d'Ivoire GDP per capita fell 13 NNP' (NNP' is net national product adjusted to
percent between 1985 and 1988, and poverty inci- reflect depletion of natural resources and global
dence went up from 30 to 46 percent. The increase damage from carbon emissions; see chapter 7)
in poverty would have been even more dramatic per capita is almost three times higher in coun-
if the income decline had affected all income tries with an intermediate incidence of poverty
groups in the same way, but in this case the decline (20 to 50 percent) than it is in countries with a
mostly affected those with higher incomes.' high incidence of poverty (more than 50 percent).

The Bank's basic strategy for poverty allevia- This underlines what most policy analysis has
tion has evolved over the years based on country shown-economic development is a prerequisite
experience. World Development Report 1990 out- for sustained poverty reduction.
lined a two-part strategy of promoting broad- The figure also shows that initial reductions of
based growth using the poor's most abundant absolute poverty can occur without reductions in
asset-labor-while providing basic social ser- overall inequality. Only countries with absolute
vices to the poor. Targeted social safety nets aim poverty levels below 20 percent show systemati-
to help the poor, old, or disabled who are not cally lower levels of inequality, as represented by
reached by economic growth. low Gini coefficients. The level of inequality can

be used to estimate the welfare loss in society
Poverty Indicators arising from inequality. In its simplest form this

welfare loss can be estimated by reducing GNP
Poverty is conventionally measured by the (or NNP') by (1-G), which gives the distribution-
income or expenditure level that can sustain a corrected "real national income."6 Country rank-
minimum standard of living. The headcount ings can change when one moves from GNP to
index shows the proportion of population whose distribution-corrected GNP. For example, down-
income or consumption is below this minimum. ward shifts in ranking occurred in the cases of
The poverty gap measures the extent of the short- Brazil, Guatemala, and Honduras (all countries
fall, usually as a percentage of the poverty line.
Poverty indexes that put more weight on the con- Per caipita incomtie in couintries with intermediate
dition of the poorest people are also available. poverty is almost three times higher than in countries

But poverty, which is fundamentally multi- with a high incidence of poverty
dimensional, must also be described in terms of
thedimegreion whichals badesicrneeds-nteducaion Figure 9.1. NNP' per capita and Gini coefficients
the degree to which basic needs-education by poverty incidence
health, housing, safe drinking water, sanitation,
and a clean environment-are fulfilled. This NNP Girti

(Dollars per capita) coefficient
makes it imperative for poverty indicators to 1,500 0.50

extend beyond consumption-based measures to
cover school enrollment, infant mortality, life 1.200 - Gini coefficient

expectancy, environmental quality, and other - 0.45

such indicators as well. 900 

In terms of indicators poverty must be viewed
both as a household and individual attribute and 600 -

as an attribute of nations. There are myriad inter- - 0.40

actions between the macroeconomic and micro- 300 -

economic levels, and indicators need to capture
both the country situation and that of households 0 A 2 to 5 B 2 o0.35

and individuals withini a country. Percentage of poor in population

The two basic indicators for consumption- Pretg fpo npplto
The two basic indicators for consumpto Note: NNI" is net niational product adjusted to retlect the depletion of

based poverty are the Gini coefficient (G), which Inlatiral resources anid global damage from carbon emissions. Poverty

summarizes the entire distribution of consump- incidence is calculated as the percentage of the population consuming
less thani $1 a day in purchasinig power paritv terms.

tion or income, and the headcount index, which Solurce. World Banik.
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with a high degree of inequality), while Poland In poorer natiots the relationi betzween national wealth
(with little inequality) moved up five ranks. and incidence of poverty is weak

A fairly large number of country-level indica- Figure 9.3. National wealth and poverty
tors is available to capture the nonconsumption incidence, 1990
dimensions of poverty. The World Bank regularly Percentage of population

publishes these in Social Indicators of Development. consuming less than $1 a day

Figure 9.2, for example, shows that life expectancy 90 _
is significantly lower in countries where poverty 80 -
incidence is high. Similar graphs could show how 9
access to safe water, children's nutritional status, 70

and other indicators are dimensions of absolute 60

poverty at the country level. rE
Chapter 8 explained how each country's

wealth can be measured by valuing produced 40

assets, natural capital, and human resources. 30
Figure 9.3 relates this measure of wealth to the 30

incidence of poverty. At low levels of wealth (less 20 i I
than $20,000 per capita), the relation between 10
wealth and poverty is weak, reflecting both the Is E

degree of potential wealth that remains untapped 0 IF I D E

and the poor's lack of access to the benefits gen- 0 50 loo 150 200National wealth
erated by the wealth that is available. This is (thiousands of dollars per capita)

essentially the same story that emerges with Note: Estimates of poverty incidence are based on purchasing power
income ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~parities.

income measures. Source World Bank.
There is also an analytically interesting pat-

tern of how wealth and its components change stepwise as poverty incidence declines from high
with poverty incidence. Figure 9.4 relates poverty to intermediate and then to low. By contrast,
to per capita wealth, with countries grouped when wealth estimates are used, as in figure 9.4,
according to incidence of poverty. In figure 9.1, there is a sharp jump from high to intermediate
which relates poverty to NNP', NNP' increases incidence. This appears to be due to an excep-

tionally large proportion of wealth in natural cap-
Life expectancy is significantly lower in countries with ital in countries in the intermediate range. More
a high incidence of poverty work will be required to understand this appar-

Figure 9.2. Life expectancy in relation ent anomaly.
to poverty incidence, 1990 Just as poor countries do not fare as well as

wealthier nations in terms of indicators such as
Life expectancy access to safe water and life expectancy, poor peo-
(Yea rs)

70 ple within a given country score lower on these
indicators than do the nonpoor. Knowledge of

65 - these gaps separating the poor from nonpoor

60 - should form the basis for setting national priorities
and targeting poverty alleviation efforts. But unfor-

ss - tunately the needed data is frequently lacking, and
many countries do not have breakdowns of their

sO national-level indicators by poverty category.
45 - Since 1980 the World Bank has invested in

improving data collection for measuring levels of
40 20%~ ~. BI 20 living and poverty through the Living Standards

Percentage of population Measurement Study (LSMS) and the Social
consuming less than $1 a day Dimensions of Adjustment (SDA) Program. The

Source. World Bank. LSMS has sponsored over a dozen household
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The sharp jump in zw'ealth estimates for intermediate countries appeared in African Development
counZtries may reflect large reserves of natural capital Indicators 1994-95. Several of these surveys were

Figure 9.4. Wealth components by poverty set up as monitoring tools and are repeated each
incidence, 1990 year, or at regular intervals, to assess how living

conditions of the poor are affected by changing
Thousands of dollars per capita macroeconomic conditions and policy reform.
35 - Table 9.2 shows the results of a case study of
.so - HCote d'lvoire. From 1985 to 1988 the economy was

25 - capital in serious decline and the fulfillment of basic
needs deteriorated badly, particularly for the

20 -. Natural poorest people in the country. During this period

15 capital the primary school enrollment of girls in very

poor households, for instance, declined from 22.4
Produced to 16.7 percent. In contrast, girls' enrollment in

s F- ,ssets nonpoor households rose. Children in many poor

o | | , | g | E | | households were pulled out of school to help with
Above 30% 20% to 50% Below 20% the family farm or enterprise, resulting in an age-

Percentage of population ade mismatch in school. (A mismatch
consuming less t an $1 a day gr primary

occurs when a child is at least one year behind the
Note: Estimates of poverty incidence are based on purchasing power grade normally associated with his or her age.)
parities.
Source: World Bank. While mismatches increased in number across all

poverty groups between 1985 and 1988, they rose
surveys worldwide, and the SDA program has far more sharply for the poor and very poor.
supported surveys in about twenty-five African In fact all basic needs indicators considered by
countries. These can provide detailed breakdowns the case study were found to be significantly lower
(by regions, socioeconomic group, poverty status, for the poor than the nonpoor, and lowest of all for
and so on) of a wide array of indicators. Results of the very poor. The majority of the indicators also
these exercises are now regularly included in deteriorated more for the poorest-with the
World Development Indicators, and a special set notable exception of preventive health care
of household welfare indicators for selected (mainly immunizations), suggesting that targeted

Table 9.2. Basic needs indicators for C6te d'Ivoire by poverty status and gender, 1985 and 1988

1985 1988
Indicator Very poor Mid-poor Nonpoor Very poor Mid-poor Nonpoor

Edutcationi
Net primary school enrollment rate'
Male 31.7 51.1 66.3 31.0 54.3 74.1
Female 22.4 41.0 54.0 16.7 41.9 57.7

Age-grade mismatches in primary school'
Male 38.0 30.1 28.5 63.9 48.7 37.3
Female 27.8 27.4 33.3 52.9 47.9 37.7

Health
Ill people who consulted a doctor or nurse'
Male 31.2 36.9 48.6 19.1 32.8 52.6
Female 30.2 36.2 50.8 16.2 31.3 54.8

Preventive consultationsb
Male 14.2 17.1 23.5 40.0 31.4 26.0
Female 15.6 18.1 25.8 47.3 35.9 32.8

Housinig
People with access to electricity' 14.1 19.4 46.9 10.9 29.2 53.3

a. Percentage of total enrollment.
b. Percentage of total ill.
c. No gender breakdown available; percentage of total population.
Source: C. Grootaert, "The Evolution of Welfare and Plovertv under Structural Change and Economic Recession in COte d'lvoire, 1985-88." Policy Research
Working Paper no. 1078. African Technical Department, World Bank, Washington, D.C., January 1993.
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programs can have a major impact in improving of cumulative causation where poverty and degra-
aspects of poor people's lives. This case study also dation feed into each other.7

confirmed that increases in measured poverty inci- The relation of poverty to the environment also
dence are only part of the story. The condition of needs to be evaluated at the country and house-
the poor frequently worsened as well. hold levels. Figures 9.5, 9.6, and 9.7 relate selected

environment indicators (water, health, and pollu-
Poverty and the Environment tion) to the national incidence of absolute poverty.

Figure 9.5 shows that freshwater withdrawals rise
Since poverty is now seen as both a consequence with falling poverty. This is, in effect, a reverse
and a cause of environmental degradation- indicator of the fact that the poor have less access
improvements in environmental quality should to piped water. But given its broad correlation
help to reduce poverty and vice versa. with poverty, the importance of policy in this area

Lacking the means to relocate to areas with must not be overlooked.
clean air or to lobby for better access to water and Even in the same bracket of poverty incidence,
sanitation, the poor bear the brunt of rising pollu- per capita water withdrawals can vary substan-
tion. Their poor nutritional status renders them tially. A striking example is the effect that water
more susceptible to the health effects of declining supply tariffs have had on consumption of water
environmental quality. Poor women and children in former East Germany. Since 1989 average daily
face respiratory illness from biomass smoke in their consumption in the eastern part of Germany has
indoor environment. Rural women, feeling the dropped from an estimated 300 to 400 liters per
effects of receding forest cover and underground capita to about 105 liters per capita.8

water reserves, must travel farther and spend more Chapter 3 noted that the incidence of respira-
time collecting water and fuelwood. The declining tory and diarrheal diseases is greater in poorer
natural resource base exacerbates the condition of regions, such as Sub-Saharan Africa. Other
the poor by limiting their already restricted pro- aspects of health-such as malnutrition-are
duction possibilities. As production possibilities also affected by environmental degradation,
diminish and population pressures rise, limited most particularly by the declining quality of
possibilities are overexploited triggering a process agricultural land. Figure 9.6 shows that the

As poverty incidence decreases, freshwater withdrawals The percentage of young children affected by stuniting

decreases as poverty incidence declines

Figure 9.5. Freshwater withdrawals by poverty Figure 9.6. Nutrition and health behavior
incidence, 1970-92 by poverty incidence, 1980-90

Withdrawals per capita
(Cubic meters) Children affected by stunting
600 (Percent)
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Above 50% 20% to 50% Below 20% 0
Percentage of population Above 50% 20% to 507 Below 20%

consuming less than $1 a day Percentage of population
consuming less than $1 a day

Note: Withdrawal data are for single years between 1970 and 1992 and
vary from countrv to countrv. Poverty incidence data are for 1990. Note: Stunting is defined as losw height for age. Data are for children
Estimates of poverty incidence are based on purchasing power parities. age 24 to 59 months.
Source: World Bank and World Resources Institute. Source: World Bank and World Health Organization.
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Carbon dioxide emissions per capita are significantly The household surveys of the LSMS and the SDA
higher in countries with poverty incidence below programs would be suitable vehicles to extend
20 percent coverage of environmental quality indicators.

Figure 9.7. Carbon dioxide emissions per capita, Most of the available information currently per-
1990 tains to health and sanitation. For example, the
Metric tons per capita C6te d'Ivoire case study found that only one in

0.7 - four very poor households had adequate sanitary

0.6 - facilitates, as opposed to more than 60 percent of
nonpoor households. Over time access has

0.5 _ improved for the nonpoor but declined for the

0.4 - poor. Garbage removal by truck was available to
only 5 percent of the poorest households as

0.3 - against 38 percent of the nonpoor.10

0.2 - A study of seven cities (Accra, Jakarta,
0.1 - | Katowice, Sao Paulo, Singrauli, Tianjin, Tunis)

0A , S |found that the poor suffer disproportionately
Above 50% o from urban environmental insults because of

Percentage of population their physical location, inadequate access to
consuming less than $1 a day health care, poor environmental infrastructure,

Souirce: World Bank. poor quality of services, and overcrowding."1

Environmentally hazardous areas, for instance,
are often inhabited by the poor because they

percentage of young children whose growth is fetch a lower market price. In addition the poor
stunted is twice as high in the poorest as in the pay more for basic environmental services and
least poor countries (although nonenvironmen- infrastructure. The study confirmed the need for
tal factors are also a cause). targeted interventions to improve the environ-

Regarding air pollution, as chapter 6 pointed mental conditions of the poor, citing the exam-
out, the rich world emits carbon dioxide at rates ples of improved solid-waste collection and
ten to twenty times higher than those in the sanitation services in low-income neighbor-
developing world. Figure 9.7 shows that carbon hoods in Accra and slum upgrading in Jakarta.
dioxide emissions per capita from fossil fuel com- There is clear evidence that such interventions
bustion also vary among developing countries should form part of nations' overall strategy to
and are, as expected, significantly higher in coun- alleviate poverty.
tries with the lowest poverty rates. An important dimension of the two-way link

While rates of deforestation (see chapter 1) are between poverty and the environment, especially
not systematically related to poverty at the coun- in rural areas, is the condition of common prop-
try level, there is evidence that the existing net erty resources. Many poor depend on such com-
fuelwood supply is lower in poorer countries. In mon resources as forests, grazing lands, irrigation
Africa in 1980 countries with the lowest poverty systems, and fishing grounds. Deforestation, soil
incidence had an average fuelwood supply- erosion, desertification, and other forms of envi-
demand balance of 36.6 million cubic meters. ronmental deterioration have diminished the
Those with intermediate poverty rates had an incomes of many rural poor and increased their
average balance of only 4.5 million cubic meters, vulnerability. Because poverty limits people's
while in the poorest countries the balance was options and induces them to deplete resources at
negative.9 The evidence further suggests that a more rapid rate than is compatible with long-
within countries the poor must go increasingly term sustainability, the poor themselves aggra-
farther distances and spend ever more time gath- vate the process of environmental degradation.
ering fuelwood. Primary factors influencing this vicious circle

As was the case with basic needs indicators, are the management practices and ownership of
data on environmental indicators are much common property resources. It is often the
scarcer at the household than the national level. collapse of traditional management systems that
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converts them into open-access resources. Ill- of local authorities and the amount of social funds
defined or ill-enforced private property rights, or set up to finance local projects. Project-level indi-
ineffective state management, can also result in cators include, among others, the number of visits
excessive use, which will eventually make every- made to health clinics, the amount of loans taken
one worse off. By the same token effective coop- out by farmers with small landholdings, and the
erative management by stakeholders can number of acres planted with drought-resistant,
halt-or even reverse-such erosion. Among high-yielding varieties. But while these reflect
other factors that have been shown to contribute popular participation to some extent, they do not
to successful cooperative management are inter- reveal participation in decisionmaking. Gross
nal homogeneity of the user groups and vesting measures of participation are memberships in rel-
stakeholders with real responsibility for manage- evant organizations, attendance at meetings, and
ment. Cooperative local management can both payment of dues.
improve the condition of common resources All of these measures need to be supple-
(such as irrigation systems) and increase returns mented with information on the extent of initia-
to investment in them.l2 tives from and problem-solving by local groups,

The issue of self-management has been inves- which indicators cannot readily capture and is
tigated empirically through case studies, an best approached through other evaluative meth-
approach that poses difficulties for monitoring this ods.'3 A study evaluating 121 rural water supply
aspect of the poverty-environment link. The envi- projects1 4 relied on twelve indicators to assess
ronmental indicators discussed elsewhere in this the role of participation across different stages of
report give a rough sense of the state and change the project cycle in determining project success.
of common resources. A more challenging task The indicators focused on the extent to which
would be to capture the effect of imperfect man- community institutions existed and functioned
agement regimes as the force driving the down- and the degree to which women participated
ward spiral of poverty and environmental in them. The results suggest that participation
degradation. Bearing in mind their location-spe- increased project effectiveness, even after con-
cific nature, findings of case studies need to be sys- trolling for other direct and indirect determi-
tematized and specific indicators developed to nants of outcomes.
capture property rules, management arrange- Popular participation is one aspect of the
ments, and stakeholders' degree of effective par- wider notion of social capital, which refers to
ticipation and control. These tasks are essential for social values and norms, institutional arrange-
monitoring social sustainability. ments, and people's attitudes and capacities-all

Social sustainability of development is an of which influence the process of development
integral part of environmental sustainability. and determine its ultimate sustainability. Poverty
Social development indicators are therefore depletes social capital and reduces social sustain-
needed to complete the picture for the monitor- ability. A direct indicator of this fact is the
ing of poverty and environment. These indicators reduced range of production and consumption
should reflect the extent to which the poor par- options open to communities that face worsening
ticipate in the process of economic decisionmak- conditions of natural resources.15

ing in the development initiatives that affect
them. The different stages in this process include Directions for Further Work
identifying stakeholders, bringing them together
to express priorities, intermediating between the Adequate monitoring of the poverty-environ-
poor and the authorities, getting financial ment nexus, including the social dimension, will
resources needed for implementation to the poor, take time. Recognizing the need for indicators at
and monitoring project implementation. While the country as well as at the household level,
indicators could be developed for each stage, three lines for future work emerge.
most that have been used so far pertain to finan- At the microeconomic level, the challenge is
cial resources and implementation. to link household dimensions of poverty to

National-level performance indicators include environmental information, which often applies
the share of development funds under the control to geographic entities such as countries, regions,
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APPENDIX

Technical Notes

aking progress toward environmentally among economic, social, and ecological concerns
sustainable development will be a com- and succinct, policy-oriented indicators. Such
.plex and multidimensional process; goals, while beyond the reach of this first edition,

measuring this progress presents challenges to should figure prominently in future editions.
match. This edition of Monitoring Environmental These technical notes conclude with data notes
Progress highlights a selection of aggregate indica- and a description of the components and methods
tors that were chosen for their policy relevance as used to construct the indicators appearing in the
well as more pragmatic considerations, such as the body of the report. Bibliographic references and
availability of roughly comparable cross-country indications of further documentation available
data. The themes and indicators selected fit into a from the Bank are provided here as well.
larger process. This process is described below first
as a global effort for compilation and dissemina- The Indicator Framework
tion of environmentally sustainable development
indicators and then as a consensus framework for The starting point for the proposed provisional
near-term compilations at the national level. framework was the indicator work done by the

From the institutional perspective, Bank efforts OECD, which first laid out a useful set of criteria
are part of a global coalition that is steadily for the selection of indicators:
improving environmentally sustainable develop-
ment indicators. This publication relies heavily on Policy relevance
pioneering work by others and has been shaped
with an eye to works in progress elsewhere. From * Indicators should be easy to interpret.
the compiler's perspective, guidelines are still * They should show trends over time.
needed on how to organize near-term work on * They should be responsive to changes in under-
environmentally sustainable development indica- lying conditions.
tors. This has led to the development of a provi- * A threshold or reference value must be
sional framework that should at least distinguish established against which conditions can be
true information gaps from areas where refine- measured.
ment of existing statistical activities may suffice.

Given the right institutional and compilation Analytical soundness
foundations, indicator work can be viewed as an
intermediate step needed to produce such higher- * Indicators should be well founded in techni-
level products as models that probe the trade-offs cal and scientific terms.

75
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Table A.1. Sustainability matrix

Agenda 21
Issue chapter Driving force indicator State indicator Response indicator

Environmental
Sources *Resource depletion index X

Water (excluding 18 Withdrawal/availabilitv Water use/population Water chargesicosts of pro7ision
oceans) Biological oxygen demand

and chemical oxygen demand
in water

Fisheries - 'Catches of marine species . ...................... ........................
Forests 11 Routiwivood prod action Forest area/total area Reforestation rate

Deforestationi rate Standing timber + Stain pagefees/priceoftimber i
'Quality of forest cover ?

Land
Land management 10 'Land use changes 'HuIiana-induced soil degradation 'Land management techniques +

'Soil erosion risk index *
Agriculture and 14 Arable land per capita Cropland/natural capital + Rural to urban terms of trade
rural development 'Use of fertilizers and Area with salinization Expenditures on extension services ?

pesticides X or waterlogging
Deserts and 12 Fuelwood consunied 'Desertification index 7
droughts per capita

Subsoil assets - Material inplts/GNP * Subsoil assets/wealth S 'Pricesofinputsto out puts S
'Extraction rates Years of proveni reserves Energy taxes and subsidies
Energy consimpption ........................ Renewable/nonrenewable
per capita resources ?

Sinks 'Pollution index X
Solid waste 21 Industrial and municipal Waste disposal/wvaste Expenditures on wvaste collection C

waste X generation X
Toxics 19, 20, 22 'Generation of toxics e 'Area of contaminated land ? ?
Greenhouse gases 9 'Carloii dioxide and 'Carbon dioxide and Expenditures on abatement 4S

methane emissions methane in atmosphere
Stratospheric ozone 9 Production of CFCs CFCs in atmosphere Programs to phase out ozone-depleting

substances
Life support 'Ecosystem risk index X
Biodiversity 15 'Rate of habitat loss X 'Natural capital/w(ealth + Protected area/total land area

'Rateofspeciesextinction ? 'Number of threatened species Protectedareas/sensitiveareas C'
Oceans and 17
coastal zones

Human health impact 6 'Index of environmental
impact e

Water quality and 6 Household water use Access to safe water Percentage of population with
access per capita sanitarv services

Fecal coliform
'L ead in water ?

Air quality 6 'Pollution load e 'Ambient concentrations S *- *--.*----.*.-----
Other 6 'Environment-related diseases ?

Social
Deemographics 5 Rate of population growth Population densitv Fertilitv rate
Health 6 Burden of disease (DALYs) C' Life expectancy Health expenditures/GNP

Calorie intake per capita Infant mortality rate
Education 16 School enrollment Adult literacy rate Education expenditures per

capita
Educationial Attainment ........................

Human settlements 7 Rate of urban population Percentage of total population ............. ...... ?
growth in urban areas

Housing 7 .'Shelter index ? Housing expenditures/GNP
Marginal settlements ?

Infrastructure 7 Motor vehicles per capita Infrastructure expenditures/GNP

Economic
Povertv 2, 3, 4 GNP/population growth nrte Heldcount atid poertygap indices Labor-intensive growth ?

Distribution of zvealth Geniuine savingiGNP S
'Production-consumption Net primary school enrollment rate Targeted interventions
pattems ? by poverty status and gender
Total fertility rate Infant mortality rate Expenditures for basic social services/

Percentage of population using total public expenditures
family planning

Financial resources 33 Per capita svealth Environmental protectioni Investment/GNP
expenditures per capita ?

........................ .................. ........................ Einvironmnental taxes + subsidies/GNP ?
New environmentally sustainable
development funding ?

Transfer of technology 34
Productivity - NNP/wsealth C' NNP'/GNP C Intermediate inputs/GNP 4C

Uniemployment rate Manufacturing/GNP Capital/output ratio *

Institutional 8, 3 O .407 ? Mandated environmental 'Ratification of international
assessmenits ? conventions ?

Note: '= composite index; C = no internationally agreed conipilation procedure exists but some work has been done; X = sources and methods suggested but no
compilation done; ? = unsure how to do compilation; .. = basic inidicator research needed.
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Measurability vector or matrix where the "rows" are environ-
mental issues. This column-row structure is

* Indicators should be calculated from data that mainly a way to catalog available and proposed
are readily available or available at reasonable indicators and to provide some loose ground
cost. rules for summarizing them. The OECD then

* Data should be documented and of known constructs "time lines" for each issue, identifying
quality. indicators that can be compiled in the near term,

* Data and indicators should be updated at reg- those planned for the medium term, and longer-
ular intervals. term-or ideal-indicators.
All of these considerations played a part in The sustainability matrix presented here (table

choosing the indicators for this report. As dis- A.1) begins with the OECD's list of environmental
cussed below, the actual framework developed indicators for near-term work, then extends it so
by the OECD as follow-up is also a useful start- that it is a more comprehensive listing of issues
ing point for a provisional global approach. important to Bank borrowers (such as noting the

issue of deserts and droughts). In order to be com-
Indicator Sets prehensive without being exhaustive, it also uses a

hierarchical, or nested, approach to issues (such as
Since environmentally sustainable development clustering desert and drought indicators with
is multifaceted, the immediate problem the com- those for agriculture under a general heading for
piler faces is how to structure a coherent indica- land). This also turns the framework into guide-
tor set. As a working hypothesis the OECD has lines for compiling and summarizing indicators.
adopted an approach that has gained wide Indicatorsshouldnotbecombinedacrosscolumns,
support: the pressure-state-response framework. since that would be mixing cause and effect. Nor
Pressure, or driving force, indicators measure the should some indicators from distinct issue clusters
extent of human-induced influences on the envi- be combined while others are ignored.
ronment (typically in the form of rates of pollu- The clustering of issues in the matrix should
tion emissions and often involving extraction and be seen as suggestive rather than a concrete
harvest rates). State indicators measure the con- framework. Different users may devise variants
dition of the environment that results from these to suit their immediate needs. But adopting the
pressures (including ambient concentrations of guidelines suggested above for compilation and
pollutants, percentage of natural area that is summarization routines would facilitate cross-
undisturbed, and so on). Response indicators fertilization, not only at the analytical but also at
relate to societal responses to the perceived envi- the information-management level. The not-too-
ronmental problems (including new regulations, distant future might see a common set of detailed
introduction of pollution charges, and so on). indicators with defined aggregation routines

Some have suggested an impact indicator cat- generating distinct sets of higher-level analytical
egory as well to reflect effects of environmental indicators.
change on specific functions of the environment In the World Bank's variant, the OECD frame-
(such as the support of human health, fresh water work is applied to four general areas of concern
availability, or climate stability), for example, (environmental, social, economic, and institu-
work done by the UN Statistical Division in its tional). The recasting of socioeconomic indicators
Framework for the Development of Environmnent to fit the OECD's framework for environmental
Statistics.' At this early stage of design and mon- indicators is an innovative and perhaps provoca-
itoring, most of the significant aspects of the tive idea. The more conventional approach is to
theme or problem may be captured by a set of recast environmental indicators to fit the analyti-
driving force, state, and response indicators. But cal framework for socioeconomic indicators-the
impact indicators will be more important as one UN's system of national accounts (SNA). This is
looks across issues-as, for instance, for national done, for example, in a proposed system for envi-
environmental action plans. ronmental and economic accounts (SEEA), which

The OECD framework presents driving force, will continue to get more attention from compil-
state, and response indicators as "columns" in a ers. Other users may appreciate the issue-
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oriented approach used in the sustainability Extensive technical documentation now in
matrix proposed here. Moreover, there can be preparation will detail sources and methods for
analytical as well as practical gains from focusing the empirical base used here. This companion
more mature and structured indicator systems, volume-GAEA, the Global Approach to Environ-
like the SNA, on a few issues relevant to sustain- mental Analyses-will be a precursor to the wider
able development studies rather than waiting dissemination of the data base underlying this
until experts in new areas such as ecology learn report in electronic form. It will provide a
enough about the SNA, and so on, to fit their detailed description of the components and
work into existing frameworks. methods used to construct the indicators that

Harmonizing these two broad approaches to appear in Monitoring Environmental Progress.
indicator work, then coordinating work across the Documents in progress cover the following areas:
many issues, will be a major challenge. Refining * Distribution-corrected GNP and wealth
the sustainability matrix will require active par- * Saving and wealth
ticipation from specialists in the subjects repre- * Rental rates for minerals and crude oil
sented by each row. This in turn will require * Carbon dioxide and other greenhouse-gas
channels for communication. Considerable emissions
progress has already been made, including the * Tax and subsidy rates
mapping of the indicator tasks to chapters of the * Metals and minerals (consumption)
UNCED's Agenda 21.2 * Suspended particulate matter (hypothetical

As follow-up to the discussion of indicators generation)
at its April 1995 meeting, the United Nations * Forest cover and rates of change.
Commission on Sustainable Development (CSD) The matrix is also the framework for a work
has approved a work program in three phases plan on indicators at the World Bank. Many of the
that reflects the emerging international consen- candidate indicators need to be refined and tested,
sus in favor of the driving force-state-response a process that will undoubtedly produce changes
framework. The CSD has begun the process of in the matrix. For example, Bank staff are playing
preparing detailed methodology sheets for the a leading role in work on land quality indicators
set of indicators given in a variant of the sus- -and coordinating this with such related efforts
tainabilitv matrix. While other international as the World Soils and Terrain Digital Database's
agencies will be taking the lead on specific envi- (SOTER) global scheme for classifying soils and
ronmental indicators, Bank staff will be active on terrains)-and, with the U.S. Environmental
all the working groups involved, and the Bank- Protection Agency, are supporting efforts by the
sponsored Conference on Environmentally Sus- World Health Organization (WHO) and the
tainable Development can provide a forum for United Nations Environment Programme
continuing the indicator dialogue in the periods (UNEP) to provide more policy-oriented indica-
between CSD meetings. tors of air quality. Significant improvements in

Many of the indicators of environmentally sus- water indicators seem likely as a result of the work
tainable development presented in this report are being organized by the UNEP in preparation for
used in the sustainability matrix, where their rela- its proposed Global Environmental Outlook report.
tionship to a larger structure is made clear. For Another area requiring more work is that of
example, figure 3.2a shows ambient concentration institutional indicators. The CSD is already tak-
indicators relating to suspended particulate matter ing some steps by following through with the
-a major factor for air pollution-while figure examination of laws having to do with sustain-
3.2b shows pollution load indicators. (Italicized able development. The monitoring of the imple-
entries in the matrix are items for which actual indi- mentation of international legal instruments by
cators are given in this report.) contracting parties is one possible indicator. Each

In some cases (such as subsoil assets as a per- country concerned in the Convention on Bio-
centage of wealth) italicized entries refer to more diversity could, for instance, be monitored for the
broadly defined measures (such as natural capi- degree to which it has established a system of
tal as a percentage of wealth) quantified in chap- protected areas, developed conservation facili-
ters of this report. ties, or enacted a national strategy.
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While it may be some years before most coun- sets have been compiled. Procedures designed to
tries can actually report data on such indicators, test alternative composites might also provide
revision of the sustainability matrix and recom- guidelines for deciding practical next steps for
pilation of indicators based on available data is compiling some international comparisons of
likely to become a continuing process, as it is for these prospective indicators. Entries followed by
socioeconomic indicators. Above all, where there "..*" are supported by data compiled internation-
is a gap in the matrix, there is a requirement for ally by one or more organizations (such as Bank-
fresh thinking on policy-relevant indicators staff estimates of subsoil assets as a percentage of
related to these themes and the identification of wealth). Dissemination of the results in sufficient
the minimal data needed for optimally inaccurate detail to allow others to experiment with alterna-
indicators. In cooperation with the community of tive weightings, and so on, could expedite refine-
practitioners on indicator development, the ment and consensus. Entries flagged with '"? are
World Bank intends to move this work forward. still so undefined as to be medium- rather than

The indicators presented here are first esti- near-term candidates for the matrix and are
mates designed to elicit better ideas. We are included mainly in hopes of obtaining concrete
releasing summary results at this stage to invite examples of how such indicators could be, or
comments about other compilation procedures have been, compiled. And "missing" entries
that might yield significantly different results. (..*) indicate where even more basic thinking
It should be emphasized that the sustainability about indicators is needed.
matrix presented here focuses on what can be
done without major changes in data collection Reference Values
activities. It is in this sense an adaptation of the
OECD's near-term work program for environ- Perhaps the most important change in thinking
mental indicators to the broader subject of sus- about indicators in recent years has been the dis-
tainable development-with special attention tinction that has been made between descriptive
to developing rather than advanced countries. and performance indicators. Traditional ap-
As a preliminary stock-taking exercise, the indi- proaches to the development of environmental
cators in the matrix were evaluated relative to indicators were concerned almost exclusively with
the availability of necessary basic data in central describing the state of the environment (for
data bases available to the World Bank for a fair instance, by giving a summary measure of the
number of developing countries. ambient concentrations of pollutants). Perfor-

The objective is to identify where crude, mance indicators, on the other hand, aim to mea-
national-level indicators could be compiled sure the distance from ambient conditions to a
quickly (those with no qualifiers to the indicator stated policy goal or technical threshold.
named in the matrix). Where compilation is not For example, the percentage amount by which
immediately possible, it is to identify the major the concentration of suspended particulates
decision points for progress. For example, entries exceeds a WHO guideline for unsafe levels would
preceded by an asterisk are uncertain in ways be a performance indicator, while reports on thc
that are not immediately apparent. They are com- concentrations per se would be descriptive indica-
posites whose weights, or embedded valuation tors. Performance indicators are key to establish-
rules, can be debated and may or may not influ- ing the policy relevance of an indicator set.
ence the trends in the proposed index. Indicators presented in this edition of Monitorinig
Components that are important for one country, Environmental Progress are, therefore, either ex-
furthermore, may be irrelevant for another. plicitly or implicitly performance indicators.

Accepted procedures for testing and report- Focusing on performance indicators identifies the
ing on alternative weighting schemes (such as subset of conceptually valid descriptive indicators
sensitivity analysis) will probably have to be that are applicable to decisionmaking at a given
devised before consensus emerges on actual com- time and place. It also acknowledges that techni-
pilation of composite indicators. Entries followed cal targets or policy goals need to be specified and
by "X" are ones for which experts have proposed stresses that the precision of performance indica-
sources and methods but for which no actual data tors depends as much on the clarity of these targets
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and goals as on the quality of monitoring and eval- of the abstraction-specificity staircase suggested

uation techniques. by the matrix's hierarchical approach to issues. For

The work done by the Canadian Institute of obvious reasons, the above-mentioned methodol-

Chartered Accountants in integrating perfor- ogy sheets will tend to be more detailed than

mance indicators with policies and business entries in the sustainability matrix. Others, notably

enterprise issues has been particularly helpful. the Scientific Committee on Problems of the

Environment (SCOPE), will promote indicators as

Analytical and Policy Uses near to the top of the staircase as possible. (SCOPE

has already proposed four indicators to cover the

Trial approaches of the type presented in this driving force column of the environmental seg-

publication can flag key unknowns for decision- ment of the matrix.) Concrete proposals have been

makers. Without this type of focus, the costs of made for a resource-depletion index to monitor

improving environmentally sustainable develop- sources and a pollution index to gauge sinks.

ment indicators would be prohibitive. At the Preliminary thinking has been outlined for an

same time the international community at large ecosystem risk index and an index of environ-

should have a voice in setting priorities for fur- mental impact on human health.

ther data work and deciding when intermediate

solutions may suffice. Technical Notes for Tables and Figures

The present report aims to promote a partic-
in~~~ deemnn ho .nvrn Figure 1.2. Current and forecast demand data are from

ipatory process m determinin how environ- Narendra Sharma and others, Managinig the World's

mentally sustainable development indicators Forests.3 The estimate of sustainable world production is
should be compiled and used. The focus is on based on the estimated global average increment figure

the gray area where compilation and use meet, of 1.1 cubic meters per hectare per year given in

rather than on the in-depth examination of com- Alexander S. Mather, Global Forest Resources,4 and the

pilation methods. While this report was written estimated world forest area of 4,038 million hectares
by Bank staff, itishopedthatcontributionsgiven in World Resources Institute, World Resources

by-Bank staff, it is hoped that contributions from 1994-95.5 Although rigorous confidence limits are not
experts outside the Bank will appear in future available for either estimate, a nonscalar band estimate

editions. was used in the figure to represent an estimated suistain-
The next important step will be to devise an able yield of 4,440 million cubic meters per year, thus

open, well-distributed, and highly participatory providing a visual representation of the uncertainty
knowledge base regarding environmentally sus- associated with the available global-level data. The

. increasing spread with time illustrates the greater uncer-
tamable development. Only then are we likely to tainty associated with longer-term projections.

reach consensus about the need to collect basic
data now to research the complex interactions Figures 1.3 and 1.4. Regional forest coverage was aggre-

between humans and their environment. gated from individual national data, which were com-

Progress in this would be accelerated if ade- piled from several sources. Data for most tropical coun-
quate attention were given to reaching agreement tries come from Food and Agriculture Organization, A

on processes for synthesizigdeForest Resources Assessment.6 Other sources are Food and
on prcesse for yntheizingdetais int pro- Agriculture Organization, Productioni Ainnual Yearbook,'

gressively more aggregated measures. Some World Resources Institute, World Resources 1994_95,8
entries of the sustainability matrix may already World Bank, World Development Report 1994,9 and World

be more summary than somne users would want, Bank staff estimates. For some countries extrapolations
and most are more summary than compilers are were made from areas with similar ecological and land
used to reporting. On the other hand, there are use characteristics. Forest cover data for each country,
upwards tof rep ing. atheoters hand thernear-term shown in Figure 1.4, were constructed based on the ratio
upwards of 100 indicators in the near-term of the current area of forest to the estimated total land

matrix, which is too many for most analysts to area. In adopting this approach, it was recognized that

grasp, even if there were no need to disaggregate where the environment is not conducive to forest devel-

some entries at present, because compilers and opment, the proportion of forest cover would be low
users have not yet agreed on protocols for such even in the complete absence of human activity Figure

highly synthesized indicators. 1.4 would give a more complete picture if it were basedon the ratio of actual forest area to potential forest area,
For the next few years organizations and indi- but such data were not available at the time of writing.

viduals will position themselves at different levels While our approach may give a misleading picture of the
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forest situation in countries (such as Greenland) that have Manufacturing.' 4 These data were combined with
naturally low levels of forest cover, the extent of forest standard World Bank data on population and gross
cover remaining in a country does indicate where forest national product contained in the Bank Economic and
resources are scarce, regardless of the extent of the origi- Social Database (BESD).
nal forest area. The analysis gives a useful first-order indi-
cation of priorities for conservation management efforts, Figure 6.3. The map groups countries according to the
particularly for countries with low levels of forest cover ratio of country-level incremental emissions to world
and high rates of forest loss. incremental emissions (which were on the order of 83

million tons per year, representing a growth rate of about
Figures 4.1-4.5. The International Trade Division of the 1.5 percent per year). Countries with decreasing emis-
International Economics Department of the Bank com- sions have negative ratios.
piled the data for metals and minerals that appear in
these tables from a number of sources, including the Figure 6.6. The Kuznets-type curve was derived by fit-
UNCTAD Secretariat, the UN Trade Analysis and ting a quadratic curve of carbon emissions per dollar of
Reporting System (TARS), World Metal Statistics, and gross national product (GNP) averaged for 1989-91 to
Metallstatistic, an annual publication of Metallgesellschaft the logarithm (base 10) of average per capita income for
Aktiengesellschaft. Income and population estimates are this same period. The regression statistics are as shown
from World Bank sources. in the following table, for regression equation:

Table 5.1. Excess carbon dioxide emissions are calculated y, = ax,2 + bxi + c, + e1.
from B. Larsen, "World Fossil Fuel Subsidies and Global In this equation y measures CO2 /$GNP, while x is
Carbon Emissions,"" using fossil fuel emissions data log,,($GNP/capita). There are 126 degrees of freedom.
given in an update by the Carbon Dioxide Information
and Analysis Center (CDIAC) of the data in G. Marland Regression statistics
and others, Estimates of CO2 Emnissions from Fossil Fuel a b c r F
Burning and Cement Manufacturing.'1 The methods used
are described in World Resources Institute, World -0.00013 0.000846 0.00113 0.134 9.752
Resources 1994-95.12 (-4.265) (4.355)

Note: Numbers in parentheses are t-statistics.

Figure 5.1. In B. Larsen, "World Fossil Fuel Subsidies
and Global Carbon Emissions,"' 3 fuel subsidies are dis- While the r2 is low, as is typical for cross-section data,
tinguished by fuel type and consuming sector, permit- the coefficients are highly significant. We can conclude
ting the calculation of "net" fossil fuel subsidies, that is, from the regression equation that carbon emissions peak
subsidies on fuels used for all purposes except the gen- at a GNP of about $1,800 per capita.
eration of electricity. Without this important distinction,
there is a risk of double-counting subsidies in the case of Figures 7.3c and 7.3d. Standard national accounting
electricity generated from fossil fuels. defines saving as a residual, production minus con-

sumption (C), both public and private. The notion of
Figutre 5.2. Electricity subsidies are calculated as the dif- genuine saving is given by the following basic account-
ference between the long-run marginal cost of genera- ing identities:
tion (as estimated in World Bank sectoral studies for S =GNP-C-D -D =I-NFB-D -D .
specific countries) and the average revenue per kilowatt I I
hour, as reported in the source cited in the figure. This Here Dr is depreciation of fixed capital, Dn is degrada-
implicit subsidy calculation subsumes both direct subsi- tion and depletion of natural capital, I is gross invest-
dies to consumers and any subsidies on inputs of capital ment, and NFB is net foreign borrowing. It is the second
and fossil fuels. version of these identities that is plotted in Figures 7.3c

and 7.3d. Note that this second version can be interpret-
Table 6.1 and Figuire 6.1. Incremental emissions for 1986-91 ed as explaining how produced assets are financed:
were calculated by fitting a linear trend to CDIAC emis- Investment is financed by the sum of net foreign bor-
sions data. Where the trend was insignificant, the incre- rowing, a depreciation allowance, a depletion allowance
ment was set to zero. This process was repeated for both (broadly defined), and genuine saving. Negative gen-
individual country data and world total emissions. uine saving is an indication that the net asset position of

the country is deteriorating.
Table 6.2 and Figures 6.1, 6.3, 6.4, and 6.5. The Carbon
Dioxide Information and Analysis Center (CDIAC) Figure 8.3. The produced assets component was com-
releases annual updates of the carbon emissions data piled from information provided in Vikram Nehru and
appearing in G. Marland and others, Estimates of CO, Ashok Dhareshwar, "New Estimates of Total Factor
Emissions from Fossil Fuel Burning and Cement Productivity Growth for Developing and Industrial
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Countries." 15 See also Vikram Nehru and Ashok 10. B. Larsen, "World Fossil Fuel Subsidies and
Dhareshwar, "A New Database on Physical Capital Global Carbon Emissions in a Model with Interfuel
Stock: Sources, Methodology, and Results."' 6 Substitution." Policy Research Working Paper no.

1256. Policy Research Department, World Bank,
Notes Washington, D.C., 1994.

11. G. Marland and others, Estimates of CO,
1. United Nations Statistical Division, Framework Emissions from Fossil Fuel Burning and Cement

for the Development of Environmental Statistics (New York: Manufacturing Based on the United Nations Energy
United Nations, 1984). Statistics and the U.S. Bureau of Mines Cement

2. United Nations Commission on Environment and Manufacturing Data. ORNL/CDIAC-25, NDP-030
Development, Agenda 21 (New York: UNCED, 1992). (Oak Ridge, Tenn.: Carbon Dioxide Information and

3. Narendra Sharma and others, Managing the Analysis Center, 1989).
World's Forests (Dubuque, Iowa: Kendall/Hunt 12. World Resources Institute, World Resources
Publishing Company, 1992), p. 29. 1994-95.

4. Alexander S. Mather, Global Forest Resources 13. B. Larsen, "World Fossil Fuel Subsidies
(London: Belhaven Press, 1990), p. 25. and Global Carbon Emissions."

5. World Resources Institute, World Resources 1994- 14. G. Marland and others, Estimates of CO,
95: A Guide to the Global Environment (New York: Oxford Emissions.
University Press, 1994), p. 135. 15. Vikram Nehru and Ashok Dhareshwar,

6. Food and Agriculture Organization, A Forest "New Estimates of Total Factor Productivity
Resources Assessment (Tropical Countries) 1990 (Geneva: Growth for Developing and Industrial Countries."
FAO, 1993). Policy Research Working Paper no. 1313.

7. Food and Agriculture Organization, Production International Economics Department, World Bank,
Annual Yearbook (New York: FAO, various issues). Washington, D.C., June 1994.

8. World Resources Institute, World Resources 16. Vikram Nehru and Ashok Dhareshwar,
1994-95, table 19.1. "A New Database on Physical Capital Stock:

9. World Bank, World Development Report 1994 (New Sources, Methodology, and Results," Revista de
York: Oxford University Press, 1994). Andlisis Economico 8 (June 1993): 37-59.
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